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ABSTRACT
POSITIONING AND REPOSITIONING: TRANSNATIONAL IDENTITY (RE)
CONSTRUCTION AND (RE) NEGOTIATION BY AMERICANSENEGALESE CHILDREN
by
Aminata Diop
Advisor: Dr. Wendy Luttrell
The main aim of this dissertation is to study the ways American-Senegalese children
position and reposition themselves as they (re) construct and (re) negotiate their transnational
identity upon returning to the U.S. from Senegal. This project explores the following
questions: 1) why do US-residing Senegalese parents send their children back to their
homeland to be raised by relatives? 2) how do these American-Senegalese children (re)
construct and (re) negotiate their multiple layers of identities upon returning home after being
raised by extended family members for more than a decade? 3) and how do the AmericanSenegalese children (re) story their racial, class, and social self-concepts in the U.S.? With the
use of attachment and family instability theory, multiple worlds, and selective acculturation,
the research examines the experiences of the American-Senegalese children with transnational
identities living in a multicultural society. The research findings are based on nine months of
data collection by extensive questionnaires, in-depth interviews with 8 American-Senegalese
children; five parents; and two teachers, focus groups, and radio interviews with seventeen
parents.
The findings display the costs, benefits, and consequences of transnational parenting
and the fact that these American-Senegalese children are sent to Senegal in an attempt to deAmericanize them while fostering Senegalese values in them with hope of keeping them out
of trouble. Furthermore, the findings show that for the American-Senegalese children, the
iv

(unintended) consequences of being raised in multiple households and different countries
come with long lasting struggles such as: identity (re) construction and (re) negotiation
formation challenges; an endless search of a sense of self and acceptance in the U.S.;
frustrations when navigating the U.S. school system; challenges with their English language
(re) learning, and cultural (re) integration experiences; struggles to find where home is when
they reunite with their US-residing Senegalese parents in the U.S.
This research contributes to the literature on immigrant students from African descent,
transnational mothering, and integration experiences of transnationalized children to
illuminate how the increase of the immigrant population in the U.S. complicates dominant
ideologies of nationalism and mainstream perceptions of normal family structures.
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Chapter I: Introduction – Senegal as Part of the New African Diaspora
Introduction
The passing of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 unintentionally
reversed a trend in the history of U.S. immigration laws that routinely discriminated
against groups seeking entry into the United States based on race and ethnicity (Massey,
1995). This shift on immigration policies, led to a vast migration of groups of people who
are mainly from non-western and developing countries to the U.S. (Awokoya, 2012).
Though many of these immigrant groups came from various parts of Asia, different islands
of the Caribbean, a good number came from various African nations (Awokoya, 2012). Of
the estimated 323.1 million people in the United States in 2016-2017, approximately 86.4
million (27 percent) were immigrants or children of immigrants (Zong, Batalova, Hallock,
2018). From the 86.4 million, 43.7 million (13.5 percent of the total U.S. population) were
foreign-born (Zong, Batalova, Hallock, 2018). Pertaining to children, 26 percent of the 70
million children under the age 18 (18 million) were either immigrants (1st generation or
1.5- generation) or had at least one parent who is an immigrant (2nd generation) (Zong,
Batalova, Hallock, 2018).
With the drastic and continuous increase of immigrants throughout the decades, it becomes
imperative to understand the experiences of immigrant children in the United States, and
the ways schools and society could and really should accommodate this particular group of
students. Among these newcomer immigrants is a group—Africans—who are often left out
of the conversation on immigrants in U.S. school and society at large. African immigrants,
a small but growing population, have significantly increased within the past five decades
(Falola & Afolabi, 2008; Harushimana, 2007; Reed & Andrzejewski, 2010; Takougang,
2003; Zeleza, 2009). This population has roughly doubled each decade since the 1970s,
1

going from approximately 80,000 in 1970 to roughly 2.1 million in 2015; thus accounting
for 4.8% of the total U.S. immigrant population (Anderson, 2017; Gambino, Trevelyan, &
Fitzwater, 2014; Reed & Andrzejewski, 2010). The Immigration and Nationality Act of
1965 removed the restrictive Immigration Act of 1925 and used immigrants’ skills and
family ties as the primary criterion for the admission of new immigrants (KonaduAgyemang et al., 2006). This allowed for migration of people from non-European
countries. The U.S. Refugee Act of 1980 opened the gates of America to African refugees
who were fleeing from civil wars. The Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of
1986 granted amnesty and legal status to immigrants who entered the United States before
1982. This was followed by the Immigration Act of 1990 in which the United States
administered 55,000 diversity visas (also known as green cards) yearly through random
selection to persons from countries with low immigration rates into the United States.
Through this program, “21,000 Africans from 48 countries and their dependents were
admitted to the United States” in 1998 alone (Konadu-Agyemang et al., 2006, p. 5). The
factors contributing to Africans’ migration include the push-pull framework, economic
hardship, internal conflict and political unrest, and natural disasters (Harushimana, 2007;
Takougang, 2003; Takyi & Konadu-Agyemang, 2006). These immigrants come with many
unique cultural features, including beliefs and languages, and mostly reside in large urban
cities where earlier immigrants have formed communities (Harushimana, 2007;
Takougang, 2003).
Although researchers have begun studying and exploring the socio-economic and
political experiences of these immigrants, African immigrant youth living in the United
States (U.S.) however, are understudied. Specifically, research on those I call the
American-Senegalese is non-existent. In the last decade, Africans have become the fastest
2

growing immigrant group in the country (Capps et al. 2012). Africans in the new Diaspora
migrate from all over the continent, with the largest group coming from Western Africa,
followed by Eastern Africa, Northern Africa and finally Southern Africa (Anderson, 2017;
Reed & Andrzejewski, 2010; Zeleza, 2009; Zong, & Batalova, 2017). The largest groups of
Africans in the United States in 2015, groups that accounted for half of the African
immigrant population, were from Nigeria, Ethiopia, Egypt, Ghana and Kenya. Immigration
takes different forms within the Senegalese population living in the U.S. Amongst those
who migrated from Senegal, many become parents of American-Senegalese
children. Some of these US-residing Senegalese parents choose to raise their children in
the U.S. while many others choose to send these American-Senegalese children home
(Senegal) to be raised by extended family members.
When it comes to immigrants’ race and the construction of their ethnic identity,
past research had tendency to ignore the fact that the process of social context influences
identity at the personal and individual level (Awokoya, 2015). Youth immigrants who are
from Africa in particular face multiple complex issues mainly of (re) building their
identity. Often, they face the challenge of others questioning the authenticity of their
Africanness; other times, their experiences in American are simply undervalued. The
emotional turmoil that comes with not feeling accepted by one’s ethnic and racial group is
a common challenge for many African immigrant youth growing up in the United States
(Awokoya, 2009; Balogun, 2011). The self-identity perceptions of African immigrant
youth are highly influenced by their interactions with school, family, and peers, which are
often complex and conflicting (Awokoya, 2015).
Senegalese Families and their Migration to the U.S.: A Short Review
Family system(s) in Senegal
3

Similar to almost all West African societies, in Senegal, the basic social unit is
some form of extended family. According to the latest census (2002), the average
Senegalese household includes 9.1 persons, which is not surprising if one takes into
account, among other things, that 25 percent of all marriages are polygamous (Vázquez
Silva 2010). More, usually, after marriage, the wife moves to her husband’s house, where
she handles house chores and caring tasks in collaboration with other women of the family,
including other spouses if the husband is polygamous (Poiret 1996). Findley (1997)
estimated that between 43 and 68 percent of Senegalese couples had lived apart at some
point during their lives. Therefore, unlike the Western family mode, in the Senegalese
traditional family model, being a couple does not necessarily imply living together in the
same place. Some qualitative studies among Senegalese families in Spain have described
how and why the reunification of the spouse and children in Europe is often delayed if the
mother-in-law is old and sick (Vázquez-Silva 2010). In Senegal, as a wife, one of your
most important duties is mainly to care for your mother-in-law. This is first a moral and
social obligation of any married woman even though sometimes, it limits the woman’s
opportunities to do a lot of things for her. In traditional families such as in Senegal, caring
for a migrant’s children in the home country is not usually viewed or considered a burden
by the nonimmigrants. According to Demographic and Health surveys in African countries,
between 9 and 35 percent of households shelter children who live without their parents
(Pilon and Vignikin 2006). Many parents believe that fostering is an efficient device to
help children become independent adults with proper values (Bledsoe and Sow 2011). This
belief has been invoked by authors to explain why some West African migrants who live
with their children abroad often send them back to their country of origin (Barou 2001;
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Razy 2007; Whitehouse 2009; Bledsoe and Sow 2011). Overall, Africans come to the
United States for the pursuit of a better life and economic mobility.
Statement of the Problem
The unique context of these African immigrant youth in the U.S is challenging at
many levels and requires a fundamental change in the education system. African
immigrants, like other immigrants, consider education as a major tool in their pursuit of a
better life for themselves and their family. School is meant to provide immigrants with
“academic, linguistic, and cultural knowledge that will sustain them throughout their
journey” in their new home country (Suarez-Orozco et al., 2008, p. 3). More, it is supposed
to also provide immigrants with tools that will help them navigate their new environment
and eventually acquire economic stability, and social mobility. Unfortunately for African
students, their schooling experiences and achievements are troubled with challenges
associated with negative perceptions of their continent of origin and their racialization as
Black (Awokoya, 2009, 2012; Ghong et al, 2007; Harushimana, 2007; Harushimana &
Awokoya, 2011; Ibrahim, 2014; Imoagene, 2017; Traore & Lukens, 2006).
Because educators battle multiple issues in the schools, the needs of African immigrant
youth tend to be overlooked. Yet, an adequate education of this category of students
requires that teachers be aware of a main component: the diversity within the Black student
population. They have to be conscious of the difference between African Americans and
the African immigrant youth. Furthermore, these educators need to be attuned to the
multiple challenges these different black students go through when it comes to their
identity. Finally, after being aware of the existing identity difference, these educators must
be positioned to deal with these groups of students. They need to acquire the much-needed
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skills to be capable of authentically dealing with the educational and cultural differences
these African immigrant youth possess.
The existing struggle of Africans from Africa is unique. As long as the social and
educational hurdles faced by African immigrant youth go underreported, their well-being
cannot be understood, and the adaptation and progress of this newer immigration
population will remain uncertain (Rong & Brown, 2002). One particular group that
presents salient uniqueness is comprised of American-born African children, especially
from Senegal, who are forced to go back home at a tender age and spend several years
there under the care off relatives to learn some important aspects of Senegalese
culture. These American-Senegalese children often permanently move back to the U.S. to
attend high school and college later on. For many of these American-Senegalese youth,
returning to their country of birth means an endless process of (re)-negotiating and (re)
building their multiple identities.
Living in multiple, cultural worlds are the experiences of many minority youth
(Phelan et al., 1991), the challenges these American-Senegalese youth face upon their
return to the U.S. is unique and starts with the (re) negotiation of their racial, social, and
ethnic identities while (re) defining the meaning of being an American citizen after being
displaced at different times in their lives. Obviously, this cultural and linguistic mobility
has an important impact on their re-adaptation processes both in school, in their families
and in society. They are believed to facilitate the expansion of the development theory”
(Bodgan & Biklen, p. 65). However, the questions remain as to how teachers’, counselors’,
peers’ perceptions of Africans and Blacks in general shape the way that they treat the
American-Senegalese students and the impact returning to live in the U.S. has on their selfidentify, social reintegration and academic achievement.
6

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to examine the experiences of the AmericanSenegalese children with transnational identities living in a multicultural society. More, it
looks at the ways transnational practices chosen by the Senegalese immigrant parents
reflect various means through which families fight against the treat of downward social
mobility, relative to their ethnicity/race and assigned status in migration and associated
with their social positions and resources not only pre-but also post-migration. Specifically,
this project explores the reproduction of social status at the intersection of two national
spaces is negotiated, in part, by the choice of where and with whom these children will live
in Senegal and how they (re) connect with their birth parents once they return home1 and
the implications of the kinship practice of sending American-Senegalese children to grow
up in Senegal. To help better understand the ways American-Senegalese children (re)
construct and (re) negotiate their racial and ethnic identities when they return to the U.S
from Senegal, the study will first analyze the history of immigration (specifically that of
the African immigrants) in the U.S. Second, to understand what happens to one’s identity
when complex phenomena come together, it will look at attachment and family instability,
multiple worlds, selective acculturation theories. Finally, I will use my interviews’
personal experiences as American-Senegalese immigrants combined with findings from
empirical studies on the racial, social, and ethnic experiences.
Living in multiple, cultural worlds are common experiences to many minority
children, especially African descent children. However, the challenges these American1

Home has a various meaning in this study (the parents see home one way and their children another). It is
used fluidly by the American-Senegalese children who think that the establishment of home requires time and
also depends on the length of time it takes for them to feel settled in a particular space. The US-residing
Senegalese parents see home not depending on a universal human need, but the place they were born, raised,
and will eventually one day return to (Senegal)
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Senegalese children from Senegalese-born parents face after their return to the U.S. are
unique and start with the (re) negotiation of their new identity while (re) defining the
meaning of race and ethnicity as displaced U.S. citizens. This dissertation research is
unique in that it is one of the very few studies that examine in depth the lived experiences
and challenges the US-residing Senegalese parents along with their American-Senegalese
children go through after being displaced multiple times. More, it reveals their family and
school experiences along with their academic achievements while they return home after at
least spending a decade in Senegal. It is also one of the few studies that seeks to present a
more holistic understanding of American-Senegalese children from Senegal-born parents’
experiences and the true reasons behind their decision to send their children away for so
long while examining the impact of the parental separation and the pressure of being
transnational on the children. Being labeled an English Language Learner after returning
from Senegal was a major unanticipated challenge for the transnational US-born child.
Significance of the Study
Firstly, and mostly importantly, this research seeks to make visible a group that is
often ignored and/or overlooked in school discourse, policies, and education research (from
kindergarten through higher education). The invisibility of African immigrants, especially
the students of Senegalese descent, is particularly harmful to their social and academic
well-being, as it limits the ability of school faculty and staff to address these students’
specific needs.
Secondly, this study analyzes the separations of American-Senegalese children
from their parents due not to parental international migration to the U.S., but due to the
little sense of “normal” parent-child connection that exist after they reunite in the U.S. after
years of being separated. Using data collected from the US-residing Senegalese parents and
8

the American-Senegalese children data set, the study first provides detailed account of the
various reasons why the US-residing Senegalese parents send their American-Senegalese
children in Senegal. Moreover, the study looks at the American-Senegalese children’s
separation experiences and the duration and their lived experiences in Senegal. These
American-Senegalese individuals/informants reflect back on their lives when they were
much younger living in Senegal after years of being separated with their US-residing
Senegalese parents. Some of the findings indicate that these separations are relatively
frequent and normal amongst the Senegalese population. Additionally, the results suggest
that the separations between the US-residing Senegalese parents and their AmericanSenegalese children usually last for an extended period of time, which might later on have
long lasting consequences on their children’s well-being and the relationships they form.
Bearing this in mind, the study looks at the various events that happened in the children’s
lives while they lived in Senegal.
Lastly, this research shifts the ways we understand (im)migration and how it breaks
the transnational norms. The Senegalese moved elements of being “here and there” to a
point that different generations have different views and understanding of what “here”
looks and feels like. In looking at the parent-child relationship once the AmericanSenegalese children return to the U.S. from Senegal after years long separation, it becomes
clear that the Senegalese cultural norm of parenting from distance in a global flux
transnational context brings intergenerational differences between parents and their
children. The parents want to be seen as well-intentioned good parents, but the children do
not necessarily agree with the parents’ choices. Parenting from distance based on the
Senegalese model changes the ways parenting works. Parenting that would otherwise look
defiant or problematic has now its significant logic. In light of the results, the study
9

discusses the decisions to start the parent-child separation, which could be related to
transnational migration strategies while also being linked to different cultural notions of
family organizational structure and functionalism.

10

Operational Definitions
For this study, the following terms are defined as followed:
o West African: People from the westernmost countries of Africa. These
countries include (in alphabetical order) Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon4, Cape
Verde, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Mali,
Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Saint Helena, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Sao Tome and
Principe, and Togo.
o Black: a racial category in the United States. It encompasses phenotypically
Black people who have African ancestry.
o Black-ness: a concept that is associated with notions of being Black. It
transcends just being phenotypically Black and is based on real or imagined
shared culture, beliefs, norms, and experiences. It is also “the extent to which
one identifies with the social and political experiences of Black people
worldwide” (Awokoya, 2009, p. 9). In the United States, Blackness is often
associated with the experiences of African Americans.
o African-ness: a concept that signifies an African and a pan-African identity. It
implies that there is a collective culture and commonly shared values by African
and people of African descent (Asante, 2012; Bagley, 2014; Dei, 2012;
Harushimana, et al, 2013, Ibrahim, 2014; Marovah, 2015; Mfum-Mensah,
2015).
o Immigrants: people who move to live permanently in a foreign country.
o Black immigrants: A term used to describe immigrants who are classified as
racially or phenotypically “Black” based on the “normative understanding of
race in the United States” (Awokoya, 2009, p. 9). These immigrants include
people from African, Central and South American, and the Caribbean.
o African–born: refers to a person who was born in African but migrated into the
States. They can be either 1st-generation or 1.5-generation.
o US-residing Senegalese parents: A Senegalese born person who (im)migrated
to the U.S. for better life/opportunities. While living in the U.S., gets married
and has children in the U.S.
o American–Senegalese: A U.S. citizen who was born from US-residing
Senegalese parents then sent to Senegal as toddler to be raised by extended
family members for a significant period of time before returning home in the
U.S. to live with his/her US-residing Senegalese parents.
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o Senegalese–American: A Senegalese citizen who was born and raised in
Senegal before (im)migrating to the U.S. as an adult with continuous hope of
returning home to Senegal one day.
o First-generation (1st-generation): A person who migrated into the United
States after the age of twelve (Harushimana et al. 2013).
o One-point-five generation (1.5-generation): Defined as immigration by or
before the age of 12 (Awokoya, 2012; Harushimana et. al., 2013).
o Second-generation (2nd generation): “Children of immigrants who were born
and raised in the United States, with at least one foreign-born parent”
(Awokoya, 2009, p. 8).
o U.S. school system: Refers to public and private K-12 schools in the United
States.
o AELL: American English Language Learner.
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Organization of Dissertation
The purpose of this dissertation is to acknowledge the shifts in how (im)migration
is typically understood by exploring the transnational patterns of parenting amongst
Senegalese migrants. In Chapter, I introduce and talk about Senegal as part of the new
African Diaspora. In Chapter II, I provide the historical Positioning of Senegal and its
educational system for the readers by looking at the impact of French colonization on the
Senegalese culture. In Chapter III, I provide a review of the relevant literature that guides
this research and the theoretical framework that grounds the study. The framework allows
for a critical examination of the complicated lives and experiences of the AmericanSenegalese children and the challenges their US-residing Senegalese parents face. Chapter
IV discusses the methodology and research design of the study. I specifically outline the
use of a critical grounded theory approach to capture the lived experiences of the
American-Senegalese children and that of their US-residing Senegalese parents. Chapter V
examines the costs, benefits, and consequences of transnational parenting. The chapter
talks about the reasons the US-residing Senegalese parents send their children to Senegal.
Furthermore, it argues that the reality of the life as (im)migrants push the US-residing
Senegalese parents to make decisions their American-Senegalese children have a hard time
accepting and dealing with later on. Chapter VI takes a look at the fact that these
American-Senegalese children are sent to Senegal in an attempt to de-Americanize them
while fostering Senegalese values in them with hope of keeping them out of trouble.
Furthermore, the findings show that for the American-Senegalese children, the
(unintended) consequences of being raised in multiple households and different countries
come with long lasting struggles Chapter VII examines the challenges that come with
identity (re) construction and (re) negotiation experiences of the transnationalized children.
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Moreover, this chapter talks about the American-Senegalese children’s identity formation
challenges that come with an endless search of a sense of self and acceptance in the U.S. In
Chapter VIII discusses the transnational child integration saga and their endless English
language (re) learning challenges along with the U.S. culture (re) discovery frustrations
expressed by the American-Senegalese who participated in this study. Chapter IX talks
about conflicting perspectives of the meaning of home after the American-Senegalese
children reunite with their US-residing Senegalese parents in the U.S. Lastly, Chapter X
concludes with an examination of the significance of the findings and implications for
future research, immigration policy, and educational equity execution.
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Chapter II: Historical Background

Introduction
“To think in French is to be French.”– Jerry B. Bolibaugh

Senegal has had a long relationship with France as a result of its special and unique
characteristics. George Hardy, French governor to Senegal, stated:
Le Sénégal a longtemps occupé une situation privilegiée dans notre enseignement
africain: c’est la plus vieille colonie du groupe de l’A.O.F., il possédait le plus
grand nombre d’écoles, il bénéficiait de la présence d’un chef de service spécial”
(p.18).
For long, France has occupied a position of privilege in our African education:
it is the oldest colony of the A.O.F, it has the highest number of schools, and it benefited from
a special chief of operations.

“The longest contact that Senegal has had with the West was through colonial experience
with France, although European traders from Portugal and Spain had landed in Senegal and
even set up trading posts before the French arrived” (Creevey, p. 354). The French
conquest of Senegal started in 1659 with their establishment in Saint Louis. When they
first came in the sixteenth century, the French appeared not to be interested in conquering
the Senegalese. Instead, just like in other parts of Africa, they were focusing on trading
goods on the island of Goree off Dakar and Saint Louis. During the African colonial
periods, there were four communes in Senegal: Rufisque, Dakar, Goree, and Saint Louis.
Saint Louis had a unique characteristic, as it was located on the mouth of the Senegal
River. Thus, it became of interest to the French because it allowed them easy access to the
country. As the first permanent French settlement space, Saint Louis had an advantage for
the French because of its geographical location. This geographic location meant easier
command on trades along the Senegal River and ultimately in the interior. The French and
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other European traders provided cheap liquor, guns, salt, cloths, cowrie, shells, copper, iron
bars, fried fish and brass (Crowder 1978).
As the capital of French West Africa during the colonial period, Senegal was
France’s most important African territory (Shambram, 2010). From 1880, France
endeavored to build a railway system, centered around the Saint Louis and Dakar line that
involved taking military control of the surrounding areas, leading to the military
occupation of main land Senegal (Shillington, 2012).
From the sixteenth century to the eve of Senegal’s independence, the French not only
stayed put, but they ended up attempting to dominate the Senegalese territories. Their
presence was felt even after 1960 when Senegal gained its independence as they left behind
their systems and ideologies in place. Thus, their presence was and still is being felt in
Senegal even decades post-independence.
Though Senegal acquired its independence in 1960, it has maintained a somehow
positive relationship with its colonizer (France). The geographic location of Saint Louis,
which gave them easy access to the county that led to a long lasting effect led to many
similarities in their various systems. Many elements found in the French culture, which
was introduced in Senegal during the colonial period remain centuries later, important part
of the Senegalese culture and identity. The French invested in the relationships between
Senegal (the colonized) and France (the colonizer) because they wanted to preserve the
common elements in their cultures. Some of the Senegalese systems, such as education
seemed identical to the French’s. By the end of the eighteenth hundred, the process of the
French power consolidation was almost complete throughout Senegal. By the middle of the
nineteenth century, there were the Senegalese trading towns defined population heavily
influenced by the French that included educated or trained Africans, mulattos, and French
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colonists.
What is worth noting here is the fact that even though the French took over
Senegal, the different ethnic groups that existed in Senegal did not abandon their customs
and traditions even with the influence of the French education system. The next section
focuses at the ways the French intended to use language and education as a means to make
Senegal and the other West Africans civilized communities. The French - acculturation of
the Senegalese communities, and the influence was not without challenges, as the next
section highlights.
The French Education System in Senegal
French Cultural Ideologies Pre-and During Colonial Periods
In 1908, Governor General Louis-Gabriel Angoulvant wrote a letter to fellow French
administrators who were present in West Africa. In that letter, the Governor reiterated that
“it is our mission. . . to bring civilization, moral and social progress, [and] economic
prosperity [to the West African peoples]” (p.84). To understand the power that underlines
these words, it is important to understand the French cultural ethnocentrism, best known
as French chauvinism. This will require looking back and realizing that the French
colonization in West Africa started at a time when Western countries were asserting and
maintaining their world power. However, for the French, this world power ought to be
conquered via intellectualism, culture, and civilization via which they had ways to
advance not only their world position but also make sure the French thought would
become superior by its very nature. This is the way they anticipated would help them
dominate the world. Armed with this ideology, the French were off trying to conquer the
West African countries and make them one. In this sense, the French saw themselves “not
as a race or nation, but as a mature world of being and a sophisticated way of thought
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and action” (Bolibaugh p.71). Therefore, French culture was deemed “the exemplar of
western achievement . . . ” and as such, possessed “universal qualities that [rendered] it
applicable anywhere” (Bolibaugh p.71). The French all along assumed and were convinced
that West African nations were not advanced and had basically no culture. Thus, they
thought they were bringing the people of Senegal and the rest of the West African
countries something good, something they would never resist. After all they believed that
“French had replaced Latin as the international language [and that] French culture set the
standards for European aristocrats, French was gaining international recognition as the
highest expression of Western civilization” (Bolibaugh p.59). The manifestation of such
a strong belief is found when Hardy questioned,
n’est il pas universellement admis que la langue française possède des vertus
exceptionnelles, qu’elle est merveilleusement prope `a l’expression des idées claires
et des sentiments nobles et qu’elle est la langue de la civilisation? (p. 86).
Isn’t the French the accepted language of civilization universally with exceptional virtues and easily
possible to express clear ideas and noble feelings?

The French were determined to make West Africans civilized by using language and
education the main means to cultural assimilation.
Importance of Education in Senegal
Senegal places a large emphasis on education. Since its independence in 1960,
Senegal has continued to employ the French model of education. The education program
and model it adopts is what Rideout and Bagayoko call “an apprentice of the French
school” (1994). The language of instruction is French. Primary school is mostly spent
teaching the children French. They are also taught reading, writing, and arithmetic. Years
later, as the kids move through the grades, they are taught science, civic education, history,
geography, art, music, physical education etc. The enrollment gender gap has been
narrowed since its independence. The number of male and female students in urban areas is
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nearly the same. However, the enrollment gender gap in rural areas is still significant
(Michel 1988). Parents make every effort to send their children to school even those who
did not receive formal education in schools. Parents believe that by sending their children
to schools, they will later on have chances of “becoming someone,” having a good and
steady job, and in return financial help their parents. Basically, parents see their children’s
education as mean to live a better life once they become successful later on. Thus, one of
the many reasons why they attach a high importance to their children’s education.
Position of Dominance
France’s colonization of Senegal and other parts of West Africa moved beyond
physical acquisition of a territory; it encompassed the psychological and the moral
conquest of the Senegalese and the other West African people. The idea of nouvelle
conquête as described by George Hardy was “less rapid and brilliant than the first, but just
as praiseworthy” (p. 15). However, it was considered as necessary. Therefore, the French
dominated people like the Senegalese with what is exemplified by Napoleon III’s (18521870) ideology of dominance by force. After failing to maintain an overseas Empire, the
French indicated that military power alone was not enough to dominate a people against
their will (Gadijgo 1990). Filled with ideas of dominance, the French made sure they
expanded their colonial goals by exploiting not only material but also the cultural conquest
of Senegal. When they first set foot in Senegal, they were focused on the exchange of
goods. However, this exchange of goods moved to culture and later on expanded to
education and schools. This ideology is well explained in L’aventure ambiguë by Cheikh
Amidou Kane:
On commença, dans le continent noir, à comprendre que leur puissance véritable
résidait, non-point dans les canons du premier matin, mais dans ce qui suivait ces
canons. L’école . . . mieux que le canon . . . pérennise la conquête. Le canon contraint
les corps, l’école fascine les âmes (p.60).
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Starting in the African continent, we began to to understand that the real power did not
reside in the morning canons, but in what followed after. The school. . . better than the
canons. . . perpetuates the conquest. The cannon constrains the bodies while the school
fascinates the souls.

The French hoped that they could use education as a vehicle to secure dominance by
molding all the West African identities into one. This tactic was an attempt to secure a
complete and total dominance on the West African countries. As much as the French hoped
to achieve a passive Senegal and a one West African entity, they failed to use education to
realize their colonial goal. Instead, they were met with resistance and opposition from what
they hoped to create. During the colonial period, the Senegalese’s interpretation of the
French education system or even the way they utilized it in places did not always reflect or
conform to the real French educational objectives and vision that existed through the
French discourse. The French preached equality and progress. Instead, they ended up
reinforcing their position of dominance while the West African and Senegalese ethnic
groups fought hard to keep their ethnic values, religion and language.
Language Imperialism under the French Colonization in Senegal
After Senegal’s independence in 1960, there is much literature and many scholars
who devoted their research to understanding in part or entirely the French Colonial
language policy not only in in Senegal, but in other African nations formerly dominated by
France. Some of these studies have described the French language policy as being
motivated by socio-political considerations whereby Africans were subjected to a policy of
cultural assimilation. According to Bokamba:
The imposition of French as the sole language of colonial Franco-phone Africa was simply
an extension of French monolingual policy adopted in the 16th century, and that its
continuation to the detriment of African languages in the 1950s was due in part to the
expressed wishes of African intellectuals to use French as the medium of instruction in
French based system (p.179).
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Ngugi, one of the African scholars who considered imperial policies to be detriment to
Africans, stated that cultural imperialism annihilates a people’s belief in their names, their
languages, in their environment, in their heritage of struggle, in their unity, in their
capacities and ultimately in themselves. It makes them want to identify with that which is
furthest removed from themselves: for instance, with other people’s languages rather than
their own (Fenwick 2009).
The French colonial possession of Senegal and other African territories began in
1884 when the European powers sat in Berlin and carved up an entire continent with a
multiplicity of people cultures, and languages in to different colonies. Irrespective of the
various groups of peoples’ ethnicities and culture, Berlin in 1884 created the division of
Africa, moreover, into the different languages of the European powers (Bokamba, 1984).
The aim of colonialism includes control of people’s wealth: its production and vernacular
distribution. Additionally, it includes control of their entire realm of the language of real
life whether through social production or via military conquest or political dictatorship.
However, one of the most important areas colonizers dominated the colonized was
mentally. French domination was present through culture, i.e., the way people perceived
themselves and also the relationship they had with the rest of the world. One of the primary
goals of colonialism was universal: extract economic benefits from the colonizing
government. However, France espoused an additional goal--that of transforming the
African populations within its sphere into French citizens--or, rather, mimics (Bhaba).
Nowhere is this effort epitomized better than in Senegal (Fenwick 2009). The most
important piece of legislation that shaped the evolution of the French colonial language
policy in Africa was the metropolitan ordinance of Villers-Cotteret, issued in 1539 by King
Francois I. This ordinance made French the exclusive official language of the French
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kingdom, thus disallowing the use of Breton, Basque, Flemisch, Occitan, German, etc., in
official language (Bokamba, 1984).
Today, in this twenty-first century, when we have seen the emphasis on human rights and
globalization, countries such as Senegal are now showing some visible signs of resistance.
Throughout the country, there are dozens of various ethnic groups each speaking its own
native language. Nevertheless, in the eve of its fifty-eight years of independence from the
French rule, the language spoken in schools is still French from pre-school to the highest
education levels. French colonization profoundly altered the way civilization is viewed and
lived in the Senegalese communities.
Literary Depiction of French Colonization and Its Effects on Senegalese Society
L’aventure ambiguë
The French colonizers altered the lived experiences of the Senegalese communities.
Nevertheless, these communities managed to come together and create a nation-state with
resplendent communal culture born out of oppression and exploitation. Under French rule,
the poor farmers of Northern Senegal were forced by oppressive economic policies to
resort to the monoculture of peanuts and rice. What was once a civilization of communal
living and bartering, the French instituted elements of capitalism that would best serve the
European metropole. The legacy of colonialism on traditional farming practices was the
desertification of the delicate Sahel soil and a devastating famine in the late twentieth
century (Kloby, 2006). However, instead of nurturing a complete capitalist system and
educating the local populous about the newly developed concepts of industrialization and
economic theory, the Europeans exploited the rich resources of both land and people to
further advance their own development (Rodney, 2006). Even then, they fought and tried to
keep their memories as positive as possible.
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The Senegal my great grandparents raised my grandparents in was one that sounded so
fascinating to us the great grandchildren who heard the recollection of its history through
various older relatives. That Senegal was filled with humanity, a valued solidarity and
honor. The writer Cheikh Amidou Kane left Senegal during the colonial period to go to
France to pursue his philosophy degree. While away from his home country of Senegal, he
decided to keep a journal and record his life experience in his new home while away from
his ancestral one. He captured his experience of belonging to a traditional culture and
moving to a modern one; additionally, the dominant culture of origin was all about oral
tradition versus one whose main medium is writing. These entries later had important
impact on Senegalese literature as, years later, they were transformed and became
L’aventure Ambiguë, a novel reflective of a collective African struggle that
contemporaneously bore “witness to ...the existence of a black culture, a black civilization
[and] a black sensibility” (Little, 2000, p.71). L’aventure Ambiguë was published in France
in 1961 just one-year post the Senegalese independence. However, what is worth noting is
that though it was published after colonialism ended in Senegal, it was written during
Senegal’s colonial period. The activities set forth in the novel took place between 1939 1940, a time the French aggressively perused their educational policy in West Africa
(Gadjigo, 1990).
L’aventure ambiguë opens with Samba Diallo attending a Koranic school studying
religious verses from the Koran, which is the focus of the traditional Senegalese Islamic
schools. La Grande Royale, his mother, forced him to be removed from this Senegalese
traditional school (to the regret of his father (le Chevalier) and his teacher (Thierno) and
forced him to attend a French school in Senegal. The emphasis on the educational system
contrast and dominance is as visible as that of the influential matriarch La Grande Royale.
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After being exposed to the French and modern ideologies and values, Samba started
questioning the Senegalese religious and traditional values that once motivated him with
strong values and a sense of self. After finishing his studies in Senegal, Samba embarked
and went to Paris to study philosophy at a university. Surrounded by nothing but
difference, Samba became confused. His questions about his Senegalese religious and
traditional values coupled with feeling lost in between two worlds led Samba to displaced
and in dire need of finding his true identity and self. After endlessly searching for his
identity and his sense of self, Samba returned to Senegal where he died shortly upon his
return. L’aventure Ambiguë shows us the reality of what some of the Senegalese people
had to deal with during the colonial period when a vast number of children experienced the
shift from the traditional education to the French one.
L’Appel des Arenes
L’aventure Ambiguë was not the only book that focused on postcolonial social issued in
Senegal. Decades later, after seven years of residing in France novelist Aminata Sow Fall
returned to her home country of Senegal in 1960 (the same year Senegal received its
independence); when she returned in Senegal after being away for seven years she barely
recognized much. Today, the Senegal Aminata Sow Fall grew up in and keep going back
and forth to is one in which its people value money and material goods more than ever
before. Those important lost values Aminata Sow Fall mentioned, led her to write the novel
l’Appel des Arenes, published in Dakar in 1982 in which she engages her readers about the
changes she perceived. This novel is filled with responses to just everyday social issues in
Senegal. The novel opens with Monsieur Niang teaching French Grammar to Nalla. During
the lesson, Nalla who is a big fan of wrestling is distracted by the calls of the drums in
arena not too far from his school, is unable to fully concentrate on the grammar lesson
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Monsieur Niang was teaching him. Wrestling is the biggest traditional sport in Senegal.
Nalla’s unconditional passion for wrestling horrifies his well-educated and Francophone
parents, Diattou and Ndiogou. They have a hard time grasping their son’s prioritizing of
sport, especially wrestling, over his education. Diattou and Ndiogou go above and beyond
to make sure Nalla is exposed to avenues for a successful and financially secured future.
However, Nalla’s passion for wrestling kept growing after he befriended Andre and
Malaw. Two wrestlers, who made Nalla rediscover what his grandmother Mame Fari had
preached him since he was very young. Nalla throughout the novel is stuck in the world of
his parents and that of his hero friend wrestlers. Nalla however, was able to combine the
best of both worlds and used the important values of the past to build a strong present.
Both novels open with education settings and give its readers the contrast of Samba living
in Paris and going through French school system in France versus that of Nalla who,
though he did not go to France to study was still subject to parents who were educated in
the French colonial system. Both characters react to post-colonial era education and the
social issues that come with the mix. As argued by Médoune Guèye, L’appel des arènes
can thus be seen as representing “plusieurs formes d’aliénation de la société s´enégalaise
après l’indépendance (p.72).
Kane and Sow-Fall both showed a representation of their understanding of the ways West
Africans and more specifically Senegalese saw the colonial and post-colonial school
systems. How did Kane and Sow Fall’s voices fill the long existing space left by the
absence of Senegalese and African historians and other authors’ voices within the colonial
discourse? These voices are imperative to situate the history of Senegal’s educational
system in the colonial world. As Gadijgo so clearly stated, “a study of the colonial school
from the bias of novels that deal with education will force a more dynamic vision of the
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schools themselves from those who experienced them directly” (p.17). From these two
authors’ accounts, it will be possible to view French education in terms of what it was
to the Senegalese student, rather than for what it was intended to be by and for the
French implementer.
Colonial and Postcolonial School Systems: The West Africans’ view
The French educational system thought started modestly was slow to expand in
Senegal. Blair explicitly stated, “apart from superficial commodities of western living,
the most important changes effected during the period of colonization were due to the
introduction of the French educational system” (p. 8). The importance the French
perceived on their educational system was for it to have the determination to eliminate the
barbarism such as polytheism and cannibalism. Thus, the missionaries started preaching
values and practices according to Christian doctrine (Crowder, 1978). The missionaries
taught the West Africans to read and write so that they could read and teach the Bible.
Moreover, they introduced them to other aspects of European life like “carpentry, masonry,
and printing.” (Crowder, 1978, p.10). The close contact between missionaries, West
African tribes, and their exposure to civility made the West Africans associate education
with Christianity. This was a problem in places like Senegal where the Muslim religion had
already made its way in. The Senegalese tribes associated the missionaries as wanted
“[destroy] much of the inherited traditional cultural values and institutions” (Blair,
1976, p. 8). As seen in the beginning of the movie Ceddo and pretty consistent with
what Bishop Desmond Tutu stated as he reflected on this by saying: “When [colonists]
arrived, we had the land and they had the Bible. They taught us to close our eyes to
pray, and when we opened them again, we had the Bible and they had the land”
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(Little, 2005). The Senegalese resistance to the missionaries was made possible by
their strong faith.
Religion in Senegal: Rise of Islam in Senegal
Education in Senegal was seen from two angles. The first one was the way the
community understood education, which was the traditional schools where everyone was
taught the Koran. The second one was from the French colonizer’s perspective, which was
to implement the French educational system in all the communities. The movie Ceddo (the
outsiders) showed us the existing division between the community, which practiced Islam,
and the French, who practiced Christianity, particularly African culture against the
onslaught of Islam, Christianity, and slave trades. When the King of the village sided with
the Muslims, the Ceddo plotted and kidnapped his beautiful daughter, Princess Yacine
Dior. This kidnapping was to show their protest of being forced to convert to Islam. Many
of the king’s subalterns tried to rescue the princess and ended up being killed. The Ceddo
went as far as attacking the King’s village killing him to show their resistance to Islam.
Toward the end of the movie, the kidnappers were killed and the princess was freed to
return to her village where she faced the Imam and all the villagers who were converted to
Islam and given Muslim names.
People like El Hadj Umar Tall who was born in Fouta dominated the resistance to
Christianity in these communities. Initiated to the Tijaniyya2, he later assumed the khalifa
of the Tijaniyya Sufi Brotherhood. Maba Diakhou Bâ who was also a disciple of the
Tijaniyya Sufi brotherhood rallied all the religious leaders in Saloum. These Muslim
leaders were putting a strategic plan to fight the French colonialism and more importantly
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Tariqa Tijaniyya is a path, a way (Tariqa), and method of studying and putting into practice Islamic
Spiritual Science (Tasawwuf)
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find ways to keep the expansion of the Muslim religion in all parts of Senegal. Since the
French were already taking the East part of the country like Dakar, they divided their
disciplines and sent them to the North. Mamadou Lamine Drame, Mame Mor Anta Sally
went to Mbacke. Each of these religious leaders started teaching the children the Koran in
what will come to be known as known as Daara. The Daaras are designated traditional
Koranic schools that taught children religious education for centuries.
The presence of more Daaras was alarming to the French who started worrying and
thinking that Senegal was not adopting Christianity fast enough. The assimilation process
was not going well and the missionaries were not provided with the expected results from
the goals the French had set. Some Informants told the French about the education system
in the Daaras and the meaning it had for parents. Parents were giving the religious leaders
their children at a very young age to teach them the Koran and train them into becoming
paysan (peasant). Once the French found this out, they started breaking up the kingdoms.
Their strategy was to force most of these religious leaders into exile.
The same thing was happening in the neighboring countries such as Benin (Dahomey),
Burkina Faso (Upper Volta), Guinee (French Guinea), Ivory Coast, Libya, Mali (French
Soudan), Senegal, Niger, Mauritania, Togo. By then, the French had complete control of
the conquered Kingdoms and transformed them into a Federation, which was a group of
colonies to the empire. To impose French ideologies, they started calling these colonies,
Cercles, which was an administrative unit used to identify the French oversea empires. The
above mentioned West African countries constituted the French West African Federation,
which was part of the French Republic. Dakar was the capital of those eight colonies. The
Governor later divided the Cercles into Cantons and the Cantons into Villages
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The more the French pushed, the more the religious leaders pushed back by emphasizing
the Koranic schools. Wherever the French used tactics to destabilize the religious leaders,
the more the latter responded with resistance. By the time the French put stricter governing
rules in these villages, the parents were still sending their kids to the Koranic schools with
or without the presence of the religious versus sending them to the French conventional
educational system. Eventually, no matter how much power the French had over these
colonies, they could not sway these natives or persuade them to fully adapt to their Western
culture. Culturally, there is this grassroots educational system that is more like a rite of
passage. Thus, placing the child predominantly male children to the Daara and Koranic
schools are a rite of passage. For Example, if you do not go to the Daaras, people will see
you as a toubab (white person).
The French had their agenda. They wanted to bring their language, culture, religion, and
even the way they dressed. However, the majority who were mainly not part of the
communes were the ones who resisted them the most. For example, today, when you go to
Touba (the second most populated city after Dakar), there is not one French school. People
who live in Touba go to Mbacke to obtain a formal education. All the schools in Touba are
Daaras. Those who live in Touba tend to go to the Middle Eastern countries to pursue
higher education rather than France or other parts of Europe. There were however some
successful stories, such as the first President of Senegal, Leopold Sedar Senghor, and
Blaise Diagne, who were a French political leader and later on became the Mayor of
Dakar. Diagne was also the first black African to hold a seat in the French court and
government. Lamine Gueye, along with Senghor, represented Senegal in the French
National Assembly. These leaders all went to France and got their education there before
choosing law and literature as their tool for activism.
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Impact of Islam on Women in Senegal
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Islam entered Senegal, spreading from
the coasts to the interior of the country. The missionaries of Islam were from brotherhoods
or tariqas in North Africa. Senegal is a Muslim country where almost 94 percent of the
citizens are Muslim. Religion is a big part of the society and its people. However,
knowledge of Islam, for many of the Senegalese, is limited by what the marabouts profess,
so membership in a Sufi brotherhood requires only limited knowledge of Islam (Ousman,
2004, p. 81). The marabout system allows for regionally dominant groupings, but it is not a
major cause of friction in Senegal (Villalón, 1995, p. 115). With so many of its population
adhering to Islam, it is important to note that even though most of its population is Muslim,
Senegal is still “not officially an Islamic state because it is not governed by Islamic law”
(Creevey, 1991, p. 347). Thus, superficially, the position of women in Senegal could be
seen as equal to men. For example, when one compares Senegalese women to those of the
Middle East, one can easily see that the women in Senegal have more freedom and are less
secluded than those in the Middle East. In its traditional form, it is worn by women to
maintain modesty and privacy from unrelated males. According to the Encyclopedia of
Islam and Muslim World, modesty in the Quran concerns both men's and women's "gaze,
gait, garments, and genitalia” Encyclopedia of Islam and the Muslim World (2003). The
Qur'an instructs Muslim women to dress modestly (Martin et al. (2003). Some Islamic
legal systems define this type of modest clothing as covering everything except the face,
hands up to wrists, and feet (Fischer, 2008 and Glasse, 2001).
They are able to walk on the streets without the company of men; some can shake hands
with men and even give hugs to them; they can drive cars, and have a lot more
independence and autonomy than the Middle Eastern women whose countries follow very
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strict Islamic law. Moreover, Senegalese women wear Western clothes, work in
government, universities, and hold other high-stake jobs. Women made substantial
progress in their access to education since independence in 1960-even in 1965 only 1
percent was literate, whereas currently that figure has risen to 20 percent (Cellar 1982).
However, progress is slow and in Senegal just like in all other part of the world, women are
still catching up with men when it comes to many areas. Even though Senegalese women
are a little freer when compared with Middle East women, they still live in a country where
Islam is the dominant religion, which comes with some restrictions too including in
education and more specifically when it comes to rural women.
Senegalese women in the rural areas can dispose of income because they are usually very
engaged in crop production. These women grow peanuts while raising a substantial
proportion of food crops, peanuts in their private plots. Having a certain economic
independence, however, does not mean the women in Senegal have much more economic
equality compared to males. Traditionally, family resources and land are what reflects the
major economic inequality between Senegalese males and females simply because the
family resources are usually controlled by males who are the heads of the households.
Women receive plots of land for their use from their fathers, or if married, from their
husbands. However, they could not pass these on to their heirs, not even to their sons
(Diop, 1984). Women do have the right to inherit from their parents or keep from money
they earn themselves. However, they still inherit less than boys. According to the Islamic
law, a woman can inherit only one-half of what her brothers inherit (Qu’ran 4:12), clearly
setting up not only the Senegalese women but also Muslim women as second-class. The
Q u r ’ a n states that men stand a step above women (Qur’an 2:229). The positive thing is
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that Senegalese women do not have to wear a veil or live in seclusion like most women
who live in the Middle Eastern countries.
Senegalese women like all Muslim women do have lesser rights than . . . when it comes to
inheritance and family positions in general. The most provision that gives men more power
over women is the fact that men are required to sign for polygamous relationships when
they marry a woman. The Qur’an states that a man may marry only as many wives as he
can treat fairly and equitably (up to four) (Qur’an 4:4). This simply means the women are
agreeing to their husband’s wish to take up to four wives at the time. Women live in
constant fear that their husband will take more wives. Sometimes, the men go as far as
threatening them to keep them in line if they do not want him to marry more wives, clearly
showing an unbalance of power in the household. As Diop (1984), a close observer of the
Senegalese society puts it:
First of all, the relations between husband and wife appear to fall clearly into the model of
dominance/submission. Privileged by his status as a man in a society that has
traditionally recognized the agnatic line-and by his economic power (he has charge of
the family), the husband maintains authority over the wife, who owes him respect and
obedience (p.162).

Senegal is not an officially Muslim state ruled by strictly Islam law in every single domain.
However, sometime men find it convenient to use a fundamental interpretation of what was
intended in the Qur’an to run their households and the Senegalese women.
How much then has Islam impacted the status of Muslim women and more
specifically Senegalese women? Thus far, Islam law does not strictly rule Senegal the way
it rules in the Middle East countries. However, at the very least, we can see that the
practiced portion of Islam in Senegal has reinforced and allowed men to see and treat
women as holding a second-class position. It is hard to know what position women held or
how they were viewed in Senegal before Islam. What is clear is that the literature and the
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experience of women show no signs of Senegalese women being close to equal to the men
in traditional society at any point. Women were and still are expected to obey male
authority whether it is toward a brother, husband, uncle, father, etc. When it comes to
women subservience, religious affiliation does not seem to matter; “what seem to be more
significant is that there is no clearly discernible pattern that Christian/animist Senegalese
women were better able to take jobs, acquire schooling, or hold political office than
Muslim Senegalese women” (Creevey, p. 362).
Summary/Conclusion
Education, whether formal or informal, is meant to be a vehicle for the
transmission of knowledge, cultural values and a sense of personal morality. Education
however, should not be forced on people the way the French colonialists did in Senegal and
other parts of West Africa. When the French colonialists adapted and introduced their
educational system to Senegal, they based it on French versus African. The clear
distinction resulted in more tension within the West African consciousness, which led to a
difficult and complex assimilation process filled with resistance and denunciation. This led
Senegalese people to have taken various forms of resistance. The religious leaders
managed to open more Daaras to give parents a chance to choose to present their children
with traditional education instead of being constraint to send them to the French schools.
The most prominent Senegalese leaders such as Leopold Sedar Senghor and others took the
opportunity and used the French educational system as (tool of colonization) and turned it
into an instrument capable of fighting and leading to decolonization. Others like Kane and
Sow Fall turned to novels and text to contribute to the colonial discourse. The combination
of all these methods and tactics responded to the direct cultural, social, and even political
actualities present in Senegal and the rest of the West African people’s lives leading to
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various aspects of colonial education in West Africa. However way we look at this, we see
that all of these educational categories brought reminiscence to the Senegalese oral
tradition and the means of preserving its traditional method of communication. As a result,
producing novels and other forms of literature give voice to educational experiences
presented from an African perspective. Senegalese and African novels written by
Senegalese and African authors serve as important accounts that are much needed to teach
the history of French colonialism in anything other than the colonizer’s voice. Sow Fall see
novels like hers and Kane’s as having the power to “créer une littérature qui reflète
simplement notre manière d’être, qui soit un miroir de notre âme et prise de notre
culture” (p. 12) [create a literature that simply reflects our way of being, which is also a
mirror of our soul and taken from our culture]. Whether it is the movie or Kane and Sow
Fall’s novel, we can see education as a way to provide a deeper and richer understanding of
the Senegalese experience and when looking even closer depict the role Islam plays in the
Senegalese society and more specifically in the women’s lives. These antecedents allow
the younger generations to understand history of the Senegalese people who lived in the
colonial times and saw their experiences, which without doubt were absent in the French
colonial discourse. Many Senegalese and other Africans internalized and interpreted the
history of the colonial system differently. However, Ceddo, Kane, and Sow Fall help to
reveal the ways in which they or other Africans used education rather than the way the
French colonizers and also implementers intended it to be used.
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Chapter III: Literature Review
Introduction
The voices and perspectives of the US-residing Senegalese parents and the
American-Senegalese children will make up the patterns of behaviors that lead to grounded
theories from my research. Currently, the literature on Africans in the US is limited and
that of the returning American-Senegalese students is almost non-existent. This research
will contribute to this area and provide insight into the current state of the challenges faced
by the retuning American-Senegalese. This chapter surveys relevant literature that
informed the approach to this study on how the American-Senegalese students cope with
their transnational identities while living in multicultural societies. Moreover, it explores
how the reproduction of social status at the intersection of two national spaces is
negotiated, in part, by the choice of where and with whom these children will live in
Senegal and how they (re) connect with their birth parents once they return home and the
implications of the kinship practice of sending American citizen children to grow up in
Senegal. First, I outline the literature on race, racialization and Blackness in order to
provide a foundation for understanding how these concepts operate and the impact that it
has on the lives of students who are radicalized as Black people in the United States. Next,
I outline the various operational definitions(s) such as African-ness, American-ness, Blackness in order to examine the different ways that various scholars understand the African
identity. I then outline literature on African migration in the U.S. This chapter also reviews
multiple world theory and the frameworks within which this study is grounded.
History of African Migration in the United States
The statistical distribution of post-slavery African immigrants indicates that
between 1960 and 2000, the number of African immigrants increased exponentially, from
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30,000 in the 1960’s, to 80,000 in the 1970’s, to 176,000 in the 1980’s, to 1 million in 2000
(Frasier, 2005; Hamza, 2005). Changes in the U.S. immigration policies have led to a
significant increase in the African population. According to the ACS, as of 2010, the
largest African foreign-born populations were in California (158,953), New York
(158,878), Texas (136,112), Maryland (125,470), and Virginia (89,290) (ACS, 2010 (table
DP02)). The African immigrant groups with the largest presence in the United States as of
2010 were Nigerians (219,309), Ethiopians (173,592), Egyptians (137,799), Ghanaians
(124,696), Kenyans (88,519) (ACS, 2010 (table B05006)), and Senegalese (27,000).
Though the Senegalese immigrants are less than the other African immigrant groups, the
current Senegalese population in the United States is both linguistically and culturally very
diverse. A lot of these Senegalese are concentrated in New York in a neighborhood called
Little Senegal or Le Petit Senegal, which is formed in a particular area of Harlem around
the 116th Street between St. Nicholas and 8th Avenues.
African Immigrant Youth Identity Construction and Negotiations
The growing diversity of Black racial groups has compelled this researcher to
examine how group members view themselves racially and ethnically and the messages
they receive in the construction and maintenance of their identities (Butterfield, 2004;
Waters, 1999). Existing research on African and Caribbean immigrants reveals that both
groups have to navigate similar challenges, including negotiating multiple identities,
navigating unfamiliar American race relations, and undergoing similar processes of
adaptation (Arthur, 2000; Benson, 2006; Waters, 1999). A number of issues are unique to
African immigrant populations due to a varied and less established immigration history,
dispersed geographic settlements in the United States, and issues of mobility, among other
concerns (Arthur, 2000; Rong & Brown, 2002). Furthermore, Africans have historically
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been and continue to be a highly stigmatized group within the Western imagination, and
specifically within the U.S. curriculum (D’Alisera, 2009; Traore & Lukens, 2006). As
Jaffe-Walter and Lee (2011) noted “recently arrived immigrants students face multiple
issues related to linguistic and cultural dislocation” (p.45). Generally, African immigrant
youth do face very specific challenges when it comes to constructing their identities in the
U.S. and when negotiating not only their racial, but also their ethnic identities.
Immigration has different affects depending on different immigrant ethnic groups
and their age. Moreover, Alfred (2004) noted that immigrants have different economic
backgrounds and speak different languages that are not only English. Therefore, the
opportunity and challenges of the different African immigrants will vary depending on
their unique background and ethnicity. As Black immigrants who are both ethnically and in
the racial majority in their home countries, African immigrants become subjected to
homogenizing views of Blackness in the United States (Bashi & McDaniel, 1997). For
many Black immigrants, ethnic and national identities far outweigh ties to a radicalized
identity prior to migration and throughout their time in the Unites States (Bailey, 2002;
Rogers, 2006; Vickerman, 2001). However, because of the role race holds in the United
States, Black immigrants who choose to identify ethnically find their identifications viewed
as inconsequential or divisive (Kasinitz, 1992; Waters, 1999). Furthermore, African
immigrants are subject to stereotypes born out of ignorance about the diversity of African
societies and the misrepresentation of African cultures and societies in the Western media
(Awokoya, 2009; Awokoya & Harushimana, 2011; Traore & Lukens, 2006). The different
researches show that African immigrant youth negotiate with these challenges differently
and their occurrences happen in several different contexts. This is even more complicated
when looking at the American-Senegalese youth who, on top of dealing with these
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different factors must also face a new environment, language, and culture when they return
to the U.S. Rong and Preissle (2009) indicated that “transnational migration affects people
differently because of their pre and post social class, and their race-ethnicity, their country
of origin, and the conditions of their exit; these differences result in considerable
inequities…” (p.10).
Young People Living in Multiple Worlds
For many young people, belonging to both a heritage culture and a mainstream culture is
essential to how they define themselves. These identities, like other collective identities,
are constructed around networks of norms (see Ashmore, Deaux, & McLaughlin-Volpe,
2004). When individuals from an Eastern culture immigrate to a Western culture, they
often retain strong support for their heritage norms, particularly those surrounding issues
related to the family and relationships (e.g., Naidoo & Davis, 1988). Westerners have
typically experienced their heritage culture dynamically at both the societal (e.g., schools,
media) and interpersonal level (e.g., family, peers), their self-concept is well rooted in this
culture (Giguere, Lalonde, Lou, 2010). If immigration occurs during the adolescent years
or later, the person’s experience with the receiving culture occurs at a developmental
period when many attitudes and daily routines have already been well-established and
grounded within a normative frame set by the heritage culture (see Heine, 2008). Eastern
immigrant parents in attempting to maintain heritage norms in a mainstream context
typically encourage their children to adopt behaviors and norms that are most closely tied
to family traditions and family honor (Dion & Dion, 2001; Georgas, 1989; Kwak, 2003).
Consistent with the parent-child discrepancy in exposure to heritage and mainstream
cultures, children of immigrants report greater endorsement of mainstream cultural norms
and values as well as weaker endorsement of traditional cultural norms and values than
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their parents (Georgas, Berry, Shaw, Christakopoulos, & Mylonas, 1996; Knafo &
Schwartz, 2001; Rosenthal, Demetriou, & Efklides, 1989). It is not surprising then that
some second-generation youth may experience culturally-based internal conflicts and that
they may sometimes feel as though they are ‘caught between two cultures’ in certain
situations (e.g., Dugsin, 2001; Weston, 1994). Even when the norms of heritage and
mainstream cultures are perceived as being incompatible with one another, the risk of
conflict can sometimes be avoided by switching between the differing cultural beliefs as a
function of the social environment (e.g., family, school) (Phinney, 1990). The cultural
identity of these young adults is contextually driven by environmental cues, usually of a
single culture that is salient in a given situation. This notion is well-captured by the concept
of frame-switching put forth by Hong and her colleagues (see Hong, Morris, Chiu, &
Benet-Martınez, 2000). Cultural frame switching is said to occur when individuals
alternate between different cultural interpretive frames as a function of the cues in their
environment.
Conflicting Contexts of Socialization
Transnationalism: Transnational migration is “the process by which immigrants forge and
sustain simultaneous multi-stranded social relations that link together their societies of
origin and settlement” (Schiller, Basch, & Szanton-Blanc, 1995, p. 48). Unlike the pre1960s immigrants who cut ties with their home countries, contemporary immigrants like
those from African straddle a social, cultural, and economic space between America and
their motherland (Levitt & Schiller, 2004). Immigrants are not able to de-link from their
homes of origins. What they do instead is create a transnational identity post migration that
allows them to exist between and stay connected to both the home and host countries
(Schiller, Basch, & Szanton-Blanc, 1995; Shani, 2018). Immigrants have the ability to
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maintain connections between societies of origin and settlement by using technology,
social media, community organizations, ethnic associations, religious spaces, etc. These
links between their homelands and the countries they migrated to are also maintained
through constant communications across nations, buying and owning properties and lands
in their homeland, through remittances etc. In this study, transnationalism is used as an
attempt to elaborate a more applicable, and accurate empirical research than the standard
earlier notion of Basch et al. (1992) and at the same time, the wider and well-known
definition of Portes and colleges (Portes, et al., 1999). This study will use the latter through
valuable for its greater empirical rigour will be broaden up to include immigrants’
attachments and emotional realms through distance though which they fuel systematic and
mutual commutations relationships, support, etc. that are not necessarily grounded on
physical proximity. This study will approach transnationalism in the sense of social
relationship and the “at distance” practice will allow the US-residing Senegalese parents to
exert a relevant influence parenting their children from distance while maintaining a social
influence on the extended families they left behind. A few key literature reviews, helpful to
shed light both on the proper and the not-so-proper uses of the notion of transnational in
migration research, are however the following: Kivisto (2001); Levitt (2001b); Portes
(2003); Levitt and Glick Schiller (2004); Vertovec (2004); Levitt and Jaworsky (2007).
Polygamy in the Muslim Tradition
The Koran, the holy book of Islam, provides a textual basis for the practice of
polygamy in Muslim families: “Marry women of your choice, two, or three, or four; But if
ye fear that ye shall not be able to deal justly (with them), then only one” (IV:3. Yusuf Ali
translation, 1993, p. 179). In fact, polyandry, a female having many husbands, is strictly
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forbidden in S rah 4:243. While many, citing the near impossibility of treating all wives
equally, interpret the above verse as a recommendation in favor of monogamy, the practice
of formal polygamy is accepted by the majority of Muslims (Hassouneh-Phillips (2003)).
Polygamy was and is practiced in Islamic cultures under the authority of Sdrah 4:3. The
form of polygamy practiced by Muslims is called polygyny. This practice consists of one
husband having two or more wives. Polygyny, hereafter referred to as polygamy, is by far
the most common form of polygamy worldwide (Valsiner, 1989). Polygamous wives may
live together or each may have her own household. As Al-Krenawi and colleagues (1997)
noted, although “among most practicing societies there is an imperative to treat co-wives
equally regarding the provision of economic resources, social support, and attention” (p.
448), this is not always the case in practice.
The Koranic verse cited above was revealed in the context of war wherein many women
were widowed and many children orphaned (Ali, n.d.). The institution of polygamy in this
context allowed for widows and orphans to be incorporated into other existing families,
thus allowing for the provision of financial and emotional support for this vulnerable
group. While modern day polygamy has strayed far from this original context, Muslim
men’s right to marry up to four wives remains largely undisputed. Many Muslims believe
that polygamy is a necessary and beneficial practice. Historically, women outnumbered
men in communities. This can happen after a battle (such as the Battle of Uhud, the battle
following which Allah revealed S 5rah 4:3 to Muhammad) or simply as a result of
3

Also (prohibited are
Women already married,
Except those
Whom your right hands possess.
In other words, a man may only marry an already-married woman if he has captured her in a battle. 'ALI,
supra note 1, at 4:24.
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a greater life expectancy for females. (Esposito and Delong-Bas, 2001). According to one
source, "inmost human societies, females outnumber males (Hassouneh-Phillips (2003)).
Because women depend upon men for protection, (Hassouneh-Phillips (2003))
"[t]he Shari'ah... does not tolerate any woman seeking refuge under the roof of any
man unless she is married to him or he is within the prohibited degrees of relationship to
her."(Abdur Rahman, (1990)) Because Islam does not encourage female infanticide or
celibacy," (Hassouneh-Phillips (2003)) allowing a man to be lawfully wedded to multiple
wives "seems the only reasonable alternative to meet the needs of women for protection
and care. "Another justification for polygamy is that if a woman cannot procreate, due to
infertility or age, marrying a second woman would enable the man to have legal (male)
heirs (Mufti Muhammad ibn Adam al-Kawthari, 2005). Otherwise, the man might be
forced to divorce the woman in exchange for a fertile one (referencing the scholarship of
Sayyid Qutb, (2005)).
Polygyny allows for procreation and protection of the first wife; she would arguably not be
abandoned (because who would want to marry a barren woman?) and would perhaps enjoy
being able to help raise her husband's children (referencing the scholarship of Sayyid Qutb,
(2005)). Similarly, if a wife is diseased or disabled, she might not be able to reproduce or
to care for the children she already has (Hassouneh-Phillips (2003)). Thus, it would
arguably be better to have a second wife to care for the husband’s and children’s needs, in
addition to attending to the “sick wife.” In addition to studies documenting the detrimental
effects of polygamy on the health of wives, other investigators have identified polygamy as
a risk factor for negative child health outcomes (Hassouneh-Phillips (2003)). Study of 146
Bedouin-Arab children of wives in polygamous families reported higher levels of family
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conflict and suffered from lower academic achievement and poorer social adjustment than
children from monogamous families (Al-Krenawi & Lightman, 2000).
The Weight of Transnationalism on US-Born Immigrant Children
The American-Senegalese youth are often challenged after returning to the U.S.
from Senegal in their ability to negotiate and reconcile the varying expectations of their
birth parent(s) and those they interact with outside of their U.S. homes. While living in
multiple, cultural worlds is the experiences of many minority youth (Phelan et al., 1991), it
is uniquely challenging for these American-Senegalese youth as both their lengthy stay in
Senegal and (re) reunifying with their birth parent(s) and in some cases other siblings make
the (re) construction and (re) negotiation of their racial, ethnic, and social identities even
more challenging. Family environment is a key role context in which identity, particularly
ethnic identity, is formed and reinforced (Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2001). In the
household context, parents and other extended family members teach young immigrant
youth how to interact with members of their ethnic groups, how to keep their traditional
values, languages, and other cultural practices. These immigrant parents more often than
not have a clear understanding of their heritage culture and thus, attempt to raise their
children according to long-standing traditions and gendered expectations (Forman, 2001;
Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2001). The research literature shows a major concern
among immigrant parents about losing parental control and cultural influence over their
children (Forman, 2001; Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2001). There is a tremendous
pressure on US-residing Senegalese parents to make sure they control their children’s
behavior and cultural ties as they grow up in the American system when they move back to
the U.S.
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Given the large amount of time children spend at school, teachers and peers play an
important role in an immigrant child’s identity construction (Phelan, Davidson, & Yu,
1993; Rong & Brown, 2002). According to the research, the U.S. school population is
becoming increasing multiethnic and multiracial. However, the teaching force remains
largely White middle class, and female (Goodwin, 2002; Sleeter, 2001). More research
shows that these teachers often have limited knowledge and experience with minority
people and their cultures (Ladson-Billings, 1999), particularly those from Africa. On top of
that, African immigrant students are shamed by images of their people in school
curriculum, books, and the media images (Awakoya & Harushimana, 2011; Traore &
Lukens, 2006). These images in turn shape the views the U.S. born youth have toward
these African immigrant youth, which sometimes can affect the peer to peer relationships
and dynamics.
Within the peer group context, the African immigrant youth face social challenges
distinctively. Black immigrant youth are often expected to show solidarity with and be
accepted by African American youth (Butterfield, 2006; Carter, 2003; Fordham & Ogbu,
1986). Sometimes, these beliefs and behaviors can conflict with those of their parents and
extended family’s expectations and those of themselves to maintain ethnic ties. The ethnic
identities these African immigrant youth go through during their process of adaptation
(also known as the Americanization process) cultivate a bio-cultural orientation, which puts
them in a precarious position. Valenzuela (1999) found while working with Mexican
immigrant youth that they often are subject to ethnic authenticity tests (Pyke & Dang,
2003). These tests in fact contribute a lot to their identity construction.
Mothering from Distance: Separation, Transmothering, and Return Home
Separation impact
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Separation from family, a regular feature of migration in its various iterations,
profoundly impact immigrant children and their parents (Jensen, 2007; Lacroix & Sabbah,
2011; Smith, Lalonde, & Johnson, 2004). Separation from family, a regular feature of
migration in its various iterations, profoundly impact immigrant children and their parents
(Jensen, 2007; Lacroix & Sabbah, 2011; Smith, Lalonde, & Johnson, 2004). Grinberg and
Grinberg (1989) argued that the migration process continues to a lengthy period of time,
potentially inducing psychological collapse and psychic wounds. Smith et al. (2004)
suggest that migration, accompanied by separation from on or both parents, may
significantly impact the parent – child relationship and that longer separations make
reunion less likely.
Transmothering
To consider how researchers working on family migration can benefit from the
concepts worked out by Goffman, namely, from his insights on ‘stigmatization’ (Goffman,
1963), on imagined orders and scripted contents of interactions (Goffman, 1986 [1974]).
For the purpose of examining how changes in mothering induced by migration are
transformed into troubles and how these processes are experienced, Erving Goffman’s
(1963, 1986 [1974]) classical theory of stigma is important to highlight. Since Goffman’s
influential works, stigma literature includes research on membership of potentially morally
discrediting population groups, such as men with AIDS (Sandstrom, 1990), homosexuals
(Cain, 1991), infertile women (Miall, 1986), homeless street people (Snow and Anderson,
1993), homeless children (Roschelle and Kaufman, 2004), among the others. Following
Finch, in this article, transnational Juozeliūnienė and Budginaitė 267 mothering is defined
more by ‘doing’ mothering than by ‘being’ a mother. ‘Display’ is something that
transnational mothers do as a set of practices through which they actively constitute their
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mothering on an everyday cross-border basis. Senegalese family structures provide a
unique platform for the fulfillment of mothering responsibilities across international
borders – what scholars have called transnational mothering (Schmalzbauer 2008; Carling,
Menjívar, and Schmalzbauer 2012). This study states that through these everyday activities
transnational mothers convey to ‘relevant audiences that certain of their actions constitute
“doing family things”’ (p. 67). The analysis of transnational mothering displays, as
creating new scripts (see Heaphy, 2011; Plummer, 2003), enables us to analyze the
emerging of new stories of mothering. By 2006, emigration was already established as an
important theme in the media (Budginaitė, 2012), and the impact of emigration on family
life had started to become a prominent worry, causing anxiety about ‘family destruction’
(Juozeliūnienė et al., 2008). Moreover, such troubling constructions were largely
associated with transnational mothering and, echoing the previous research studies
(Duncan and Edwards, 1999; Ribbens McCarthy et al., 2000), reflected the gendered ways
in which moral standing is particularly at stake in relation to the care of children. While
resisting the stigmatizing cultural scripts of transnational parenting, mothers do not contest
the moral principle that they should put the needs of their children first (as discussed in
Ribbens McCarthy et al., 2000), but rather seek to modify what it might mean in
transnational practice, as research studies on transnational mothering point out. While
focusing on the experiences of young Kurdish and Turkish migrants and their views on
migration, Erel (2013) reveals how family members elaborate new meanings and ways of
being ‘daughter’, ‘sister’, and so on. Focusing on serial migration from the Caribbean to
the United Kingdom, Phoenix and Bauer (2012) show how migrant mothers and their (now
adult) children challenge and redefine normative notions of mothering. Bauer and Osterle
(2012) concentrate on migration from Central and Eastern Europe and disclose that migrant
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(women) in mid or later life renegotiates informal (family) care obligations towards
children, older relatives, and/or grandchildren.
Return Home
Reunification of an entire family can usually take many years, especially when
complicated by legal and economic burdens (Suarez-Orozco, Suarez-Orozco, & Todorova,
2008). Author Cynthia Lee (2002) describes home as an intimate space that contains
feelings of familiarity, comfort, and importantly of being understood. More, she describes
home as an intimate space that contains feelings of familiarity, comfort, and importantly of
being understood. “Home is a dynamic construct – at once physical and material, it also
registers psychologically for its connections to family of origin and to the original ties of
one’s personal origins” (Bursztyn & Korn- Bursztyn, p. 63). Migration forces people to
create and sometimes (re) create new homes with new environments and new people over
and over at different points of their lives.
Immigrant children who are separated from one or both parents are even more likely to
develop symptoms of anxiety and depression in the initial years post migration SuárezOrozco & Kim, 2011. My interviewees shared their feeling of confusion, and bewilderment
which affected their social process especially their relationship with their birth parent(s)
when they later returned to the U.S. Bar-Yosef (2001) argues that immigrant children and
youth often do not understand the reason for migration as a consequence of their inability
to use adult reasoning. Immigration is such a complex process. Often times, when we think
of immigration, we often assume that families migrate together as a unit. Immigration
varies from parents living their child behind to moving together with their children into
their host country. Therefore, there is a buffer and a sense of strangeness between
immigrant children and their parent(s) when they reunite after years of separation. What is
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clear is the role caregivers played by providing them with a holding environment
(Winnicott, 1965, 1971b). Reunification naturally, presents many challenges. These
fantasies of course include reawakening old attachments, building new relationships, and
mourning the loss of primary attachment figures (Suárez-Orozco, Bang, & Kim, 2011;
Suárez-Orozco, Suárez-Orozco, & Todorova, 2008). Reunification of an entire family can
usually take many years, especially when complicated by legal and economic burdens
(Suarez-Orozco, Suarez-Orozco, & Todorova, 2008).

Theoretical Framework
Attachment and Family Instability Theory
Attachment Theory Perspective on Mothering-Child Separation
A central component of attachment theory is the notion that caregivers must be
present and accessible in order for their children to become attached to them (Howard K.,
Martin A., Berlin L. J., & Brooks-Gunn J. (2011)). Bowlby’s early work was mainly
concerned with the well-being of children who experienced separation from their mothers.
More, his early work demonstrated that separations as brief as one week in duration could
negatively impact the quality of the relationship between mother and child (Bowlby,
1969/1982). Bowlby referred to the lack of accessibility as either separation or loss,
depending on whether it was temporary or permanent in nature (Bowlby, 1973). The
attachment theory a secure attachment is derived from the child’s appraisal of her/her
mother’s availability. Availability implies the mother is physically accessible to the child
(Howard K., Martin A., Berlin L. J., & Brooks-Gunn J. (2011)). While Bowlby is mainly
focused on the mother’s physical availability, Ainsworth (1990) brings clarification to the
types of availability that are important to an infant child. First, the child must develop a
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belief that the lines of communication with his/her mother are open, and second, the child
must believe that his/her mother will respond if called upon for help (Ainsworth, 1990;
Kobak &Madsen, 2008). Maternal availability is particularly important within the first two
years of life because of the infant’s limited understanding of the reasons for maternal
absence and the timing of her return. As a result, experiences of separation may be
particularly salient. A brief separation of just a few hours can result in distress. By the third
or fourth year of life away from home, the child increasingly understands that his or her
mother has motives and plans of her own, and their relationship develops into a “goalcorrected partnership” (Bowlby, 1969/1982). Previous research with clinical samples has
indicated that early separation from caregivers can have adverse effects on children’s wellbeing (Bowlby, 1969/1982, 1973; Rutter, 1987. In particular, children raised in institutions
with little opportunity for interaction with warm and responsive adults have been found to
show severe socioemotional development problems (Tizard &Hodges, 1978; Zeanah et al.,
2005). Other studies examining the impacts of more minor separations from caregivers
have also found adverse consequences. For example, Leventhal and Brooks-Gunn (2000)
found that any separation from a primary caregiver was negatively associated with
children’s reading achievement by age 8. Although they found effects of separations that
occurred at any point, separations that occurred within the first year of life were
particularly salient for later achievement.
Mother-Child separation as a disruption to the family system
In addition to the implications stated above, a child who experiences a separation
from his/her mother early in life may experience instability and chaos in other aspects of
the home environment. Separations have for the child-mother attachment; separations may
also be viewed as an indicator of family instability (Howard K., Martin A., Berlin L. J., &
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Brooks-Gunn J. (2011)). It appears that children in more predictable (i.e., regulated)
environments are better able to self-regulate, which has positive implications for both
socioemotional and academic competence (Evans, 2006). Other research has identified
links between family instability and children’s behavior problems. For example, Ackerman
et al., (1999) found associations between family instability and externalizing behavior
problems when indexing instability with a number of indicators, including changes in
intimate parental relationships and residence changes. Furthermore, other research has
found that instability – particularly in family structure – is more common among lower
income and minority families (relative to higher income and White families; Ellwood &
Jencks, 2004. Similarly, Morrissey (2009) has demonstrated that instability in terms of
multiple childcare arrangements has been linked to behavior problems, particularly for girls
(Howard K., Martin A., Berlin L. J., & Brooks-Gunn J. (2011)). Although attachment
theory suggests that even temporary separation may affect later child outcomes, most
research in this area has focused on permanent or otherwise traumatic separation
(Lawrence et al., 2006; Tizard & Hodges, 1978; Zeanah et al., 2005).
Multiple Worlds
Qualitative research values self-reflection in the research process (Merriam, 2002, p.
119), which compels me to make sense of my own experiences as a Senegalese
(im)migrant woman and student living in New York. Since I am the primary instrument
(Maxwell, 1996) in the collection and analysis of the data, being reflective will enable me
to understand my own positionality in relation to my participants’ stories. Therefore, it is
important to make my assumptions explicit and to understand how they might influence
my interpretations explicit (Schram, 2003). This last point will reveal what these
American-Senegalese students must engage in when they move back from Senegal and
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start the process of (re) constructing and (re) negotiating their racial and ethnic identities
amongst not only their other African peers, but also their non-African counterparts.
This study will first draws on the multiple worlds framework (Phelan et al., 1993)
while taking into consideration the intertwined contexts of family, school, and peers as
key elements, central to the social and educational experiences of these AmericanSenegalese students. I hope it will be expanded later on as a subsequent study of this
population and those from other parts of Africa at some point. This is of vital importance
because there is a lack of studies that explore identity experiences of African immigrant
youth in general let alone the American-Senegalese students. While drawing on the
multiple worlds framework (Phelan et al., 1993) the study will take into consideration the
intertwined contexts of family, school, and peers as key elements, central to the social and
educational experiences of these American-Senegalese students. The multiple worlds
theory posits that youth need to steer through the contexts of family, school, and peers and
that the way these students’ transition into it is crucial to their sense of belonging. It is
important that these American-Senegalese students understand the ways they need to
transition back to the U.S. and have the necessary sense of American-Senegalese students’
relationships with their parents after being away from them for an extended period of
time, which might significantly affect their (re) integration to the U.S. society (Portes &
Rumbaut, 2001). I will specifically look at the parenting from distance in a global flux
transnational context and some of the challenges their relationships face upon their
returns; what the parent(s)-daughters and sons’ relationships look like. In the school
context, I will look at the interaction along with the relationship the American-Senegalese
students with their peers, educators, and administrators.
Selective Acculturation (Accommodation without Assimilation)
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Acculturation is defined as a combination of an immigrant’s attitude and behaviors
with those of the society they immigrate to (Sanchez et al., 2012). Upon returning to their
birth countries, the American Senegalese youth while settling in the U.S., begin to learn to
adopt certain U.S. values, customs and culture. Early theories of acculturation categorized
people as either unacculturated or assimilated (Perez et al., 2011). An individual who is
unacculturated refuses to adapt to the culture of the host society while an individual who
assimilated drops all traditional customs and adheres only to the values of the host society
(Perez et al., 2011). Perez et al. (2011) described a newer model of acculturation called bidimensional acculturation model. In this case, an individual can combine the values and
traditions of their own native culture to those they are adopting of their new host society
(Perez et al., 2011).
A limitation of the bi-dimensional models is that it is based on the belief that an
individual can choose their own acculturation pattern (Cabassa, 2003). However, it does
not take into account individuals such as the American Senegalese youth who are forced
and discouraged by their birth parents from totally integrating to the U.S. culture once they
move back to the U.S regardless of the fact that they were born U.S. citizens.
Summary
This chapter showcases the complexities surrounding the history of African
migration in the U.S. along with the conflicting contexts of socialization. The review of
literature highlights the importance of transnationalism, the complexities of immigration,
and the challenges parents face in a global flux transnational context. Moreover, it shows
the unintended consequences immigrant parents face once they reunify with their children
and the ways each see and define the meaning of home. Particularly, this chapter illustrates
the perceptions of attachment and family instability theory perspective on mothering and
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child separation, but also the detachment that come with family instability. Parenting from
distance has a high impact on a child. Mother-child separation could be viewed as a
disruption to a whole family system. This dissertation research does contribute to this body
of literature in that it provides examples of the ways in which parental separation at an
early age can have greater long-term impact on a child’s life and make one wonder if the
unintended consequences are worth taking the risks. The rise of attachment theory helped
validate this general approach to child rearing, along with specific assumptions such as that
children must be taken care of by their mothers. Versions of intensive mothering are now
widely disseminated to parents outside the United States, particularly in other Western
countries, such as France, the United Kingdom, and Spain (Montesi 2015), as well as
within the Westernized middle class in the Global South in countries such as Chile
(Faircloth 2013; Murray 2014). While attachment theory can certainly be classified as an
example of “intensive parenting,” the story that Hays tells is much broader historically.
Indeed, Bowlby, the only attachment theorist to be mentioned, appears only twice in her
book, quoted once for his stance on maternal de- privation (Hays 1996:47), and then again
as one of three “maternal-attachment theorists” from diverse disciplines (Hays 1996:155).
More, the two cross-cultural books (Attachment Reconsidered, edited by Naomi Quinn and
Jeannette Mageo, and Different Faces of Attachment, edited by Hiltrud Otto and Heidi
Keller) include ethnographic observations of how infants and young children are cared for
in many non-Western societies, as well as research on children's behavior in attachmentrelated situations. Common themes include multiple caregiving, maternal responsiveness,
and autonomy versus relatedness, viewed from evolutionary, cross-cultural, and
developmental perspectives. There is an important book that critiques attachment theory
edited by Naomi Quinn. It is however, extremely important to highlight the fact that this
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theory is hotly contested in large part because it is research that was conducted with a very
homogeneous population. This homogenous population is entirely different from the one
found in this study. It is important to emphasize how very little literature is available on the
Senegalese, which leads to the constructionists grounded theory approach explained at the
later chapter.
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Chapter IV: Methodology and Research Design:
Introduction
The main purpose of this research is to conduct an explanatory; i.e., qualitative
investigation of the American-Senegalese students returning to the United States. The
study was conducted during the 2018-2019 academic year, and includes field notes, semistructure interviews, and radio interview transcripts. In this chapter, I describe the
methodological approach used to conduct this study: including the research questions, the
research sub questions, the context of the study, methods, and data analysis tools. The
chapter concludes with a discussion of my positionality as a researcher and my relationship
with this study.
Methodology is the theoretical analysis of research design, methods (techniques needed
for such research) and the interpretation of data collected (Carspecken, 1996). According to
Pasque & Perez (2015), “methodologies are embedded in the epistemological,
philosophical, and theoretical underpinnings of a research study and are important as they
convey ‘how the research is grounding an investigation of a particular phenomenon and
what the researcher is interested in exploring” (p. 142). This research is interested in
exploring transnational parenting and childhoods. Here, transnational parenting does not
only focus on parents, but also in the way(s) the children perceived it. The greater focus
will on transnational mothering practices within the context of Senegalese culture,
globalization and transnational family dynamics, including their existing perspectives,
experiences, and conflicts. More, it also looks at the American-Senegalese students’
participation/experience of this parenting practice/upbringing and their complex identity
formation throughout the process, that includes navigating separation, relationship (re)
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formation, language learning, American racism, African-ness, American-ness, Black-ness.
The central questions guiding the study are:
1. Why do US-residing Senegalese parents send their American-Senegalese children
back to their homeland to be raised by relatives?
2. How do these American-Senegalese children (re) construct and (re) negotiate their
multiple layers of identities upon returning home from Senegal after being raised by
extended family members for more than a decade?
3. How do the American-Senegalese children (re) story their racial, class, and social
self-concepts in the U.S.
The following sub-questions are addressed by this study:
1. How does intersectionality shape identity (re) constructions and (re) negotiations
among American-Senegalese children as well as their integration in U.S. schools?
2. How do the American-Senegalese children describe and experience the multilayers
of culture?
3. How do the American-Senegalese children manage their identities across multiple
contexts that may conflict (e.g., home, school, community, peers, family)?
4. How do the American-Senegalese children define their identity, perception, and
others’ perception of them?
5. How do the American-Senegalese children negotiate their (re) entry to the U.S.?
Reflexivity
Studies are important. The person designing the study is equally as important because
s/he is in charge of posing the research questions, investigating them, put the theoretical
framework approach of the study into context, and analyze the study. While doing this, the
person’s identities and beliefs shape the study. That said, I am a Senegalese-born-partly
American raised (im)migrant woman who (im)migrated to New York City at the age of 18.
Navigating the U.S. college system while learning to assimilate made me learn and aware
of couple of things that have since then shaped and informed my research interests. These
are my important criteria as a researcher:
1.
2.
3.
4.

I am an African (im)migrant
I am a Black woman
I am not a U.S. African American
I am Senegalese-born, US raised and educated individual
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As a newly arrived Senegalese immigrant woman in the U.S., I did not fully understand or
was even aware of these racial/ethnic categories. However, while interacting with others in
school, around my various neighborhoods around New York, and via the media, I quickly
became aware that I was identified and grouped with people who are not part of my ethnic
group in Senegal (Black). For the longest while living in Senegal, I was surrounded with
people who looked the same as I did, had the same religion, beliefs, etc. However, in the
U.S., I was just seen as a person who was from somewhere in Africa. The assumed
perceptions and stereotypes of who I truly considered myself to be versus how others
perceived me influenced the ways I navigate my life in general and how I negotiate a
meaningful existence, which in return shaped my own research interest.
As an adult living in the U.S., I identify as Senegalese-born American immigrant woman.
My positionality as a member of the group that I am studying —African, Senegalese,
immigrant, and American who have experienced life in Senegal and in the U.S. and thus,
live with multiple identities gives me an “intimate bias” that allows me to understand my
participants and research field in ways that others might not (Yazzie-Mintz, 2009). In her
examination of critical research in American Indian communities and schools, YazzieMintz (2009) suggests that having “intimate bias” allows researchers to “make specialized
interpretations and make use of local epistemologies, philosophies, and behaviors within
the realm of instruction and meaning making” (p. 162). Thus, “the holding of intimate bias,
having knowledge about practices, traditions, and educational and research spaces, ensures
access to the complex whole of an individual, group, or institution” (p. 162). My own
experience affects the way I approach the topic and also how I interpret the data I identify.
My status as a Senegalese-American has helped me build rapport and gain nuanced
understanding of the respondents’ experiences and stories. I anticipate that some of the
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participants will want to ask me some questions such as the way(s) my own experience
relate to theirs, did they? What were the questions? And how did you respond. Aided with
data triangulation, I will make a continuous effort to remind and refrain myself from
making assumptions about the participants’ identity experiences by asking thorough,
explicit, and in-depth probing question just to make sure I provide the participants the
opportunity to share their personal experience using their own voice. Yet in many ways, I
will remain an outsider, as Senegal in general is a remarkably diverse nation with various
groups: ethnic, linguistic, and religious. My role as a researcher is as a subjective being
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985) who is entering the field with a value-laden orientation that
influences the research, regardless of the extent of my reflexivity (Bailey & Fonow, 2015).
Of course this does not mean I will accept my biases without challenging them, but instead
I will become aware of them. Thus, it has been my duty to reflect on these thoughts,
actions, reactions, and interrelations within the field, in my relationships with the
participants, and in the data I come to identify. Having insider knowledge of the
community or people that I am studying, i.e. “intimate bias,” was an advantage for me in
doing this critical research (Yazzie-Mintz, 2009).
Constructivist Grounded Theory
Qualitative research provides the space for me to “embrace the idea of multiple
realities” so that I can “get as close as possible to the participants being studied” (Creswell,
2013, p. 20). A social constructivist paradigm posits that knowledge can be constructed in
natural settings and understood from multiple realities (Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p. 14). By
approaching research in this manner, theories can be generated from the ground up based
on the meanings constructed by the multiple perspectives of the various entities involved in
this study. Such an approach allows for the researcher to embark on fieldwork “without
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being constrained by predetermined categories of analysis [which contribute] to the depth,
openness, and detail of qualitative inquiry” (Patton, 2002, p. 14). In order to continue the
alignment between my goal, purposes, and research questions, I have chosen to use
constructivist grounded theory as the methodology to drive my research design.
Constructivist grounded theory provides space for data to be collected and
analyzed iteratively while making sense of the data and its analyses. Charmaz (2002)
describes grounded theory as a “an inductive methodology that provides systematic
guidelines for gathering, synthesizing, analyzing, and conceptualizing qualitative data for
the purpose of theory construction” (p. 6396). She adds to this description by stating that
research acts are not given; they are constructed. Viewing the research as constructed
rather than discovered fosters researchers’ reflexivity about their actions and decisions. The
constructivist approach perspective shreds notions of a neutral observer and value-free
expert. Not only does that mean that researchers must examine rather than erase how their
privileges and preconceptions may shape the analysis, but it also means that their values
shape the very facts they can identify...The constructivist approach treats research as a
construction but acknowledges that it occurs under specific conditions -- of which we may
not be aware and which may not be of our choosing” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 13).
As a Senegalese-American educated individual and researcher, I have similar
experiences as the American-Senegalese students. I carry these experiences and will use
them to shape my research as I develop a theoretical understanding of the work of other
researchers regarding identity building and (re) construction. My aim is feasible since
“Grounded theory serves as a way to learn about the worlds we study and a method for
developing theories to understand them...Research participants’ implicit meanings,
experiential views -- and researchers’ finished grounded theories -- are constructions of
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reality” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 17). Constructivist grounded theory does not purport to present
an accurate picture of the studied worlds of research participants, but instead provides an
interpretive portrayal of these constructions (Charmaz, 2014, p. 17). The data gleaned from
my work with research participants will provide the basis for concepts and grounded
theories that will respond to my research questions.
Charmaz introduced a new iteration of grounded theory framed within
constructivism. Charmaz (2002) describes constructivist grounded theory as adopting
methods of grounded theory without adhering to earlier objectivist, positivist assumptions.
It places priority on the studied phenomenon rather than methods of studying it; hence, it
adopts grounded theory strategies as useful tools, not as rigid prescriptions. Because these
grounded theorists build reflexivity into the research process, they scrutinize their research
experience, ways of knowing, and products of knowing. A constructivist grounded theory
attends to data collection closely. It does not assume that data simply exist in an external
world, awaiting discovery (p. 6397).
Moving away from understanding the truth as singular, constructivist grounded
theory holds the idea that any truth is constructed in the interactions between the researcher
and research participant. Constructivist grounded theory “shreds notions of a neutral
observer and value-free expert” and pushes researchers to “examine rather than erase how
their privileges and preconceptions may shape the analysis…[and] that their values shape
the very facts that they can identify” (Charmaz, 2014, p. 13). Reflexivity is key when
working with constructivist grounded theory since research is understood to be a
construction; the researcher’s realities will impact what is seen, analyzed, and categorized
in the development of a grounded theory. The data that is gathered is not what sheds light
on a research topic, according to Charmaz (2000), but rather “the ‘discovered’ reality arises
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from the interactive process and its temporal, cultural, and structural contexts” (as cited in
Mills et al., 2006, p. 6).
Analysis of the data is what leads to concepts and theories within this methodology,
not waiting for these to emanate from data; this signals “interpretive renderings of a reality
rather than an objective reporting of the reality” (Charmaz, 2002, p. 6397). What
distinguishes constructivist grounded theory from its original version is its focus on the
views, values, beliefs, feelings, assumptions, and ideologies of people and not on the
research methods utilized (Creswell, 2013, p. 85). Interpretations and analyses of these
pieces are what lead to the creation of grounded theories.
In addition to linking critical inquiry to emancipation and transformation before
inquiry, we can also emphasize developing it during the research process. An open-ended,
emergent method fosters developing a critical stance. Constructivist grounded theory is an
emergent method, because it is “. . . inductive, indeterminate, and open-ended. An
emergent method begins with the empirical world and builds an inductive understanding of
it as events unfold and knowledge accrues” (p. 155) (as cited in Charmaz, 2016, p. 2).
Narrative inquiry, though it may feel new, has gained popularity in qualitative
research. It is a commonplace for researchers to gather and tell the stories and lived
experiences of their participants. I will use narrative as a qualitative methodological
approach which will allow me to see in multiple lenses the different approaches and the
many voices of the Senegalese-born partly American raised immigrant student and
researcher by asking them to provide the stories about their lives (Riessman,
2008). During the early 1990s, scholars struggled to accurately interpret and represent
narrative. Instead, they “relied on rich interdisciplinary tradition defending the study of
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individuals in their social historical context” (Chase, p. 208). Today, narrative inquiry is
flourishing in the social sciences. It is flourishing so much that we now see an
interdisciplinary journal, which is a collection of narrative study of lives and professional
called Narrative Inquiry.
It is equally correct to say “inquiry into narrative” as it is “narrative inquiry”. By this we
mean that narrative is both phenomenon and method. Narrative names the structured
quality of experience to be studied, and it names the pattern of inquiry for its study... .
Thus, we say that people by nature lead storied lives and tell stories of those lives, whereas
narrative researchers describe such lives, collect and tell stories of them, and write
narratives of experience. (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 2)

The descriptive qualitative research used will help in discovering the perceptions,
experiences, and interpretations of American-Senegalese immigrant youth students in their
own voice. The study will be conducted in New York City, which has a considerable
number of Senegalese immigrant youth who have migrated to the United States in different
ways.
Research Design
The purposes of this research include conducting an explanatory investigation of
the American-Senegalese students’ experiences while living in Senegal and upon returning
to the United States -- all indicators that I will embark upon critical qualitative inquiry.
Charmaz (2016) states that critical qualitative inquiry begins with conceptions of justice
and injustice… [and is] embedded in a transformative paradigm that seeks to expose,
oppose, and redress forms of oppression, inequality, and injustice...Critical inquiry usually
begins from a researcher’s explicit value position that defines the meaning of the research
question in advance of conducting the study (p. 2).
Methods
Participants
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This study employ purposeful sampling “based on predetermined criteria about the
extent to which the selected subject could contribute to the research study” (Vaughn,
Schumm, Sinagub, 1996, p. 58). Purposive sampling allows for more diverse perspectives
that still fall within the range of the heavily specified predetermined categories. All
participants were born in the United States before being sent to live in Senegal as early as
six-month old. The American-Senegalese students included male and female who lived in
New York and New Jersey and were all enrolled in college at the time they were
interviewed. Participants’ recruitment was done via emails sent to various existing
Senegalese organizations around New York City colleges and universities. From there, I
relied on the snowball effect involved identifying a few key informants that meet the
criteria established for selecting research participants. I also consulted the various college
and university officials, other acquaintances, and friends to ask them for potential
recommendations from those who will respond to the email to recommend other potential
qualified American-Senegalese students.
I interviewed eight American-Senegalese students (four boys and four girls) plus
four parents and two parents who were also teachers. These participants have been
recruited by recommendation of a Senegalese mentor who lives in Jersey City, New Jersey.
As I was preparing for this study, I reached out to one of the counselors and mentors of the
American-Senegalese children living in New Jersey. I was also connected with a Professor
Mathematics Education, but also Chair of the Department of Middle and High School
Education at a public institution in New York City. He is also a prominent leader and
involved member in the Senegalese community in Harlem. Both of these people have
strong relationships and access to the Senegalese community in general. They were both
eager to put me in touch with some American-Senegalese youth who will be willing to
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participate in this project. I made an appointment with both of these people and explained
my research interests and what I would like to do. They enthusiastically suggested their
willingness to put me in touch with a number of American-Senegalese students willing to
participate in my study. Through their contact information, I was able to call some and
email others.
All selected participants were born in the United States (second generation), but
grew up in Senegal and were raised by extended family members before returning to the
U.S. They were between the ages of eighteen and twenty-five at the time of the interviews.
Each participant was born to a Senegalese mother and/or father who resided in the United
States for a minimum of fifteen years. All interviews were conducted face to face and
ranged from one hour (60 minutes) to one hour and thirty minutes (90 minutes). These
face-to-face interviews allowed me to explore recurring patterns by asking specific openended questions followed by elaborated responses.
The parent participants selected for this study were all born in Senegal and resided in
the U.S. for a minimum of fifteen years. Some parents and their children were included in
the study. Ideally, I wanted each one of the American-Senegalese students interviewed to
have his/her parent participate. However, it did not work out that way. Some parents
agreed to participate along with their children. Others chose not to be part of the study.
Therefore, there are some parents who participated in this study, but whose children did not
and vice versa.
b. Protection of Human Right Subjects
Before I started interviewing each of the participants, I handed each a consent form
and explain that this form should be signed before we started the interview. I also explain
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to each that the consent form was meant to protect them and allow them to get a chance to
be interviewed willingly. I emphasized on the paragraph that lets them know they have the
right not to be interviewed if they did not want to participate. More, The study made it
clear that they should be willing to participate. Once they signed the consent form, I then
asked them to pick a pseudonym name for me to use throughout the research. I explained
to participants the importance of keeping their anonymity throughout the whole process
and even beyond especially since we live in such a small community.
The research went on and explained the benefits of participating in this study. It
informed them that there were not many studies done on African students and none existed
on the American-Senegalese students living in the U.S. As participants, they each had a
chance of being part of findings that would be beneficial to the American-Senegalese
students still living in Senegal, other Senegalese kids, and other African immigrant youth
in the future. The risk, however, could be that other American-Senegalese might find out
who participated in the study and may be able to figure some quotes and statements from
other participants. To help my participants be at ease, I informed them that at the final
stage, I was willing to share my findings with them.
The end of an interview is crucial and “you can never thank your interviewees
enough” (Burde, 2016 (in class)). Since I knew I was going to have focus groups as my
second instrument protocol after the interviews, I made sure I thanked my interviewees and
asked them to send me available dates they could do the focus group. I also asked each at
the end of each interviews if it was okay to contact them later if I have additional
questions. They acquiesced.
Data Collection and Analysis:
Data Collection
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Four data sources were used:
1) Questionnaires
2) Interviews
3) Focus groups
4) Radio Interviews
Instrument # 1: Questionnaire:
A questionnaire is a printed form that participants fill out in a study and are useful in
capturing their experiences, opinions, values, and interests (Gall, & Borg, 2008). I created
with the approval by my advisor and made sure it addressed the research questions. All
American-Senegalese participants were asked to fill out the questionnaire, which was
collected and analyzed before the interviews were scheduled. The information collected
was used to describe the participants’ demographic and basic background information. The
questionnaire was designed to solicit basic socio-demographic information. Participant’s
age, gender, marital status, country of origin, socioeconomic background, parents’
education level(s), and family backgrounds in both Senegal and in the U.S were asked. The
importance of this is that it allowed me to have a solid foundation from which I can
identify and pinpoint remarkable topics that shaped the interviews and discussions later on.
Instrument # 2: Interviews
Qualitative research describes and presents multiple views and this is done through
interviews that one uses to collect perspectives about an issue from different participants of
the research (Stake, 1995). Just like the questionnaire, the initial interview questions were
sent to all participants ahead of time. They contained open-ended questions so that
respondents would’ve had the opportunities to explain their experiences in totality. Sample
questions such as “What challenges do you face in your college learning experience in the
United States?”, “Whom do you ask for help?”, and “What do you do when you face some
difficulties in your study?”, “What does your relationship look like with your parents,
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teachers and peers?”, and “With whom do you socialize?” was asked. Each interview was
done one-on-one and face-to-face. Each lasted anywhere from an hour (60 minutes) to an
hour and half (90 minutes). The language of preference used was English (not French, nor
Wolof). The reason why I tried to avoid language translation is the fact that true meanings
of people’s statements can get lost during the process. During the interviews, I explored the
American-Senegalese experiences with their racial and ethnical identities from the time
they returned to the U.S. to live with their parents and throughout college. The discussion
precisely focused on interactions within family (Senegal and in the U.S.), peers, and school
contexts.
Each interview was tape recorded first and then transcribed verbatim. Each
recorded interview was transcribed before the focus groups were conducted. The field
notes taken during each interview were compared against the transcribed notes and helped
visualize the interview process and improve the next interview (Wolcott, 2005).
Afterwards, some of the transcribed and compiled pieces of information were given to
three participants to check for accuracy.
a.

Interviews with the American-Senegalese students

I used interviews as the first instrument for my study. As a researcher, I was “looking for
rich and detailed information, not for yes-no, agree-or-disagree responses” (Rubin & Rubin
p. 29). In conducting these interviews, I intended to look “for examples, for experiences,
for narratives, and stories” (Rubin & Rubin p. 29). As stated by Rubin & Rubin, “the core
depth of in-depth qualitative interviews is semi structured and unstructured interviews” (p.
29). Therefore, I used semi-structured interviews. A good interview is one that is
conversational, but not necessarily as sort of structured (Burde). As the researcher, I have a
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“specific topic to learn about, prepare a limited number of questions in advance and plan to
ask follow-up questions “(Rubin & Rubin p.31). To help the process be smoother, I started
by asking demographic questions to establish a rapport with my interviewees. I gravitated
toward asking more sensitive questions in the middle and toward the end of the interviews
because it is important for my participants to feel comfortable.
b.

Interviews with the US-residing Senegalese parents

The US-residing Senegalese parents were a bit less enthusiastic to participate in this study.
It took me a whole to convince those who agreed to participate. Instead of giving them the
long questionnaires I gave to the American-Senegalese students, I just had a quick phone
conversation with each one of them to make sure they fit the profile of the parents in this
study. I asked them questions about the length of time they spent in the U.S., what kind of
job they worked, do they have children etc… Once they met the criteria of the research, I
asked them for an interview date and time. Some parents were busy and re-scheduled the
interviews many times. Others asked me to meet them in their homes because they did not
feel comfortable having the conversation elsewhere than in the comfort of their homes.
Instrument # 3: Focus Group
a.

Focus Group
I also conducted one two-hour focus group with the make American-Senegalese

participants and another one for the girls during which I was able to explore a little more
some of the recurring patterns and themes that submerged from the interview sessions.
Interviewed participants were sent emails requesting a focus group sessions. The email
included proposed dates, whether the participants preferred to fold an online focus group or
in person, times, and contact information for the participants to reach the researcher. In a
focus group, a researcher brings together a group of individuals representative to the
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population whose ideas are of interest” (Rubin & Rubin, p. 30). I then got a chance to have
the participants listen and respond to each other’s experiences and perceptions within a
context of a group and not just individually. This gave me a chance to pose critical
incidents (Erlandson, 1993), which are detailed accounts of an incident that is “critical” by
virtue of being important to the respondents with respect to the research topic and as
ascertained from the interviews. This gave me specific details of incidents that will be
significant to the respondents, to the research topic being studied, as well as ascertained
from the questionnaires and interviews I conducted prior to the focus group. I then used
responses to the critical incidents to broaden my understanding of the participants’ point of
views and perceptions and to better deepened my own interpretations of the data I was
finding.
The same American-Senegalese participants interviewed also participated in the focus
group. I acted as a facilitator and monitored the flow of the conversation to make sure
everyone stayed within the topic. Since one of the focus group was done via Skype, I
hoped they would all equally share their experiences when they express their viewpoints.
The conversation was very engaging even though they were all not “physically” in one
space within an arm reach from each other.
Focus groups capitalize on the liveliness of people responding to each other and when done
well could generate answers to points not yet thought by the researcher. Instead of the
researcher asking specific questions to a participant, they were encouraged to have a
conversation with one another. When done right, focus groups can be the vehicle to rich
yet dynamic conversations between participants and reveal what its participants think, the
ways they think, and the reasons why they think that way. Participants were encouraged to
ask each other question, exchange anecdotes etc.
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b. Sampling strategy
The focus group lasted about an hour and half. I generated a list of questions based on the
data I collected from the questionnaires and the interviews. I looked for missing pieces and
areas that needed more clarifications and design from the interview data before drafting the
focus group questions. The goal was to be able to have all answers to all questions as best
as possible by the time the focus group session ends. The focus group did achieve two
goals. First, it allowed me to explore recurring patterns found in the interview sessions by
having participants listen and respond to each other’s experiences and perceptions. Second,
I posed critical incidents (Erlandson, 1993) and used responses to the critical incidents to
deepen my understanding of participants’ experiences and perceptions and to strengthen
my interpretations of the data.
c. Protection of Human Subjects
Since I used the same participants for both the interviews and the focus group, I did not ask
them to fill out another consent form. However, I reiterated the fact that they had the right
to stop their participation at any time for whatever reason. I also reminded the participants
that I was still going to use the pseudonym name they chose during the interviews in order
to keep their confidentiality. I informed my participants they could listen to the recording
of their own interview and/or read the transcripts if they wished. I also showed them
complete transparency during the whole process. Building a rapport with these participants
was extremely more important. Once again, I thanked my participants for doing the focus
group and got them gift cards from Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts to show them my
appreciation for their time and willingness to confine in us.
Since I used the same participants for both the interviews and the focus group, I did not ask
them to fill out another consent form. However, I reiterated the fact that they had the right
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to stop their participation at any time for whatever reason. I also reminded the participants
that I was still going to use the pseudonym name they chose during the interviews in order
to keep their confidentiality. I informed my participants that they could ask to listen to the
recording of their own interview and/or read the transcripts if they wished. I also showed
them complete transparency during the whole process. Building a rapport with these
participants was extremely more important. Once again, I thanked my participants for
doing the focus group and gave them gift cards from Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts to
show them my appreciation for their time and willingness to confine in us.
Instrument # 4: Radio Interviews
Radio has been used for a long time to transmit information to listeners. It is another means
of communicating via distance using technology as a platform to be heard. Just like video
Video-conferencing environments allow real-time communication with both audio and
video (Mann & Stewart, 2000). This is much like a traditional interview, except the
researcher and participant are simply in different locations. In today’s world, interviews are
used in almost all forms of qualitative research. Many researchers still refer to in-person,
face-to-face (FTF), interviews as the “gold standard” of data collection, whereas interviews
via technology have a perceived inferiority (McCoyd & Kerson, 2006). Videoconferencing technology is widespread and growing and more and more people use various
platforms (Skype, videos, etc.) as a mean to collect data. Researchers like myself are
subjected to using creative means and platforms to hear the voices of the participants. In
conducting this research, I came across many challenges within the Senegalese community.
Some parents declined to participate to the research before I could even finish explaining to
them its importance. Others just felt uncomfortable to open up to me about their “person”
family choices. After all we do see each other at times around New York and New Jersey.
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After talking to Teacher #1, who is also the host of one of the biggest Senegalese radio
show the Senegalese community listen to, Teacher 1 invited me to come to the show and
have a series of Q&A with the US-residing Senegalese parents who fit the criteria of my
study. At first I was reluctant that they would not call. However, I still decided to go and
see how it will turn out. To my surprise, when I went, the one hour show was not even
enough for the topic. It turned out, the parents wanted for the longest to discuss this topic
and exchange their similar and different experiences. Since there were so many of them
requesting another session, I ended up coming to the show two weeks in a row. This
allowed the US-residing Senegalese parents to be interviewed on the same platform and be
heard by others who were able to call in and response to each other. I was able to get the
audio interview transcripts at the end of the show and was able to use them as part of my
data. Similar to Deakin and Wakefield (2013), “the online interview should be treated as a
viable option to the researcher rather than just as an alternative or secondary choice when
face-to-face interviews cannot be achieved” (p. 3). In my case, the radio platform provided
me with prominent data I could never get from the parents if I had wanted to talk face-toface with them. Thus, the radio show was a viable data collection method for this research
that I will look into using in the future.
Data Analysis
The data I gathered from the questionnaires, interviews, focus group, and radio
interviews were coded by using inductive and deductive strategies. The emerging topics
were coded to capture the frequency certain words or phrases occur. These words and
phrases entered into SPSS for descriptive analysis, which lead to the establishment of
dominant themes.
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I used the deductive codes drawn from previous students (Portes & Rumbaut, 2001;
Stepick, 1998; Zephir, 2001) to capture each of the American-Senegalese students’
experiences that will have impact on their racial and also ethnic identity. One of the major
areas current research contends is that of parental involvement. It has been found that
parents play a major role in transmitting cultural norms (Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco,
2001). I used codes such as “parents,” “separation,” “attachment,” “intergenerational
conflicts.” I used inductive codes will attempt to capture important and significant
experiences of all.
Data analysis is a process of making meaning or sense out of the data collected (Creswell,
2007; Stake, 1995). To make sense out of the data, I described, classified, and interpreted
the information collected from the different participants. The interview questions were
grouped into different parts, each part answered each of the three research questions. I then
categorized the data into themes based on the transcripts of the interview questions. In data
analysis, we deconstruct the information and give meaning to the parts considered
important (Stake, 1995). I then looked for relationships between the different parts.
Individual experiences of each participant first were analyzed and interpreted, and then
each of the experiences that fit with each other was aggregated.
In order to validate the final data, I used triangulation, member checks, and thick
description as Merriam (2009) suggested. I used the triangulation of sources to examine all
the data I gathered especially when comparing the participants’ different viewpoints. For
member checks, I requested for feedback on participants’ interpretation of the interview
results. At last, to address thick description, I described the research participants’
perceptions and actual interpretation of the challenges they described, and the different
strategies they used to prevail in detail quoting verbatim from their interviews,
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questionnaires, and observations. I obtained an Institutional Research Board (IRB)
approval from the Graduate Center of New York to conduct the research and collect
information from the participants. I followed the IRB guidelines closely and respected the
rights of the participants. I included the information that they agreed to include.
To analyze the data, I looked for common patterns among the codes not only within
participants’ data, but across too. My goal was to outline similarities and differences to be
better suited to highlight any patterns or recurring themes across the informants’ data. I
used cross-case analysis to be able to analyze the participants’ different experiences. I
examined and arranged the validity of the patterns that emerged along with the various
categories I developed. Finally, I reached out other colleagues and asked for their feedback.
This is an important step as Murphy (1980) argues that neutral feedback from colleagues is
helpful I uncovering biases, identifying discrepant data, and sharpening arguments that
someone steeped in the analysis may not readily see.
Memoes
An important and essential tool of any grounded theory study is the memo. Memo
writing is a way for any researcher to engage with data in the process of making sense of it.
Lempert (2007) states that Memo writing is the methodological link, the distillation
process, through which the researcher transforms data into theory. In the memo writing
process, the researchers analytically interprets data. Through sorting, analyzing, and coding
the ‘raw’ data in memos, the Grounded Theorist discovers emergent social patterns. By
writing memos continuously throughout the research process, the researcher explores,
explicates, and theorizes these emergent patterns. It is the methodological practice of
memo writing that roots the researchers in the analyses of the data while simultaneously
increasing the level of abstraction of his/her analytical ideas (Charmaz, 2006). Ultimately it
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is the integration of these abstract analyses developed in memos that the researcher shares
with a public audience (p. 245).
Memos supported my analysis throughout all stages as well as the theoretical
sampling needed to support my various findings. Charmaz (2014) states that writing
memos “encourages you to stop, focus, take your codes and data apart, compare them, and
define links between them” (p. 164), helps you define theoretical categories and their
respective properties (p. 180), and are “partial, preliminary, and provisional” (p. 181). The
ideas that I put forth and revise in memos helped me in building an interpretative and
original grounded theory.
Validity Strategies
The power of grounded theory comes from the ability to build reality through the
perspectives and realities of those involved in the research. The impact of constructivist
grounded theory comes across in the deep analysis of data, the researcher, the research
process, and its outcomes as they are all located in “historical, social, and situational
conditions” (Charmaz, 2016, p. 1). As a researcher, my work as a constructivist grounded
theorist is to interpret the ideas, perspectives, and stories offered by American-Senegalese
participants to make sense of their realities as they speak to answer my research questions.
In order to ensure the strength of my research, I had to engage in various validity-checking
measures. There is no doubt that without these, the trustworthiness of my study may
ultimately be questioned. In the process of checking for validity, the threats to it have to be
identified and examined in order to find strategies that may provide a balance. I had to start
with myself in this work has shaped researcher studies as well as all previous experiences
that led to my current role. Charmaz (2014) reminds us that “we are part of the world we
study, the data we collect, and the analyses we produce. We construct our grounded
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theories through our past and present involvements and interactions with people,
perspectives, and research practices” (p. 17). As a Senegalese-born partly American raised,
I am part the study of the American-Senegalese children’s story. We share the same
cultural values, religion, parental expectations etc.
I wanted to investigate the ways American-Senegalese youth (re) construct and (re)
negotiate their multiple layers of identities upon returning home from Senegal after being
raised by extended family members for more than a decade. My own experiences as a
Senegalese-born American raised who migrated to the U.S. almost twenty-three years ago
and went through a lot of challenges such as being given to marriage at the age of sixteen
to a man who was twenty five years older than me; moving to the U.S. to be a married
eighteen year old child; moving to the U.S. without knowing the English language; being
kick out of my ex-husband’s house at the age of twenty one; Having to find myself in order
to be an established citizen etc… There are many more challenges I went through to be at
the position I am at today, which - played a role in the study. My experience adapting and
assimilating (in the sense of segmented assimilation theory) to the U.S. culture shapes the
bias that I hold as a researcher and my work with data -- collecting, analyzing, and
interpreting it. The time that I have spent mentoring some of the American-Senegalese
students -- also biases my role as a researcher since I may judge their responses to my
study for example, by assuming what their experiences must have been. My daily functions
as educated Senegalese is to help parents understand school letters and be the mediator
between them and their children when conflict arises in their households. Certainly, this
lens impacts my data collection and analysis. Charmaz states that researchers “may and do
unwittingly start from their own preconceptions about what a particular experience means
and entails...Every researcher holds preconceptions that influence, but may not determine,
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what we attend to and how we make sense of it” (p. 156). Recognizing and naming these
biases put me in a position in which I could proactively monitor my preconceptions and
judgments as I worked with participants and data.
A researcher’s positionality shapes and impacts her/his engagement with research
participants, data collection, and data analysis. Rhoads (1997) defines positionality as:
The social position of the knower, i.e. the class, race, gender, sexual orientations, etc., of the
knower… [and that] everyone brings their own histories, social standing, and cultural background
with them to all endeavors -- including the process of researching” (as cited in Green et al, 2007, p.
482).

My positionality includes my intersected realities (Crenshaw, 1989, p. 140) on the
borderlands (Anzaldua, 1987, p. 77) of my Senegalese and American cultures. My
Senegalese self has been Americanized; my original Senegalese culture has been impacted;
and so is my identity. These are a few examples of the multiple realities that have
intersected throughout my life since moving to the U.S. The goal of my research -- to
analyze these American-Senegalese (re) construct and (re) negotiate their multiple layers of
identities upon returning home from Senegal after being raised by extended family
members for more than a decade -- informs and is shaped by my positionality. The ways
that I may have impacted and concurrently have been (re) shaped by my research reflects
the idea of reflexivity discussed earlier.
All qualitative researchers become part of the research process. As the data
collectors and analysts, researchers become the “instruments” of research; the goal of
reflexivity is not just self-conscious awareness, but “about making the research process and
decision making visible at multiple levels: personal, methodological, theoretical,
epistemological, ethical and political” (Luttrell, 2007, p. 4). Charmaz (2016) calls for a
deeper kind of reflexivity, methodological self-consciousness, in which the researcher’s
worldviews, language, and meanings are dissected to reveal how they affect the research.
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Methodological self-consciousness also means becoming aware of our unearned privileges
as well as taken-for-granted privileges accompanying our positions and roles. This type of
self-consciousness involves defining intersecting relationships with power, identity,
subjectivity—and marginality—for both the researcher and research participants.
Moreover, it involves seeing what constitutes these relationships and how, when, why, and
to what extent they shift and change (p. 3). In order to make my decisions and research
process visible at various levels, I used memo writing as a validity-checking strategy. As
Maxwell (2013) describes the use of memos, I will constantly reflect on my goals,
methods, theories, prior experiences, and relationships with participants to facilitate my
analytic thinking about my work with the American-Senegalese and their US-residing
Senegalese parents in my research.
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Findings and Discussions
The findings show the costs, benefits, and consequences of transnational parenting.
The findings also confirm that the American-Senegalese children are sent to Senegal by
their US-residing Senegalese parents in an attempt to de-Americanize them while fostering
Senegalese values in them in hope of keeping them out of trouble. Furthermore, they
highlight the importance different stakeholders play in transnational strategies of social
reproduction when educating these children: the US-residing Senegalese parents,
caregivers, extended family members living in Senegal, neighbors, and family friends.
However, for the American-Senegalese children, the (unintended) consequences of being
raised in multiple households and different countries come with long lasting struggles such
as: identity (re) construction and (re) negotiation formation challenges; an endless search of
a sense of self and acceptance in the U.S.; frustrations when navigating the U.S. school
system; challenges with their English language (re) learning, and cultural (re) integration
experiences; struggles to find where home is when they reunite with their US-residing
Senegalese parents in the U.S.
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Chapter V: Costs, Benefits and Consequences of Transnational Parenting
Introduction
The US-residing Senegalese parents maintain a relationship with Senegal while
taking on more day-to-day activities that are linked to the social reproduction4 of their
existing social life in Senegal, which is crucial to these US-residing Senegalese parents.
Regardless of their middle-class economic lives in Senegal, it is more beneficial in the
social aspect in Senegal than the one they live and pursue in the U.S. This chapter looks at
how these US-residing Senegalese parents can pass down the initial social status they
envision for themselves to their children, which can only happen when the latter are in
Senegal. These kids eventually will return to the U.S. and will have a chance to be exposed
to a different life than the one they lived in Senegal for the time they have been there.
Moving back to their home country in the U.S., of course, becomes another level of
challenge they must face. It also becomes a testing point for them to put to test their
adaptation skills and the forever debt they have toward their extended family members in
Senegal. This study, in retrospect, examines these kids’ lived experience in Senegal and
later on, considers their transition and the ways they settle back in the U.S. upon their
return. It also addresses some of the reasons the US-residing Senegalese parents send their
children to Senegal to be raised by extended family members out of fear they will become
Americanized if left in the U.S. By sending their American-Senegalese children to Senegal,
the Senegalese US-residing parent’s hope to keep them out of trouble. This parenting
decision keeps the reproduction of transnational family life going.
This chapter depicts the costs, benefits, and consequences of transnational parenting. And

4

Social reproduction is defined here in two key ways: (1) reproducing the next generation and all that goes
into that (including schooling) and also reproducing social ties/bonds that cement social relationships; (2) I
also use it to mean re-creating relations of power, e.g. how schools reproduce inequality.
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this form of transnational parenting sustains social contacts and maintains cultural practices
and solidifies economic security.
The American-Senegalese children’s point of view when it comes to their parents’ ways of
parenting is complex. They see their parent’s efforts to send remittances to their caregivers
in order to provide them with an opportunity to live a good life while living apart from
them as a way of substituting their parenting duties. This chapter will explore the
relationships that the distance created between the US-residing Senegalese parents and
their children when they come back to the U.S. What is the meaning of home to the
children after they return in their U.S. homes and to their US-residing Senegalese parents
after so long? What is their new household dynamic after being away from their parents for
so long?
There are parallel stories about the US-residing Senegalese parents’ practice of sending
their children to be cared for when they are young. Some parents talk about the need for
childcare as the main reason they decide to do this. Others send their children so they can
the staying out of trouble. The US-residing Senegalese mothers interviewed claimed to
have the most responsibility in the U.S. households when it comes to raising the kids.
Some mothers also acknowledged wanting to work; others prioritized wanting to go
school. They are also responsible for sending remittances home to their parents. In such
cases, the maternal grandmother often wants the American kids, so US residing Senegalese
parents ‘sisters would argue nonstop that sending their American children to their mother
(i.e., the baby’s maternal grandma) would be more beneficial to them. It will allow the USresiding mothers to spend less money for a better quality of life of these children while
allowing the US-residing mother to work more hours thus, earning more money. It was
common among all the parents I interviewed that when it comes to taking the kids to
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Senegal, they send them to stay with the maternal families to avoid tensions in their
marriage.
There is this notion father’s side of the family keeping the kids brings more
complications than when it is the mother’s side of the family (mothers do not want other
wives or their husband’s brothers’ wives to raise their children. They fear they would be
mistreated). However, if the children are sent to the maternal side of the family, it avoids
tensions between the couple, on one side, and tensions between the Senegalese born
mother and her in laws, on the other. Anna stated:
It took me a while to get convinced by my mother to let her raise my children in Senegal while I
finish my school. I agreed for them to be in my maternal side of the family, but with visits to their
paternal family members every now and then.

Djouka added:
I never once thought about sending my two daughters to their father’s side of the family after his
death. There were so many complicated family issues going on at the time and I was very mad at
them. They were in no way going to raise my children when they were not with me. It was not
happening. I just did not think it was the right thing to do when I had my own side of the family
living in Senegal. I did not want my children to even visit their dad’s family. I found out later after
they returned to the U.S. that they occasionally sneaked out and visited them without me or my
family knowing about it […]. It is just more logical for a mother’s children to be raised by the
mother’s side of the family.

Keeping the kids in a household in Senegal automatically comes with monetary benefits. In
the Senegalese culture, the husband is responsible of taking care of both his wife and
children to the fullest of his capabilities. In this case, when the kids are sent to their
maternal side of the family in Senegal, they not only gain the remittance sent by the
mother, but they also get partial money from the father who is responsible for taking care
of them even while they are in Senegal. These separate budgets allow the maternal family
in Senegal to live a little more comfortably than before, when the American kids lived with
their parents in the U.S. On a positive side, the new arrangements give the Senegalese born
mother more opportunities to even help more her family members. These examples include
paying scholarships for nieces and nephews; sometimes, it goes as far as the Senegalese
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mother being able to build her house in Senegal for herself, without involving the husband
in the process. These US-residing Senegalese mothers play with the economic and human
resources of two different territories when it comes to bi-national households. Anna stated:
I help my family in Senegal a lot. I pay for my nieces and nephew’s school scholarship. This is just
one way I could help my sister and her children.

These day-to-day arrangements in Senegal pair up with longer strategies in the U.S. such as
the avoidance of social relationships with other groups of people including other
immigrants living in the U.S. Within the Senegalese households, there is a certain gender
substituabilité between mothers and their sisters and between fathers and their brothers. In
Wolof, there is a word nijaay which means “maternal uncle” and bàjjen, which is “paternal
aunts” while the kids’ mothers (the mother and her sisters) and the fathers (the father and
his brother belong to the same parental classification, i.e., as mothers and fathers.
Consequently, the usual substitute to the maternal care is the mother’s mother (maternal
grandmother) or the mother’s sisters (maternal aunt), who are perceived as mothers.
Because of this practice, the Senegalese born mothers interviewed for this study confessed
that it is simply unimaginable for them to think about sending their child to their in laws
house in Senegal. There is certain logic to the Senegalese born mother’s reasoning. Their
mother’s household in Senegal has the same value education they received, which they
hope will be given to their own children. Besides, since the father’s sister is expected to
marry and move to her husband’s households, these children if sent to their paternal
households will likely be raised by their dad’s brothers’ wives, who are perceived as
strangers versus their own mother’s parents or sisters. Anna states:
Sending my kids to Senegal was the hardest decision I had to make. The only thing that
made it a little bit easier was knowing that they were going to stay with my parents
especially my mother and my sibblings in the house I grew up in. My mother is a good
role model and my sisters were mothers by then and there was just a sense of trust and
relief.
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Whereas Anna prefers her mother’s side because of values, Djouka has a trust
issue towards her husband’s side. She was adamant about not sending her son to
her husband’s family in Senegal. Djouka stated :
Sending my kids to my maternal family is better. Not only will they be with my mom and
sisters, but they will consider my sister their mother too. Their paternal family is less
ideal because they would not have people like my sister and mother. They woudl have the
wives of their dad’s brothers in the household and I do not trust or even know them to
leave my children with them. I am even not sure they would want to raise my children.
Those kinds of households have all types of jealousy running in them. I feel that their
children might be jealous that my kids are from America and they would not be treated
well. It is a bit simpler to leave them at my mother’s. It is the normal thing to do and I
feel more secure when they are with my side of the family as a mother.

In general, the Senegalese US-residing mothers do not usually trust the education and
habits that exist in their spouse’s parental houses. Whereas Anna’s reluctance to send her
child to her mother was to avoid tensions with in-laws, Djouka was categorical about
sending her child to her maternal relatives at all costs. By all accounts, US-residing
Senegalese parents ’ decision to send their US -born children to be partially raised in
Senegal is important because it folds a couple of important aspects: (1) it allows them to
keep their children away from the U.S. streets; (2) it makes it possible for the children to
embrace the Senegalese culture; (3) it allows the parents to maintain their reputation and
their social class status in Senegal even though they reside in the U.S. However, on the
other end, it comes with some disadvantages to the kids such as an emotional
disconnection with their US-residing parent, missing a parent-child connection, constantly
wondering why they were raised in Senegal and not by their biological parents etc.
Why Parents Send their Children Back Home
Fear of losing children to the streets
The US-residing Senegalese parents living in New York City describe the streets as
inadequate to raise any children let alone their American-Senegalese children. To them,
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these kids are Americans by birth, but they are Senegalese in all other ways, such as
language, culture, religion, and values. They are very anxious about the impact that the NY
and NJ streets may have on the children’ s upbringing. The parents’ perceptions of the risks
associated with the street live take different forms and aspects. Abou stated:
I think as a parent living in the U.S., my main fear and some other parents I talk to is the thought of
having our grown children running the streets of New York and out of our control. When you look
at the children in Harlem you see a lot of the girls becoming pregnant as such a young age and worse
without being married. Sometimes, they do not even know who the father [s] of their children is [or
are]. When you look at the boys you see them standing on the street corners or joining the many
various gangs running the streets of New York. As an immigrant parent with Senegalese values, this
is simply hard to imagine my children being in such a situation. It would be shameful to my family,
my community, and me.

While it is true that childcare costs constitute the main trigger that leads to the decision to
send children to live with relatives in Senegal, the bigger concern is directly connected to
the future these kids might have in the U.S. and the problematic associations they might
have in the future with the other (Black) American children that could eventually bring
shame to the parents and stain the social status of the Senegalese community with the
possibility of jeopardizing their migration status. Within the Senegalese community, there
is an underlying secret competition inside Senegalese communities that is not evident on
the surface. Yet, deep down the parents are impacted acutely. Anna noted:
We Senegalese parents with American children face different battles. On one hand, we do not want
our children to be like the American children in this country with zero respect toward their parents,
sometimes very defiant to authority especially parental authority at times. Ideally, I want my
children to want to go to Senegal and even maybe one day buy a house there, find a job and live
there. However, while they are in the U.S. we just try to keep them as culturally rooted and hope
they stay out of trouble. Sometimes, you look at another Senegalese person’s child or children and
you think wow look at so and so’s child/ren they are doing so good. We all want our children to be
the best amongst all the children in this world. It is a natural feeling as a parent. We all wish to oneday brag about our children’s positive experiences. The more they demonstrate a deep connection to
the Senegalese culture and values, the prouder we get.

Though the main fear for the US-residing Senegalese parents when it comes to their kids is
early pregnancies or a brush with the law, a bigger and more real fear is to lose their status
in the community and among the peers. The US-residing Senegalese parents interviewed
have value their social status as people with stable jobs. Some parents (males) have earned
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degrees ranging from Associates to Masters and work as teacher IT specialists.
Fundamentally, they want their children to succeed academically. Important differences
exist between mothers’ and parents’ reasons for wanting to send their children to be raised
in Senegal.
The High Cost of nurseries
As new parents, US-residing Senegalese couples face the multifaceted pressure of not only
taking care of the themselves, but also of the babies, and their extended families living in
Senegal, and who may already be raising their child. Therefore, they are often subject work
rigorous schedules, covering multiple, not to mention long, hours. Given the insufficient
income, the stretched parents are most likely constrained to find non-certified babysitters
who live within close proximity of their neighborhood, finding them less expensive and
understanding when a parent is late to pick up the child. Anna stated:
By the time I had my second child, I was lucky to have a Spanish babysitter who lived walking
distance from me and did not mind keeping my children late on the days I had class and even some
weekends. She was able to even teach them some basic Spanish, which was so very nice. She was
relatively cheap compare to how much my other friends were paying their babysitters. It worked for
me especially since I was taking late night classes and my husband was working long shifts and
sometimes at night. However, one day she moved very suddenly and I was left really scrambling.

Expensive childcare is a very difficult reality for Senegalese parents because in Senegal
babysitters do not exist because of the way the households are structured. One can always
find a close relative or even a neighbor to look after the children for free, regardless of how
often such assistance is needed. This is part of the reason why these US-residing
Senegalese parents send their children home as toddlers. Since most of the parents
interviewed here did not have the new pre-K option, they were faced with finding a
babysitter for the first several years until the age of five when children become eligible to
attend kindergarten. The decision to take these children to their home country is made not
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only by the couple (i.e., the parents of the child), but also with the advice from the
extended family members living in Senegal. Djouka stated:
After my husband’s death, my family in Senegal started suggesting that I bring the children home so
I can get a chance to work. I realized since I was a stay at home mother until being a widow, I did
not have to ever deal with the issues of babysitters in the U.S. I did not know back then about how
expensive raising two children in the U.S. was going to be.

It should be made clear that the US-residing Senegalese mothers have a lot to say when it
comes to making the decisions to send their children to Senegal because they are the ones
supposed to raise them and arrange the babysitting details without expecting much help
from their husbands. These Senegalese US-residing mothers have husbands and partners
who are unable to fully help them with the kids.
US-residing Senegalese parents who are in a mixed marriage (i.e. the union
between a Senegalese and non-Senegalese partners) may choose raise their children in the
U.S. Such cases tend to be observed in households where their wives are not Senegalese.
Teacher 1, a Senegalese born father stated:
I chose to raise my son and two daughters in the U.S. because my wife is not Senegalese and I never
thought about asking her to let our children go to Senegal for that long. I felt like she would not have
understood the mentality and the reasoning of having her child be raised by someone else for so long
while we stay in the U.S. and just work. It just was never discussed at all. Besides, my other friends
were all married to non-Senegalese women and never sent their children to Senegal. It was not
logical to us given we were in mixed marriages with women who were not from Senegal.

There is nothing wrong to send a child to be raised by a Senegalese father’s relative.
However, US-residing Senegalese mothers do not allow their child to be raised by their
Senegalese husband’s relatives? In Senegal, the family dynamic is important and turns
around whether the children get raised in the maternal maisonnées versus their paternal
maisonnées.
Child Hosting Preferences: Maternal Maisonnées versus Paternal Maisonnées
Sending children to their parents’ home country is a common practice in the
Senegalese community based in the United States. As already explain in the introduction
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the reasons may vary, but fear is highly perceivable. Anna, one of the US-residing
Senegalese parents interviewed stated:
Raising children in a foreign country is very difficult. Imagine we had to leave our families in
Senegal while trying to settle into a new environment with a new language, new people, everything
around you is new and different than what you always were used to. On top of this, you become a
new parent and have no family support. You get scared and must adapt and live your new life and
juggle all the intertwined changes day by day. We the parents not only have to settle into a new
environment while fighting to keep what’s left of our culture, religion, and belief. In my case, I had
to fight so hard to stop my son from hanging out with the wrong kids and stay out of trouble.

Whether parents do it for economic, social, or cultural reasons, the reality is, there is a
shared cultural notion that parents have the ineluctable responsibility of raising their
children. This notion however, does not always carry much weight in Senegalese society in
comparison to, for example, the U.S. customs and traditions. Omar, a Senegalese parent
interviewed stated that:
Sending my kids to Senegal and leaving them there is not easy. In fact, it is a big sacrifice for us
parents. The only comfort is that they are with their grandparents, aunt, and other family members.”
On one hand, there is the satisfaction of knowing that they grow up in a loving environment and
seeing them indulged into the Senegalese culture and absorb the religion (Islam) for the most part to
its fullest, but on the other hand, we the parents do miss out on their lives and their lived
experiences. Many many times after my return(ed) from Senegal and not raised the way I personally
raised my other children who stayed with me, I felt sentiments of guilt at many different occasions.
Sometimes, I questioned and secretly regretted letting them be raised by someone else, but it was too
late. I could not have changed anything at all.

Sending their children to their home country is important to the Senegalese US-residing
parents because, on one hand, they feel the satisfaction of knowing that their children will
grow up in a loving environment (the environment they grew up in) and seeing them
indulged into the Senegalese culture and absorb the religion (Islam) for the most part to its
fullest is important to them. However, on the other hand, the parents do miss out on their
children’s lives and their lived experiences. All parents interviewed were born and raised in
Senegal before moving to the U.S. They all have children who were born in the U.S. and
are American citizens. Unlike the other parents interviewed in this study, Teacher # 1, a
Senegalese born parent interviewed explicitly states
Senegalese parents in the U.S. want to have their cake and eat it too. They want to live the best of
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both worlds. They want to have children and have someone else raise those children for them. As a
teacher, parent, and part of the community, I simply think parents are kind of selfish to send their
children to Senegal knowing they themselves did not want to stay there.

Teacher # 1 further explained, “in the US, to control your kid, you must know who their
friends are and who they associate themselves with.” This can be challenging however,
because the in the Senegalese culture where these parents were raised, relationships are
highly valued and from part of an educative system. The emphasis here is on valorization
of relationships. US-residing Senegalese parents in the U.S. care about their community
and the relationships they build within the community. According to Abou (one of the
parents interviewed), the valorization of the relationship between Senegalese people living
in the U.S. is important. They are well aware that they need to rely on each other if
anything happens to them in this foreign land. This Abou states:
In 2005, I was picked up by ICE and deported to Senegal. My children were very young and my
wife depended on me for so much. She did not have a car and had to handle the kids all of the
sudden by herself during the time I was detained and sent. I was in Senegal for 10 long years
without my wife. My wife had to juggle the kids and work two jobs to make ends meet while I was
absent. Had it not been for some of the Senegalese community members supporting her while I was
away, I don’t know how we would have made it. Some of the women in the community were
helping her by babysitting our daughter who was still living with her in New Jersey. Others would
sometimes give her rides to places when she needed it. Some helped her by just being there for her
and encouraging to stay strong no matter how hard everything around her was.. [. . .] That’s why we
want our children to understand the importance of relationships and have the mentality to build and
keep them for days like those my wife and I needed the community. We only have each other while
in here (the U.S) so let’s make sure we remember to be kind to one another while we are in this
country away from Senegal.

Relatives’ involvement in children’s social development and education goes far beyond
western norms and standards. Djouka, another parent participant, puts it the following way:
As parents sending our children to relatives at home is part of our multi parenting process. In
Senegal, you can be raised by your uncle, aunt, cousin, etc. Therefore, we Senegalese parents see
raising a child not as an exclusive attribute of the two parents. It’s absolutely crucial to us to have
our extended family play an important role in disciplining children. This is all part of giving them a
well-rounded education. The more people are involved in the education our children, the more
chances they have to be good later on in life.

In Senegal you call your father’s brother dad and your mother’s sister mom. These titles
not only are intended to nurture a smoother relationship with less emphasis on family
boundaries, but they also elevate uncles and aunts to one’s biological parents’ status.
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Though these parents’ emigration to the U.S. is meant to assure survival and give their
children and themselves a better way of living and a better future, there is a question about
whether the quest for social mobility compromises the future of their children. The paradox
is that these parents leave Senegal (which they consider home) to immigrate to the U.S. for
a better life. Yet, after they have they give birth to children in the U.S., they send them to
Senegal to be raised within the country they left in the first place. For this group of USresiding Senegalese parents, they consider the U.S. their host country and Senegal their real
home. However, though the U.S. is the legal home of their children, they still send them to
Senegal to try to make them create a different and more spiritual and cultural home, which
is the one they left in the first place. It would seem as though the cultural and spiritual
home is within an individual. This ambivalent attitude toward one’s country of birth creates
some sense of guilt among some parents. Teacher # 1:
I think as a parent who sent three of my sons to Senegal for more than a decade while raising my
three girls in the U.S., looking back, I can say it is a very selfish decision that I thought was really
good at the time. Most of these parents say it is for the benefit of their children, but is it really? Why
are we so comfortable having someone else raise them and do our job as parents? And let me tell
you something too. Most of these parents will be unhappy with the way their children were raised,
but I do not understand what they expect if they leave their responsibilities to someone else?

The position Teacher # 1 takes is not a common one amongst the US-residing Senegalese
parents. The idea that what is good for me is not quite so good for you makes you wonder
about the motivations of these parents. Sending their children to Senegal does allow these
US-residing Senegalese parents to be freer to work and therefore make more money. Yet, it
also diminishes the critical emotional bonds the children could be forming with their
parents and may, at times, lead the US-residing Senegalese parents’ children to developing
the feeling of abandonment. Mamy states:

My parents sent me to Senegal to be raised there while keeping my siblings in the U.S. and raising
them themselves. They claim that it was actually because of me that they didn’t send my siblings to
Senegal. They say they wanted to send them, but then when I came in here, they were like “…”
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they didn’t like the way I was raised. So, they decided to try to raise their own kids now. And it was
like a kind of betrayal to me. Until today, I never understood why me. Why did they choose to send
me home and keep my siblings with them. I definitely feel that they sacrificed and abandoned me as
if I did not matter.

It is not only the US-residing Senegalese parents’ children who wrestle with the emotional
issues that arise after sending their children to Senegal. Parents feel the same way, too.
Djouka acknowledged that:
As a parent, it was not an easy decision to send my three children home. Looking back, I sometimes
feel remorseful for not raising my children. However, at the time, I was a widow by the age of
nineteen and a single parent of two girls. I was so young and so inexperienced. I needed to grow up
fast and had no idea how to do it with two toddlers living with me. I needed to make money to
survive. To make matters worse, I never worked in my life. More and more, I was comforted by the
fact that my children were going to get a better living at home while I make money. I filled myself
with positive thoughts such as my children will get to live in Senegal, which is to me an ideal place
to spend a childhood. More, there was a huge opportunity to have them bond with their extended
family members, learn the Koran, master the Senegalese languages (Wolof and French) while
getting a chance to learn the values I was given as a Senegalese born. I never thought about the
emotional issues (and in their minds being abandoned) sending them could have until they return to
the U.S. more than a decade later.

The question that needs to be asked is based on the importance of transmitting the
American-born the Senegalese social relations whether or not is more advantageous to let
those attached to their American citizens get new environment and nuclear family during
their lengthy stay in Senegal before being ripped off from all they were so familiar with
and hope they can (re) start and (re) build everything again from scratch in their U.S. birth
country? Can these thirteen to fifteen years old minds even understand their birth parents’
focus on the reproduction of their transnational parenting style, which connects them (the
Senegalese born emigrant parents) to their Senegalese inner circle (nuclear family) in
Senegal?
The household’s and transnational descend-ance looked at here by far surpasses the nuclear
family of course. The concept of Maisonnée (small home or household) in Senegal is very
different from the one in the U.S. In Senegal, les Maisonnées represent an apparent
collectivism, mobilized by a certain solidarity around certain domestic productions such as
taking care of the children around the household, caring for more than just your own
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children and relatives etc. These Maisonnées do not rely or imply a full cohabitation that
leads to a comprehensive and heuristic study of transnational families. To the Senegalese
US-resident parents, sending their American-Senegalese children to the Maisonnées in
Senegal is a primarily childcare necessity; however, it is also an attempt to keep them out
of trouble. An unforeseen challenge is how to reconcile the different settings and split
siblings.
Matrilocal versus patrilocal homes
All the students interviewed here were raised in their matrilocal residences instead of the
patrilocal when they were in Senegal. These terms matrilocal and patrilocal are derived
from Latin or Greek (Adam, 1947). Adam states that the terms patrilocal or matrilocal is
justified only where the parents of the child live at different places of permanent residence
and the child is staying with either the father or the mother (p. 678). However, all the
children interviewed in this study lived with their mother’s family relatives in Senegal.
There was not even one child who lived with a parent on his or her father’s side. I will be
using more uxorilocality when discussing matrilocality because all the parents interviewed
were already married and living with their spouses in Senegal. When the American
children are welcomed in their maternal families, there are already two scenarios to
consider: One, the parents already married way before the men migrated to the U.S. and
were joined by their wives years later. Two, the marriage was celebrated after the husbands
left for the U.S. and the wife lives with her family in Senegal. Rarely do Senegalese
women immigrate first, unlike in other African cultures (Taiwo, 2013). This goes to show
how “Gender distinctions are foundational to the establishment and functioning”
(Oyewumi, p.2) of the Senegalese family. As the fundamental organizing principle of the
family, “gender distinctions are the primary source of hierarchy and oppression within the
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nuclear family.” (Oyewumi, p.2). The Senegalese fathers who were interviewed indicated
that they reason to send their children to Senegal were varied, as the excerpts from
interviews with participants in the radio call-ins suggested. Caller # 2 (MF) stated:
First of all, the Senegalese kids I see in Harlem who are from here are so Americanized. I want to
make a call to all the Senegalese in our community to advocate for sending their children to Senegal
before it is too late. The U.S. public schools are not so great. Putting our children in the public
schools here is equal to getting them no schooling at all. It is simply not the same as the education in
Senegal. Second of all, the amount of freedom that our children have in America is not good. I drive
a cab and sometimes some of the kids I see, you would even think they are ….huh… (pardon the
expression) but you will think they are lesbians, which is such a crazy thing in our culture.

For this parent, poor quality of education and possible adoption of American manners
drove his decision to send the child to live in Senegal. Caller #3 (BT) corroborates Caller
#1 as he states:
Parents from our community who have a kid here should send them to Senegal so they can have the
education they themselves were given and prevent them from having problems in the future when
they get older. I personally took my kids out of school here and took them to Senegal a long time
ago. They just came back a week ago. They all memorized the Kaamil (Koran). Please parents make
sure you take your kids to Senegal to have them go to Alkhourane (Daara). Do not let them come
without having a full knowledge of how to be a good Muslim. This is what I had to say regarding
this important topic. Wassalam (Peace).

For these parents, good education is equivalent to learning how to recite the Q’uran. It
was a bit striking that all the parents who called the radio show “Voice of Africa”
were males. Male privilege predominates within the Senegalese traditional customs and
religious laws. As Sow (2003) highlights, “Senegal Islam, while giving shape to moral and
social life, has been relatively gentle towards women” (Sow, 2003, p. 71).
How can the US-residing Senegalese parents keep their statutes in Senegal and in the U.S.
during their migration? How can their children who are born in migration conserve their
parents’ Senegalese cultural ties and not become Americanized? The study reveals that to
the US-residing Senegalese parents; the process of sending their children to Senegal is not
unidirectional. The US-residing Senegalese parents choose to take their children away from
their native and developed country (America) to more urban-dwelling places in Senegal
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simply so they stay out of trouble while getting a better éducation. The term éducation is
connected to the French (since as stated in chapter II, Senegal was colonized by the
French). “The French term éducation has the dual meaning of upbringing along with
schooling” (Gasparetti, 2011, p. 222). US-residing Senegalese parents worried that their
children will grow up with looser morals or impure mastering of their native language
Wolof5. Due to the comfort of certain things in America, many prefer to send their children
to Senegal to have them experience a more humbled life and a more meaningful
experience. Many rural parents make the decision to send their children to a Daara where
they are taught religious education by a marabout. “Daara were first established in large
urban centres under royalty; later developing in Muslim village communities that gradually
emerged. Traditionally, each village or neighbourhood would have a master (boroom
daara) who gave Qur’anic education to those children often still living at home with their
parents (Chehami, p. 79). The community would recognize the master, through family
heritage or by demonstrating his expertise as having great religious knowledge. No specific
degree or training would be required to perform this function (Launay, 2009, p. 139-140).
There, the children usually live under extremely ascetic circumstances, sleeping together
on thin prayer mats on the floor, wearing whatever rags are donated to them, begging for
food door to door, and eating whatever they are given without question, while following a
grueling schedule of Koranic studies. Through this lifestyle, talibes, or disciples, are
expected to learn the values of humility, sharing, and hard work along with their lessons in

5

The popular kind of Wolof spoken in Dakar is known for its slang and is heavily mixed with French, Arabic
and English. It is easily distinguishable from Wolof pure, or unadulterated Wolof, spoken in the villages. The
Wolof prizes their language and speaking it well is a great source of pride. There is even a popular television
game show in which urban Senegalese youth must try to answer questions in Wolof pure without letting a
word of French creep into their one-minute responses. The students almost inevitably fail, much to the delight
and amusement of the audience.
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Koranic Arabic6. Senegal is known to be hot with no air conditioners in most of the houses.
You usually do not have a room to yourself since the Maisonnées are filled with extended
family members. A participating couple, Anna and her husband, felt that in this kind of
environment, which is different from what Creative Alchemist (a participating student) was
accustomed to, he would be away from the temptations, the gang threats, the bad
acquaintances, the distractions that were around him and his surroundings. Therefore, by
sending him to Senegal, they hoped that he would focus on his studies while building a
different life and take the comforts of the Senegalese households and the solidarity of the
people who had less than he did yet did not take anything for granted
Complications Due to Complex Family Structure
Need to maneuver between generations, familial settings, and cultural contexts
Sending the American children to Senegal requires much more day to day planning
and anticipation of many issues way ahead of their arrival in their host country. One of the
parent participants, Anna, sent two of her sons to Senegal. The younger one was sent to
Senegal because she had childcare issues and needed to finish school.
My younger son was the one who stayed in Senegal the longest. This was because I simply needed
to finish my Bachelors’ Degree and I had childcare issues every time my mother went back home
when the time she was allowed to stay in the U.S. was over. My younger son was sent because it
was a necessity.

Her oldest son, however, was sent because he had behavioral issues. Anna stated:
Contrary to my younger son, my oldest son Creative Alchemist was sent because of behavioral
issues. I had come to the realization that if he stayed in the U.S. another year (maybe not even that
long) he would get worse. I knew we needed to get him out of the environment and the
acquaintances he was hanging out with. I do not know what happened when he got to the 7th grade. I
6

Recently this process has gained a lot of attention from international and Senegalese NGOs because of the
alarming increase in malnourished, filthy street children begging for alms. Various groups have leveled
charges of exploitation and fraud at many marabouts, claiming that the children rarely receive any Koranic
education at all, and instead spend all their time begging for money, which then goes directly to the
marabouts. The marabouts respond by saying that they are overwhelmed by the number of children arriving
on their doorstep every day from parents too poor to care for them themselves. To learn more, visit:
www.enda.sn.
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would constantly get a call from my son’s teacher letting me know that he was being defiant toward
his teachers in school. I was called too many times to come to his school for various behavior
problems. I spoke to his teacher and requested she keep a behavior log in school and I will do the
same at home. The teacher tracked his behavior the whole 7th grade and we realized it was issued
toward one teacher.

The parent later came to realize that the child’s bad behavior was no longer just in school,
but at home too. Anna stated:
As I kept my log, I came to realize that he was not only defiant in school, but he was more so at
home toward us too. He was sent to Senegal at the end of 7th grade. The behavior at home was
frustrating if his dad and I say don’t do this; he will say I will do it.

The transnational strategies adapted by the parents in this study played a role
transmitting social status to their children. Thus, connecting these American-born children
to their new surroundings in Dakar necessitates different forms of social capital (Bourdieu,
1986). One of them is more internal and is about the Maisonnées while the other is
external: the triads, which is the multiple people, ways, and things these AmericanSenegalese children connect with while in Senegal. Though the internal and external
objectives are different, they do stand on different ends of the spectrum when it comes to
the education of the American-born children. The transnational triad looked at here will
climb over three poles or stand over three legs. These three poles include (1) the USresiding Senegalese parents who emigrated to the U.S., (2) the American-born children
who are circulating in Senegal and/or sometimes between Senegal and the U.S., and (3)
their extended family members who reside Senegal. In a way, keeping the American-born
children with collective transitional yet intergenerational objectives require intrafamilial
members (parents, kids, extended family members) to maneuver between generations,
familiar settings, cultural contexts. It mainly requires bringing together the existing
relationships within the Maisonnées while maintaining the day-to-day affectional bonds
with the extended family members living in Senegal with the American-born parents’
children. To the US-residing Senegalese parents living in the U.S., the ideal is to buy
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themselves some years of freedom from their children while exposing and allowing them
to learn to socialize with at first an unfamiliar environment and people so that the process
of building that relationship/bond can teach them in the future some sort of logical
reciprocity that will serve them well in the future. To the US-residing Senegalese parents,
give their children means of social class by apprenticeship while forging distinct
relationships with their extended family (including extra familial relationships such as the
neighbors, their school friends, the friends of the school friends etc.) is important. Anna
continued:
When my son started breaking walls, I realized his behavior was culturally different than ours as his
parents. It was hard for us to witness this. We came to realize he needed to learn something different
than what he was exposed to in the U.S. We knew he needed to live the Senegalese experience to
behaviorally be better than how he was acting at the time. I understood that being around a new
environment along with his extended family (such as his grandparents, cousins, aunts, uncles,
neighbors) would change his behavior.

While forming these multi-layered relationships, these US-residing Senegalese parents
create important means via their familiarization with their new social spaces in the U.S.
While settling in the U.S. and learning to navigate its different systems, the US-residing
Senegalese parents slowly learn to gain a social position of being diverse. This position
allows them to move up the social and economic ladder and valorize the different forms of
capital accumulation between the U.S. and Senegal. For example, they work long hours,
get jobs, earn income, pay rent, bills, send money to Senegal to take care of their
American-Senegalese children and their extended family members, buy land and houses in
Senegal. They hope to build the land before they permanently move back to Senegal at the
end of their (im)migration journey or live in the houses they bought while in migration in
the U.S. The US-residing Senegalese parents live and reproduce transnationalism as a
mode of cultural reproduction. They send small amounts of money as remittances to their
family members still living in Senegal.
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Child Transnationalism as a Means to Safeguard Social Positioning
A Uniform loss of a social position
There is a certain uniform loss of class status that accompanies the Senegalese U.S.
resident parents when they move to the U.S. The parents interviewed for this project did
not hold a stable job in Senegal before they migrated to the U.S. It is worth noting that the
US-residing Senegalese parents chose to move to the U.S. legally. They entered the U.S.
territory with a valid visa (instead of crossing borders) and lost their legal status by
overstaying their visa. They did many odd jobs before leaving Senegal. These odd jobs
were the main characteristics of the social ranking in Dakar. This involves the level of
education in the Senegalese households, the private schooling of the children (if any
schooling at all), the amount of money to be paid for the rental of the house, the number of
people living in the house (usually ten to fifteen people at any given time). Most of the
parents I interviewed did receive their High School Diplomas and some went only as far as
finishing two years of college work. The male Senegalese household head, whether the one
with a steady job or not, would take care of many spouses (as many as four wives at the
time) often, with many children. In general, Senegalese men and women migrate to the U.S
on their own. However, those interviewed in this study migrated to join their husbands who
already moved to the U.S. years prior to their arrival. In the U.S., for the first time, these
emigrants become independent in many ways. They start by renting an apartment in their
own names, paying bills, working consistently (whether it is an ideal job or not does not
matter. The idea is they now work and earn an income consistently). They have the
possibility to work overtime and earn additional wages. In the U.S., these new (i) /(e)
migrant working US-residing Senegalese parents wished they could be in Senegal,
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indulged in the Senegalese routine and cultural lifestyle, and living with their family
members back home while having the job they have in the U.S. Anna stated:
In an ideal world, I would love to still be in Senegal and live next to my relatives while having
the lifestyle I have in the U.S. This would be the perfect and ideal situation for my family and me.

This idea of wanting to combine two living spaces into one ideal one leads to an incoherent
status in these Senegalese born new lives. Being in the U.S. makes these Senegalese USresiding individuals re-define their social class while trying to assimilate into to the U.S.
systems. In the U.S., although social classes exist for these Senegalese born parents, it
holds other meanings beyond income. For some of these US-residing Senegalese parents
who were not part of the highest social class in Senegal, being in the U.S. gives them a
chance to be what they were most likely denied in Senegal. For those who were seen as the
bottom of the social class, this new opportunity to become the best version of themselves is
important. This gives these Senegalese born (i)/(e) migrants the possibility to navigate a
transnational ranking between two national spaces with different social rankings. These
two national spaces come with different opportunities and meanings associated with social
mobility, class status and ethno-racial affiliations/identities. Moving from a different
social class in Senegal to getting a chance to upgrade and move up the ladder, these USresiding Senegalese parents can become part of the Black working class in the U.S. They
come from being gueer, guweul, teug, neno, etc…. to being integrated at the bottom of the
working pile in, which in the U.S. is already filled with its own hierarchical ethno-racial
groups. On the one hand, the white people living in the U.S consider these US-residing
Senegalese parents as African Americans, as immigrants and minorities though; on the
other hand, these Senegalese born perceive themselves as a small group of non-Latinos,
non-noirs or African Americans. In this Afro-American setting, many of the US-residing
Senegalese parents establish limited border with the symbols “us” versus “them.”
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Establishing this distance makes parenting their American-Senegalese children child
particularly challenging. Not only do they no longer live within the vicinity of their aunts,
uncles, mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters, neighbors etc., but they also want to keep their
own new selves at arm’s length away from the groups they see as “them.” They create
distance between themselves and their neighbors in the U.S. The fenced generation7, which
means the control of a whole group of adults mostly from different generations on their
American-Senegalese children that is so extremely important in Senegal. The fenced
generation comparatively nonexistent in the U.S., is a big transition to the parents
interviewed here. There is a shared sentiment of fear among the Senegalese-US-residing
Senegalese parents that makes them choose to send their American-Senegalese children to
be partly raised Senegal.
Reproduction of transnationalism: need to maintain social class status in Dakar
“It is preferable to delimit the concept of transnationalism to occupations and activities that
require and sustain social contacts over time across national borders for their
implementation.” (Portes et al., 1999). The children of US-residing Senegalese parents are
sent to live with extended family members between the ages of six months and three years
for a prolonged stay of sometimes more than ten years. In looking at this particular group
of kids, it is important to focus on the educational strategies and the logic behind a social
reproduction phenomenon positioned between two very significantly different territories.
The available forces beside the US-residing Senegalese parents responsible also for

7

I use the term fenced generation here to refer to the fact that in the Senegalese culture,
children are supposed to be the center of everyone and everything. Just imagine a child in the center of a
square box. Each corner of the square box seats someone (parents (A), extended family members (B),
neighbors (C), friends (D)) who is culturally allowed to be educate the child and make him/her the best
he/she can ever be in every single sense.
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educating the American-Senegalese students are very much distinct in a long distance
parenting setting. The displacement of the American-Senegalese children child plays a
different positioning not only for them, but also for migrants in general. This double
positioning fuses two social spaces with an emphasis on the opportunity of the different
territories.
Bowlby’s work on attachment provides a useful framework from which to examine
the separation of children from their parents during serial migration. According to Bowlby
(1982), attachment behavior appears within the first year of life. Bowlby’s model is
reflective of a Western cultural view that puts preeminence on mother–child attachment.
One can argue that immigrant parents’ parenting repertoire includes parental separation
(whether voluntary or by circumstances). Djouka stated:
My oldest daughter went to Senegal the very first time when she was four years old. She stayed
there for 2 years, then came back to the U.S. to attend sixth grade. She went back a year later when
she was seven years old only to return ten years later. My second daughter went to Senegal when
she turned 2. She briefly came back for one year when she was eight years old. She went back a year
later and did not move back until eight year later when she was seventeen years old. Altogether, she
spent fourteen years in Senegal. My son was sent to Senegal when he was six months old. He spent
fourteen years there. He still lives in Senegal

It is important to strengthen the complex timing and how each participant had a different
pattern within the same family. The US-residing Senegalese parents living in New York’s
parenting repertoires include lengthy parental separation, which is often detrimental to
the relationship with their children eventually when they returned to the U.S. Mr. Tall
stated:
The truth is the Senegalese parents living in our community including myself cannot send their
children to Senegal for so long and expect to have a normal relationship with them when they return.
The years of separation will imperatively have a negative impact in their relationship. For example, I
sent my three oldest sons to Senegal when they were kids and they came back as adults. In between,
I had three daughters and chose to raise them in New York with my wife. When my sons came back,
we absolutely had nothing in common. Until today, I do not have a relationship with them and
cannot connect with them. Sending them to Senegal forever damaged my relationship with them. By
now, they all moved out and are doing their own thing. I never expected not having relationships
with my sons as part of the result of sending them in Senegal to be raised others. I could not ever
foresee the harm the decision of sending home could have so many years later.
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It is worth noted that the parent –child attachment went further. They experience emotional
detachment too as a consequence of recursive flights and long separation. The separation
period becomes so long that the US-residing Senegalese parents realize once their children
return that the way they were raised in Senegal was not conform to the way they wanted
their children to be raised. Zeynab stated this about her US-residing mother:
My mother kept telling us that she hated some of our habits. She always complained that she needed
to re-educate us because the education we were given in Senegal was not good. She complained
about it all the time. I was not sure what she expected after allowing someone else to do her job as a
parent. The more she complained, the more our relationship changed. I was emotionally tired of
hearing her complaints all the time. Within months, the little emotional connection we build was
gone. We were emotionally totally detached from each other.

Consequently, the distance ends up affecting the ways the US-residing Senegalese parents
educate and want their children to be educated. The extended period of time does more
than just separate the US-residing Senegalese parents and their children. In the long run,
the separation also affects their relationships with the extended families that raised their
children in Senegal too. A climate of mistrust develops between the US-residing
Senegalese parents and the host-guardians of their children in Senegal. Djouka states:
For many years, I sent my family money to raise my children. However, when they came back
home, they were not so well educated. They allowed them to do things I would not tolerate. I had to
re-educate my children all over again when they returned. That was very stressful. I was so mad
after they returned. I called my family to tell them they did not raise my children right. Since my
children came back to live with me, my relationship with my family in Senegal changed.
Unfortunately, it no longer is how it was before.

As it turns out, the US-residing Senegalese parents lose on two fronts. In addition to the
tarnished relationship between them and the relatives they left behind, the distance and
number of years children spend away from their parents creates an emotional bonding gap
between them. A retrospective look at the escalated problem shows that the root cause of it
all is financial. The parents reported having serious difficulties in finding affordable
nurseries for their children.
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Chapter VI: Born in America Sent to Senegal: An Attempt to “DeAmericanize” and “Foster Senegalese Values”
Who are the caregivers receiving and in charge of these children in Senegal, and in
which ways did they communicate and maintain relationships with their US-residing
Senegalese parents who stayed in the U.S.? Who are the people the Senegalese born
parents trust with their children? What are the perspectives of the Senegalese families who
are entrusted with the care of these children for extended periods of time and what social
factors influence those perspectives?
Migration to the Global North with accompanying children is difficult (Parrenas Dalazar,
2005; Van Walsum, 2006). It can become so difficult that US-residing Senegalese parents
choose to send their children to Senegal to be raised by their extended family. The
phenomenon of sending American children back to Senegal from the West is vastly
understudied and thus, merits investigation. The previous chapter posited that American
children from US-residing Senegalese parents are usually “claimed” by parents enforced
by the extended family members in Senegal to alleviate the US-residing Senegalese parents
’ life in the U.S. This chapter will analyze the family structure within the Senegalese
society. This includes the residence they are brought into, the new family dynamic they
live in while in Senegal and the prolongation of parenthood via the caregivers.
The first chapter covered some of the reasons why the US-residing Senegalese parents send
their children to Senegal at a very young age. The American-Senegalese children are
severed from their country of birth and to their US-residing Senegalese parents’ country of
birth for an extended period of time. There are multiple reasons why these US-residing
Senegalese parents living in the U.S. choose to send their children to Senegal. Though
some of the reasons differ from one family to another, the most common reasons are
threefold. First, the fact that these parents want to work and earn more money while living
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in the U.S. with the conviction that they will return home to Senegal very soon; second, the
Senegalese born parents want their children to learn the Koran in order to be able to
practice their Muslim religion. By sending them to Senegal, the US-residing Senegalese
parents are investing in their children’s religious, moral and linguistic education; third,
these parents want their children to be exposed to the Senegalese culture hoping that they
will become more Senegalese and definitely less Americanized.
Family Structure in Senegal: Polygamy in the Senegalese Households
According to the latest census (2002), the average Senegalese household includes
9.1 persons, which is not surprising if one takes into account among other things, that 25
percent of all marriages are polygamous (Vázquez Silva 2010). Moreover, after marriage,
the wife usually moves to her husband’s house, where she handles house chores and caring
tasks in collaboration with other women of the family, including other spouses if the
husband is polygamous (Poiret 1996). Across cultures, attitudes towards polygamy vary
from complete acceptance to total condemnation, and within practicing cultures its social
construction is likewise heterogenous, reflecting culturally specific social mores, values,
and customs (cf. Low, 1988; White, 1988a, 1988b). Thus, one should proceed cautiously
with generic, trans-cultural principles of social work intervention. Senegal is a country
where the vast majority of the population practices Islam. Thus, it is worth mentioning that
polygamy is practiced there and, consequently, some of the students interviewed here grew
up in such families. Besides, it is as important to take a look at polygamous families work
in transcultural settings. Fallou stated:
I was sent to Senegal to live in a Daara to master the Koran. My father had another wife in Senegal.
My sisters lived with my grandmother and my half siblings lived with their mother. My mother was
in the U.S. living with my father. Since my father had two different houses, my siblings would meet
sometimes to times. I was only allowed to come visit from the Daara twice a year during Korite and
Tabaski (Eid al adha and Eid al fitr). I would spend less than a week before going back. My siblings
used to go to my grandma’s house at least every other weekend and meet with all our cousins.
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In Senegal, marriage adheres to these religious tenets: “Whole Christians could marry
through a civil ceremony, without going through a civil ceremony; Muslim couples must
celebrate their union at the mosque as dictated by their Muslim identity (Sow, p.72).
Therefore, a civil marriage is seen more as an administrative formality than anything else.
The idea of a nuclear family comes usually from the middle to upper class especially for
the women. The nuclear family however, is a specifically Christian value and is not
universal. More specifically, the nuclear family remains a foreign concept in some cultures
in Africa despite its promotion by the colonial and neocolonial state, international
development agencies, feminist organizations, and by contemporary non- governmental
organizations (NGOs) among others. In contrast, in Senegal, polygamy is a common
practice believed to enhance men’s status. The Koran states that men can marry up to four
wives at the same time. However, it also requires that the men must treat all four wives
equally. Sometimes, this does not happen until the husbands move to the U.S. followed by
the wife (or wives] later on. Usually, women in polygamous relationships are adamant
about not living with the other wives in the same house once in the US. Djouka explained:
My brother has two wives. One lives at my mother’s house and the other at her parents’ house in
Senegal. I told him he will have to find a place for his second wife soon because I do not want the
house I bought and built for myself, which is where my mother and daughters stayed when they
were in Senegal, to be a used by him as his own. I only allowed him to temporarily bring her there
until he finds a place.

On one hand, the pressure within one’s family is usually so much that bringing more than
one wife in the husband’s family is a bit too much especially since the brothers also will
need to bring their own wife or wives. On the other hand, the reality of the economic
difficulties makes it almost impossible for men in Senegal to be able to afford an apartment
or a house to bring his wife after the marriage. Thus, the educated women’s offer to move
into their own parents’ house becomes more attractive. Besides, as Muslims, women do
inherit little from their father’s. Inheritance in the Muslim world largely favors men.
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Therefore, it is worth noting that women in Senegal do not inherit houses from their fathers
when they have brothers. The choices they are usually given are either to stay at their
father’s house while they can or to move in with their husband. Polygamy in Senegal
favors a matrifocality perspective in the sense used by Sylvia Vignato (2012), which is the
development and existence of certain solidarity especially between educated women who
usually demand a way of living that is convenient to them and more elevated than what is
typical in Senegalese society.
How can this uxorilocality lead to the phenomenon of bringing the American
children in migration to their mother’s households instead of to their dad’s? Haraway
writes: “Marriage encapsulated and reproduced antagonistic relations of the two coherent
social groups, men and women." (Haraway, 1991:138). The phenomenon of bringing the
American-Senegalese to Senegal to be partly Senegal-raised allow the stretch of
motherhood because the matrimonial side of the family is the one that receives and raises
these children.
Fathers Versus Mothers’ Position towards Sending Children to Senegal
Mothers hesitate and need some convincing
One of the dilemmas the parents face is the way to balance being a parent and reaching
their dreams as immigrants in the U.S. In the quotation below, Anna’s dilemma shows an
immigrant’s mother’s dilemma between parenting and chasing the dream. The US-residing
Senegalese parents household dynamic when it comes to sending their children to Senegal
start with the fathers wanting to send their children to Senegal, while the mothers are
hesitant and need a bit more convincing. Anna stated:
My mother kept asking me to send her the kids so I could focus on finishing my schooling. I wanted
to but I just did not know if I was ready to face sending them to leave with people they don’t
know if even though they are my family. I kept saying I will send them. In the meantime, my mother
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came every six months because at the airport, her I-94 only allowed her to stay in the U.S. for a
maximum of six months. She would then go back to Senegal for a month, then I will buy her another
ticket to come right back for another six months…She did this back and forth for almost three years.
I really had a dilemma because I tried so hard not to interrupt my education and finish my
Bachelors’ degree, which already was taking so long. My Associate Degree took me two years, but
the Bachelors’ degree took a long…long… time. It should have taken me two years to finish it after
I finished my Associate degree, but it took another five years to finish.

Anna dreaded sending her children to Senegal. Her dilemma suggests that it really requires
an extremely serious reason for a mother to decide to detach herself from her child.
The US-residing Senegalese parents do weigh the opportunities and the constraints of two
different territories: The U.S and Senegal. On one hand, Senegal becomes the AmericanSenegalese children’s country of residence while in migration. On the other hand, it is also
the home of the local households of the American children who became transnational
children and make possible the daily transaction between the United States (the USresiding Senegalese parents’ country of residence) and Senegal (new home to the American
children). Sending their children to Senegal is an emotional decision for the US-residing
Senegalese parents had to face. To a parent like Anna, Senegal is believed to be “the ideal
environment for her children to grow in and obtain the best education possible [. . .] where
they are well cared for by their aunts, uncles, grandparents, cousins, and even neighbors.”
Parents like Anna’s mother are always eager to take their grandchildren from their parents
and raise them in Senegal. The Senegalese households, which were familiar to the USresiding Senegalese parents before they moved to the U.S., would also be so to their
children when it becomes their host country. Moving to the U.S. did not stop the
Senegalese parent to attempt to recreate their Senegalese environment while in migration.
The first and most consistent thing they do after moving to the U.S. is to keep their
Senegalese values, traditions, and customs alive.
They will do whatever they can to hold their common objectives, which is the continuity of
their educational values and social practices rather than its rupture. This is extremely
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important to the US-residing Senegalese parents because to them, they really hope sending
their children to their Senegalese households do not become a rupture but continuity of
their education. Most American-Senegalese children raised in the Senegalese households
while in migration stay in their gyron transnational Maisonnées. The ways the Senegalesechildren are seen and the schooling and upbringing they receive in Senegal are extremely
important. Sometimes mothers fear having their children raised by their in-laws.
Sometimes they were afraid that their husbands’ other wives wouldn’t want to be taking
care of other wives’; others mentioned that staying with her family was a means to assuage
conflict with husbands about how children were being raised; and others said it was
because they felt closer to their own mothers/sisters. By the end of the chapter, there will
be a combination of reasons given by individuals and locate the preference for sending kids
to be raised by mothers’ families to the power of matrifocal lineage lines that organize
Senegalese kinship. Uxorilocality, (i.e., when newly married Senegalese couple takes up
residence in the household of the wife’s parents instead of the husband’s) will be used
throughout this chapter even though the Islamic religion favors the virilocality. In social
anthropology, patrilocal residence or patrilocality, also known as virilocal residence
or virilocality, are terms referring to the social system in which a married couple resides
with or near the husband's parents (Vignato, 2012). The act of sending the American
children to Senegal and the primacy of them belonging and the creation of a normal life for
them in Senegal comes with funding and financial support from their birth parents living in
the U.S. To understand this better, it is necessary to understand the basic family structure
that exists within the Senegalese households.
Value attachment: the importance of Koranic education
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The US-residing Senegalese parents doubly invest in their children’s education once they
arrive in Senegal: formal schooling on the one hand, and Daara on the other hand.
Moreover, The US-residing Senegalese parents are investing in their children’s religious,
moral and linguistic education and its form of learning that requires memorization and
recitation in Arabic alongside the rituals of prayer, etc. The children, when they move to
Senegal, are subjected to a double investment at the moment they get there. They are
enrolled to attend a Koranic school as early as three years old. This early start of the
Koranic school has a deeper meaning for the Senegalese born parents because it will allow
their American children to learn the Koran, the ways to behave as a Muslim person, and
stay out of trouble owing to the fact that they go to the Koranic school from eight in the
morning until noon before coming home for lunch and returning to the Koranic school
from two in the afternoon until five or sometimes six in the afternoon. This means these
kids do not have anything else to focus on except learning the Koran and get a chance to be
fully immersed not only in the Senegalese culture and their new surroundings, but more
importantly to the Senegalese-born parents, they are giving their American children a
chance to develop a solid foundation for later on in life. That foundation starts with
mastering and being capable of memorizing and always reciting the verses of the Koran in
order to be able to pray correctly and regularly. The idea is that before these children reach
five years old and be able to attend Kindergarten then start the French schools, they must
be able to achieve a mastery level of the Koran and the ways to be a good Muslim. Caller
#3, after reciting some Koranic verses, proceeded with the following statement
We are Muslims and must do everything we can for our kids to be raised as such. When we were all
young in Senegal, we never attended school before going to Koranic schools. Parents then made
sure their children did not learn French before learning the Koran. We know this is the right thing to
do and we must never deviate from it. Let’s remember that we do not live in America. We will never
be like them and should do everything we can to raise our children right. What I mean by raising
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them right is sending them to Senegal and letting them learn the Koran so they can one day be imam
and capable of leading prayers and being a good Muslim.

US-residing Senegalese parents like other immigrants, when they move to the U.S., try
hard to keep the cultural values and try to keep whatever education their parents gave them.
It is important to them because they feel grounded with it while using in another world
very different than theirs. Caller #3 stated:
We should never deny our children what our parents worked so hard to instill in us. Always let’s
remember who we are and where we come from. Let’s not take everything about America to a point
of forgetting the true values we inherited where we are truly from which is Senegal.

To contrast this in the U.S., these Senegalese born parents who have not yet sent their
children in Senegal are always struggling to find a marabout 8capable of teaching their
children the Koran and the necessary tools for them to pray and therefore, to become a
good Muslim. The best these Senegalese born parents will find is someone who is able to
only teach their children on Sundays and if they are lucky, he can also do so on Saturdays
for twenty to forty dollars an hour per child in the U.S. This can cause the children to not
master the Koranic verses like those attending full time in Senegal. Some parents
sometimes have obligations on weekends and are unable to let their kid attend the Koranic
school every weekend due to this limited scheduling availability along with the financial
burden when these parents have more than two children, it becomes an additional expense
that is totally different from the babysitters and other child related expenses. Caller #2
stated:
Before sending my children to Senegal, I tried to find someone who could teach them the Koran in
the U.S., but it was so hard. Not only was it difficult to find someone, but the time was also another
problem. I finally realized if my children were to start school here because of their schedule, I would
not be able to have them learn the Koran. This amongst other things made me send them to Senegal.

8

Marabout is a dervish in Muslim Africa believed to have supernatural power
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This range of challenges these US-residing Senegalese parents go through leads them to
send their children to relatives living in Senegal where they get treated as American and
foreigners with a whole set of privilege as they are treated and recognized as American
citizens living in Senegal.
The US-residing Senegalese parents while still living in the U.S. try to maintain some sort
of relationship with their children in Senegal via their caregivers. Following her husband’s
advice, Djouka who remarried years after her first husband’s passing sent her only son
Buur to Senegal when he was just six months old. Buur stayed with Djouka’s mother for
almost two years before his father picked him up and sent him to an Islamic boarding
school also known as écoles coraniques in French, Koranic school in English, and Daara
in Wolof. In these écoles coraniques or daara, the children of the US-residing Senegalese
parents are exposed to an informal educational system that is a totally different learning
system from schooling in the U.S. “In common with many other Muslim countries, state
schools offer little or no religious education. So children are sent to (informal) Koranic
school” (Pierre André and Jean-Luc Demonsant, 2009, p. 3). Parents such as Djouka are
convinced that their children would learn much better away from not only them as the birth
parents, but also they would learn cultural norms from their extended family members they
would get to know a little bit during their time in Senegal. Djouka stated:
Buur’s father was adamant to have him master the Koran because he came from Touba and from a
very religious family. He was even against him going to a French school. We finally agreed to have
him go to Koranic school and then to a French school. His father believes that having him away
from my mother (his grandmother) and formally registered into an Islamic boarding school. He
would master the Koranic verses much faster and would receive a more rigorous education there
than if he was with my mother.

In these Daaras, the American kids will start by learning the Koran by heart even though
initially they would not have the slightest idea of its meaning. Also, kids like Buur are
taught to read and write Koranic verses even though they almost never fully master Arabic
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as a language. “The main values transmitted are obedience, respect, and submission (Pierre
André and Jean-Luc Demonsant p. 3). To parents like Djouka and her husband, sending
Buur to the boarding Islamic school will prepare him to be a good Muslim in the long run.
This means only one thing: the Daara will prepare Buur enough so that when he returns
home to America, he will not be running the streets, talking back to them, or disrespecting
them thus, preventing their child, Buur, from being Americanized. When the US-residing
Senegalese parents refer to the Americanization of their children, they are referring to them
adopting behaviors that are often associated with poor urban students, especially African
American students, i.e. disobedience, lazy, unfocused, low educational aspirations
(Ferguson, 2001; Fordham 1996; Ogbu, 2007; Waters, 1994). It is worth noting that the
practice of fostering children is widespread in West Africa. However, it is very hard to
obtain accurate estimates of the number of children placed in the care of Koranic masters.
A recent household survey in Senegal estimates that they represent approximately 1% of
boys aged 15 or under (see Beck, 2009). As traditional Koranic schools do not have any
precise timetables or curricula, unlike the formal education system, there is no guarantee of
the quality of the teaching. However, there have been attempts to modernize them. The
most significant example of this is the development of Franco-Arab schools (“école francoarabe” similar to “madrasa” in other contexts) since the 1950s, with the recent growth in
the 2000s (Gandolfi, 2003), which endeavors to balance formal and religious schooling.
This study defines, and just like the Senegalese born parents, considers Franco-Arab
schools as formal education. Indeed, in some Franco-Arab schools, pupils take the same
exams as in formal state schools, so these schools are undoubtedly formal. For example, in
Dakar, over the years, many pre-school Islamic institutions have emerged, providing an
alternative to traditional Koranic schools. One difference between these two school
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systems is that these modern institutions have relatively high fees (Gandolfi (2003)
mentions up to CFAF 1,000 per month in Dakar.). Finally, beyond the main aim of
teaching the Koran to the children, the Senegalese born parents strongly believe that the
Koranic schools allow their children to bond and develop positive and reliable networks.
The maternal family members: responsible for “de-Americanizing and fostering
Senegalese values”
The rapid increase in Senegalese emigration in recent decades has had profound effects on
the Senegalese society, influencing family structure, courtship practices, labor relations and
a myriad of other social practices (See for example the work of Buggenhagen [2001]). The
emigration effects do not mean, however, that the Senegalese emigrants are creating
entirely new social and family structures. Rather, this means incorporating new realities
into old systems of understanding. Sahlins [2000] argues that rather than disappearing,
cultures collect what they encounter by using culturally appropriate definitions and
practices.
The way this happens is by incorporating new situations into previously established
patterns of daily life. As migrants face the need to find appropriate and alternative
childcare options in their host countries, they sometimes turn to and rely on their distant yet
existing systems of solidarity, reciprocity, and in the case of the Senegalese, teranga at
home. Teranga means hospitality, but when looked into deeper, the principle of teranga is
to open your doors to any guest who may enter, to feed them, house them, and treat them
as family for as long as they choose to stay (Gasparetti, 2011). The complications they
encounter when it comes to raising their children in another country provide an opportunity
for them to observe the phenomenon of cultural re/articulation and the stretch of
parenthood. After interviewing the Senegalese-born parents’ children, it transpired that
each and every one of them lived with their maternal families while in Senegal, except for
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one. Fallou who was sent to a Daara where he lived and studied while in Senegal. He only
visited his maternal aunt’s house twice a year during major holidays.
Binana’s experience was different than Fallou’s. Binana stated:
My dad passed away while vacationing with me in Senegal. I lived with my aunt for a couple of
years before being taken by my maternal grandmother. There, I lived with my mother’s sisters (my
aunts) and her brothers (my uncles) until I returned to the U.S.

Mamy said:
I was raised by my maternal grandparents. The house was full of people like my mom’s brothers,
three of my mom’s brothers, my aunts, my mom’s cousins, and my uncle’s wives. There was just a
bunch of people in the house…easily fifteen to twenty people. I was just numbed to the number of
people who always surrounded me because it was so normal to have always people around you in
Senegal.

Zeynab stated:
Many people did actually and I went between two houses. My mom’s big sister, she raised me. She
had me when I was a baby right “…” I was around one and half years old and “…” yes! Until I came
back here in 2003 when I went back that’s when I stayed with my grandmother.

Bambina stated:
The first time I was taken to Senegal, I was three months old. I permanently moved there when I
was five years old to go to school. When I moved permanently there, while my mom and dad were
here in the U.S. I lived with my older sister and brother in Senegal. When my mom was in the U.S.,
we lived with our aunts or my mom’s mom. If neither of them was in Senegal, we would then stay
with the maid who worked with my mom for 5 years at the time.

Creative Alchemist and Milka added:
I lived with my maternal grandmother during my stay in Senegal.

Sending their children to live with their maternal grandmother and maternal aunts is telling.
The localization of the children from Senegalese with their maternal caregivers has a
logical consequence. The rule of virilocality, which consists in traditional cultural systems
based on patrilinearity and virilocality, as well as religion, weighs heavily on female status
and favor strict social control (Vignato, (2012)).
In the Senegalese society, the rule of virilocality consists of these women living
with their Senegalese spouses after the marriage. However, due to the fact that these
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Senegalese spouses while living in Senegal did not have their own house for their new
bride; the wife usually came to live with the husband’s parents adding to the household
dynamic. Moving to their Senegalese husband’s house involves a different ceremony from
marriage (to his parents’ house in reality); it is called sëyi in Wolof. According to Teacher
#2:
Sëyi usually happens months after the actual celebration of the marriage or even years sometimes.
Usually, people say dafay seeyi: « she is going to melt there» (the verb seey means to melt). There is
a word game
in Wolof between sëyi (meaning the act of moving from ones’ parents’ household
to the husband’s) and seeyi (to melt there). A married woman usually says: sëyiwuma damay seeyi,
which means: « I am not only moving to my husband’s house, but I will live there until the day I die.

This underlines a deeper meaning as far as the practice of divorce is concerned. Divorce is
taboo in Senegal and brings shame to the woman’s family. In Senegal people repudiate
divorce even if it is the spouse who initiated the divorce. Therefore, the act of moving
away is permanent, except when they come to the U.S. to meet their Senegalese spouse.
Besides, “matriarchal lineage still defines the fundamental foundations of Senegalese
kinship systems, in the face of a patriarchal Islam” (Sow, p.71). The gender differences
described along with the role women and men assume in the Senegalese society leads to
the Senegalese US-residing husbands and wives’ different level of disconnection when it
comes to the amount of time the children spend in Senegal. Caller #10 stated:
When I sent my children to Senegal, I knew they would be there much longer than my wife thought.
To her, they were only going to spend a year or less before the came back. I knew I wanted them
there as long as possible in hope they get the Senegalese education I wanted them to get.

Maintaining relationships/home connection
The long years of absence of the Senegalese-born adults become very challenging insofar
as their relationships with those living in Senegal. Maintaining these valuable relationships
becomes crucial yet very difficult due to the distance and the fact that it keeps them
physically out of the local scene. Thus, connection of their local relationships, which
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becomes central for the concretization of their local projects and facilitate their life as they
participate in attempting to raise their children from afar. All the Senegalese born parents
interviewed are adamant about returning to Senegal one day. Their main objective is to
work hard in the U.S. and be able to save enough money to be able to purchase a house in
Senegal then return home while possibly practicing commerce in Senegal to be able to
generate a steady income. Anna during her interview stated:
I want to go back home so bad. I have my land to live on when I return. My parents are old and I
would do anything to see them every day while I can. However, my husband, children, and job are
all here. As much as I would like to live in Senegal right now, I must wait. It is not the right time
yet.

In addition to their plan to develop home someday, deep down, Senegal-born parents hope
their children living in Senegal will develop a similar plan. These US-residing Senegalese
parents hope their children will study to achieve highest level of education upon returning
to the U.S. So that one-day they will live comfortably in Senegal. These parents are living
their own wishful thinking through these kids. Being unable to find stable jobs in Senegal
led them to immigrating to the U.S. to improve their own lives. Their hope is that their own
children who experience living in two cultures will choose to eventually move back to
Senegal permanently. They almost do not want to account for the fact that these children
are Americans (not Senegalese like them).
The fears that come with raising their children in the U.S.
The parents who called the radio show generally talked about the fears they face when it
came to their children being raised in the U.S. Asked about what their greatest fear is,
Caller #1 stated:
My main fear was that my children would one-day act like kids in this country and call me or their
mother a liar.

Caller #5 stated:
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My main fear was that my children would learn about the 911 system and call anytime I try to
discipline them or for other little things. Kids should not feel so empowered.

The fear of being disrespected or contradicted is so unimaginable to the US-residing
Senegalese parents that it adds to the many other reasons why they send their children to
Senegal. Coincidentally, while in Senegal, they will be able to have a daily apprenticeship
of not only social relationships, but also be informed and learn to embrace the hierarchy of
social relationships within the family. This hierarchy will inform these American children
about their generational place and status within their families. The purpose these USresiding Senegalese parents have is for their children to master their constraints and
obligations of the social capital relationship that exists within the typical Senegalese
family, which will enable them to find their place within the intergenerational cycle. This
transmission from one generation to another has a deep meaning within the Senegalese
society and the norms they live by. Its importance manifests itself the day of the baby
naming ceremony whether in the U.S. or in Senegal where everyone present that day will
wish the parents “na indi ay xéewal you bari” (May s/he (the newborn) bring many boon).
Here, this may appear on the surface to be a simple sentence wishing that then newborn
child will be able to help his or her parents in the future when s/he is older. When broken
down, however, its meaning is deeper. The two slopes for social success are present in this
wish sentence: the economic success (xéewal you bari) meaning “may he bring many
boon” and the generosity act (na indi ay) “bringing or come with.” In Senegal, living a
successful life is partly being able to live while also having the capacity to help members
of your immediate family. The economic value of children in Senegal changes over time,
as they are raised to go from being the nurtured to being the nurturer. Due to the limited
jobs available for people in Senegal and thus, the limited retirement funds lead adults to
invest in their children so they (the children) can in return take care of them as their elders.
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The Senegalese children are taught throughout their lives that they alone are not
responsible for their success(es) and that it is rather a collective effort and they are forever
indebted to all the people they come in contact with in Senegal especially those who
directly contributed to their education. The key point here is that what is fraught about the
decision to send children to live in Senegal is that it may or may not enhance their
children’s “value” as children willing to support the Senegalese family structure – another
measure of children’s value is their individual achievement that could perhaps aid the
parents return to Senegal, should the children decide to stay in the US, their country of
birth.
As migrants in America, it is hard to raise a child according to Senegalese cultural values;
the necessary and common forces known in Senegal to raise a child (it takes a village to
raise a child) are not available. The plurality of what and how a parent should educate his
or her children is limited. The American-Senegalese children are seen as needing their
grandparents and other extended family members (aunts, uncles, cousin), as well as
neighbors to be able to create a deeply personal network with the different members of the
Senegalese household and who are able of intervening at any time during their education
process while in Senegal. The Senegalese born parents also look to bring together their
children living in Senegal so they can stay as close as possible even if they are living in
different houses like Binana and Zeynab who, while sisters, have lived for years apart from
each other while in Senegal. They always make sure the oldest child understands that s/he
is responsible for the younger ones and encourages them to build emotional ties.
Djouka stated:
I always wanted my two daughters to live together, but for years it was almost impossible to make
this happen. I finally had to buy a house and move my mother there so she can keep both of them in
one roof. By then, they were separated for years though. However, I never gave up on the idea of
having them together eventually.
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Anna added:
Though my oldest son stayed in Senegal for only two years, I made sure he looked after his younger
brother when he was there. They became very close while living away from me and their father. I
am thankful that it allowed them to form a special connection.

These emotional ties also evoke some feelings of gratitude and a need for appreciation
between the children, but also between them and their family members living in Senegal.
These unspoken debts are not only about being capable to financially help these family
members, but more so being willing to take care of those who contributed to their
education while in Senegal and away from one’s birth parents when the right time comes.
Connecting these children with their relatives in the transnational household allows a
certain continuity of the maternal care on a daily basis during their time in Senegal. The act
of sending the American-Senegalese children in Senegal for an extended period of time,
therefore, fosters the formation of an internal social capital system within the transnational
households and yet helps support forging solid links and a spirit of solidarity between the
generations of Senegalese and American-Senegalese children. These organizational
solidarities have the double benefit of allowing the US-residing Senegalese parents to work
more hours and gain more money when their children are in Senegal and also financially
assisting the members of the Senegalese households through the remittances they receive
from these Senegalese born parents. Finally, the American-Senegalese children receive a
daily-multilayered care in Senegal from extended family members who are available and
can lead to certain maximization in their education. The process of sending AmericanSenegalese children to Senegal develops a powerful bond between generations and
continents. Essentially, the profound connection to one’s country is never abandoned; the
cycle augurs that, at some point, the US-residing Senegalese parents in the U.S. and their
American children will be reunited in Senegal with those who never left Senegal.
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Chapter VII: Identity (re) construction and (re) negotiation experiences
of Transnationalized Children
Introduction
Where do I belong? This is often a question (im)migrants ask as they continuously
attempt to settle in their host country. During the process, they juggle trying to find who
they are and building social relationships. Social relationships amongst people are
extremely crucial when it comes to shaping their identity construction and negotiation.
Identity is a rich concept. Diaspora identity theories are introduced. For example, roots
and routes? by Clifford (1997) and “uprootings” and “regroundings” by Ahmed et al.
(2003). Brubaker and Cooper‘s (2000) study about identity as ―self-understandingǁ is
discussed, as an alternative term to identity. Identity Process Theory (IPT) as a very wellknown theory of identity development is discussed according to Breakwell (1986), and
Jaspal and Cinnirella (2011), Vignoles et al. (2006) extended IPT principles. Identity is
more deeply valued and therefore more bounded to self-understanding than self-interest
(Brubaker and Cooper 2000). People’s identity is related to how they understand
themselves according to their surrounding environment rather than an interest in a false
identity, that they do not feel belongs to them. In addition, other identity usages are also
discussed (Brubaker and Cooper 2000, p. 15).
“The migratory experience offers opportunities for new kinds of practices, traditions, and
family dynamics to develop; it often rearticulates patterns and codes of behaviour that
already exist in the migrant’s home culture (Gasparetti, 2011, p. 215). Senegalese migrants
who reside in the U.S. more specifically in New York and New Jersey tend to send their
children to Senegal to be raised by extended family members. They provide various
motives and justifications for this practice. Some of the parents interviewed for this project
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talk about economic reasons. Others talk about not only economic reasons, but also more
of the desire for their children to adopt Senegalese values, religion, and the languages
(Wolof and French). The practice of Senegalese immigrant parents sending their children
home (i.e., to Senegal) when looking at the diaspora is not new. It follows a longstanding
custom of fostering, in which immigrant parents send their children to the households of
their relatives. Fostering exists in a number of different African societies [see Goody 1973,
1975) and Bledsoe (1980]) for examples of fostering in other African countries], and
engages “the claims, rights, and obligations of members of an extended kin group” (Goody,
1975, p. 140). The previous chapter examined the family structure within the Senegalese
society, the prolongment of Senegalese-born parenthood via the caregivers living in
Senegal, the ways the Senegalese-children are viewed and, the education they receive in
Senegal. This chapter depicts the ways identity construction are extremely important in
Senegalese society. Senegalese sons and men are expected to fully take care of their family
while the daughters and women are to make sure the children are raised right while their
husbands are well taken care of. Moreover, keeping the American-born children with
collective transitional yet intergenerational objectives require intrafamilial members
(parents, kids, extended family members) to maneuver between generations, familial
settings, and cultural connectivity. The preference when sending the American-Senegalese
children home is for them to be raised by their mother’s side of the family, which adds to
the matrifocal lineage lines that holds the Senegalese kinship.
Moving Identities: Identity Construction and Deconstruction amongst the AmericanSenegalese Children in the U.S.
One main part of immigration is the issue of settlement and the ongoing challenge
to find one’s identity. There is a strong body of work that has contributed to an
understanding of the challenges that follow immigration and contact and subsequent
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settlement (e.g., Berry, 1997; Bulhan, 1980, 1985; Tajfel, 1981). Central to this work are
questions of identity, in particular the shifts that occur because of acculturation, responses
that flow from continued contact between groups (Graves, 1967). Some responses include
assimilation, integration, marginalization, and separation and these reflect different levels
of identification with the home and new communities (e.g., Berry, 1997; 2001). The
transition the children who grew up in Senegal and return to the U.S. after years of
separation with their parents present new challenges when it comes to their identity
construction and community making. There are different challenges and opportunities for
identity construction. Binana stated:
Coming back to the U.S. made me questions my identity for a while. I felt lost at times because
sometimes people asked me where I was from and I would say “the U.S.” they automatically would
add, “I mean where are you originally from?” This made me question my identity for a long time. I
think I still do actually.

For people like Binana, identity construction is an ongoing and constant thing to deal with.
They think they already had an identity when they were in Senegal, but had to question that
they are all over when they come back to the U.S. Mamy stated:
In Senegal, I never had to question my identity. I was myself and that’s all I knew. However, the
identity I constructed while in Senegal got disrupted when I moved to the U.S. As part of my new
environment while learning to settle, I had to re-construct a new self-compatible with the U.S
environment.

Zeynab added:
I had to put the person I was in Senegal to the back burner and re-construct a whole new me. It was
a challenge to stay away from my old self and fearful to face my new self. This process was and is
still hard. It is an ongoing battle.

Immigration brings into play different resources that are important in the construction of
identities. The process of identity formation may reflect different life opportunities.
However, it is worth noting that it is a difficult process that is not without sacrifices
(having to give up part of who you are), but it also presents an opportunity in a new
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context. Arguably, the reconstruction of imposed identity and retelling of one’s story and
self takes place as part of the migration-settlement process. As part of the process of
constructing and reconstructing their identities, includes opportunities for retelling their
stories, which they have the advantage of including the identity they had when in Senegal
mixed with the one they are forming in the U.S. as part of the process. Fallou stated:
I look forward to combining who I was in Senegal with my U.S. self. I think it will be a complex
and good person because I have an advantage of combining two different cultures into one; two
different people into one; converting two different environments into one. I hope it will be as easy as
I anticipate it to be, but I wouldn’t know now because I just moved back to the U.S. a year ago. I am
still going through a lot of changes and they have not been so easy.

Through the process of identity construction, the American-Senegalese have an undeniable
advantage of being American citizens and having some prestige that comes with it.
“Prestige” status and American citizenship in Senegal
While immigration gives the US-residing Senegalese parents a higher economic social rank
in Senegal, their American-Senegalese children embody the trajectory of their parents
when they are in Senegal and contribute to the increase of the social prestige for being born
in America and subject to a better financial support from their Senegalese born parents who
live in the U.S. These US-residing Senegalese parents contribute to the infrastructure and
upgraded homes by financing at times the renovation of the houses in which they anticipate
their American children will be living. Whether due to guilt (sending their toddlers away to
be raised by extended family members) or to relief (being able to pick up more work hours
and therefore make much more money), these US-residing Senegalese parents play a huge
role in enhancing the economic situation in Senegal beyond the household. It improves the
schools. Most of their children attend private schools and dress like American kids with the
clothes their parents send them from America. Binana stated:
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It is interesting how growing up in Senegal, our family, friends, neighbors usually mentioned my
American nationality. Some go as far as calling them l’Americain du coin (the American of the
block) as their nickname.

At the ages of three to six, these children embrace their nickname American and the
multiple comments that go along with that. Sometimes others also joke by saying “boul lal
Americain bi yaw ba la gnouy gneuw sou gnou kaw di gnou indil problem” (“do not touch
the American kids before they (the Americans) come to bring us problem”). At times,
Senegalese kids will threaten American-born kids by warning that they will not go to the
U.S. with them because they did something wrong. Some other kid who witnesses the
dispute may ask “mane nak di na dem Amerique” (“and me will you take me to
America”?). Zeynab stated:
I did not realize the power of being an American citizen when I was in Senegal until I started getting
special treatment in school and being spared a lot of things such as harsh punishments etc. which
was not the case for other kids who were born in Senegal. As I grew older, kids my age started to
talk to me differently and usually expected me to be their friend because I was from America. They
always treated me nice and would do anything I asked them to. Even when we used to play, I would
make the calls on who did what and they would never say anything to go against me. I now look
back and realize it had a lot to do with the fact that I was an American. Even adults treated me
differently. They would always make comments like “don’t mess with the American kids” or “Oh!
don’t you know she is an American? I now feel as if they all treated us differently because they
thought we could later on help them out or even maybe bring them to the U.S. with us. It is kind of
funny now that I think about it.

In other words, being from Anerica was a form of social capital that the children did not
know how to take advantage of it.
The reality is that even though the US-residing Senegalese parents did not want their
children to be aware of their American citizenship status while in Senegal, they were very
well conscious of the fact that they were different than their neighbors, family, and friends.
It did not take them long to realize that they received special treatment in their host country
due to their nationality. Binana stated:
In Senegal, most children wanted to become my friend because they knew I was an American…
Since I returned to the U.S. random people family members and neighbors have called me asking me
for money. I told them I was a college student and barely had money.
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Being American comes with a powerful status of superiority that affects these kids’ lives in
Senegal whether they are at home, in schools or amongst friends in the neighborhood.
Therefore, these kids do in fact become progressively aware of their own privileged status
and learn to expect some special treatments during their stay in their parents’ home
country. Some family members will try especially hard to forge a solid relationship
thinking that when a particular American child returns home to America, s/he will
remember them and therefore, financially support them when s/he becomes an adult. The
children in return are expected to keep an external social capital relationship with their
caregivers even after they return to the U.S.
The practice of fostering within the Senegalese Culture
Fostering is a common practice in Senegal, and takes place under different
circumstances even when parents are living in Senegal. “Family” extends far beyond the
nuclear family unit, and includes what we call the large extended family and fictive kin.
Senegalese are expected to assist their family members without question and do not expect
direct repayment for their efforts (Gasparetti, p. 220). Repayment is exceedingly
ambiguous in the Senegalese system of reciprocity. McCormack defines reciprocity as a
series of transactions that do not necessarily maintain an exact equivalence, but are directed
towards securing it (1976, p. 90). This system of reciprocity effectively serves to maintain
social relationships of reliance and “induce people to remain socially indebted to each
other” (Gouldner, p. 175). Anna stated:
In Senegal, it is actually a very common phenomenon to give your child to a family member to raise.
It is not necessarily because the family member does not have kids. Most of the time, they do have
children and voluntarily would raise another family member’s child. The decision to give or raise
someone else’s child usually is made if for example the kid has better opportunities in other parts of
Senegal where his or her relatives reside. These opportunities are usually more opportunities for
better school access or other times simply for better-presumed employment opportunities. The
interesting part is that the family member raising the child will be fully in charge of him or her
without expecting any money from the relative.
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In these cases, US-residing Senegalese parents and children do not even hesitate or think
twice about sending the kid to the relatives’ house with the assumption and conviction that
they will openly offer the kid a place to stay. When it comes to the Senegalese Teranga, as
defined in the previous chapter, Senegalese families and their relatives are duty-bound to
accept each other, their distant relatives in their homes regardless of how long or short
period of time. They will do this without even asking questions. There’s a firm belief
embedded in the Senegalese collective unconscious that someone’s success or failure really
depends in part on how well they treat or mistreat their relatives and also parents. Fallou
stated:
The notion of giving back to your parents and extended family members for what they did for you
are like a cloud hanging over your head over time.

And in that regard, for the US-residing Senegalese parents’ children who grow up under
the wing of their uncles, aunts, and grandparents, those relatives matter and they deserve to
share in the child’s future successes. As stated earlier within the Senegalese culture, uncles
being like father and aunts like mother. This is what is expected of them. Paying back an
unintended yet tacit debt to those who cared for them becomes a moral obligation, which,
if ignored, could be interpreted as a lack of appreciation for what they’ve done for them.
Anthropologists and folklorists attribute a great deal of importance to the use of proverbs in
the African society (See Bascom [1965] and Finnegan [1970]). The most common phrase
used in Senegal is “nit nitaay garabam,” loosely translated as [“people are each other’s
remedy.”] The meaning of the proverb to Senegalese is that no matter where you are in the
world, as long as you have friends, family, no matter how big of a problem or how
complicated it is, they will always help you resolve them. Reciprocity is understood in this
proverb. The message is not only directed to the person who needs help and assistance, but
also to the actual person who is capable of helping. It is important that the Senegalese
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people understand when someone says “nit nitaay garabam,” they ought “to understand
from this proverb that they must be the remedy to one another, and do what they can for
others in their time of need, to benefit from the system when they themselves seek to use it
themselves.” (Gasparetti, p. 220). Fostering when looked at in the context of “nit nitaay
garabam,” is a natural phenomenon that is practiced for the longest within the Senegalese
society. This phenomenon also leads to children being naturally bounced from one world to
another without being alarming to the Senegalese.
Instability in transnational child guardianship
The children of the US-residing Senegalese parents ‘ situation are unique. Their separation
from their birth parent(s) at such a young age often came with intense feelings of distress
and displacement, followed by wonders such as curiosity, acceptance, and appreciation.
Grinberg and Grinberg (1989) argue that the migration process has consequences over
time, potentially inducing psychological collapse and psychic wounds. Thus, sending
American-Senegalese children to Senegal at such a young age could result in trauma
mainly characterized by a sense of helplessness. Two participants lived in various
households and were raised by various people after being sent to Senegal. They always felt
that they were moved as soon as they felt comfortable. Zeinab described how she was
happy living with her aunt and her husband until her mother decided she should move to
her grandmother’s house when she was in Senegal. She voiced that she did not want to go,
but her mother told he she had to. She explained:
Yes! Before she took me back in 2003, she asked me “…” She actually told me “…” she
did not ask that I was going to her mom’s house and then “…” “(15:09)” I was like no I
don’t wanna go there. I just wanna go to the house that I was at before. She was like no I
don’t get “…” along with them and I told her I heard my sister is going through some
things at my grandma’s house and then she was like no those are just rumors. You can just
go there. They like you and I said okay. I did not have a choice since I was only 8.
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Binana stated that being bounced from house to house continued when she moved back to
the U.S. with her birth mother who worked in hair braiding salons. She left her to go to
Virginia because she thought she would make more money there, Binana recalled:
So I always had that fear in me specially in a country where [DEEP BREATH] I did not have
that much of a family members like I did in Senegal ”…” I did not have that many friends
like I did in Senegal. [DEEP BREATH] I did not know many places like I did in Senegal hum
”…” and ”…”[RAISED VOICE] I thought actually I did have my mother, but then she left
me the very next day [Nervous Laughs…] to go to Virginia so I was really on my own again
DEEP BREATH. Hum ”…”I had to bounce from my aunt’s to my uncle’s to INAUDIBLE
again. It was a confusing matter and then I kind of lost my identity so ”…” and ”…” I was
just ”…”huh ”…” one pea in the pot [Laughs…].

From fostering to being bounced from one home/household to another, the US-residing
Senegalese parents use whatever means possible to give their American-Senegalese
children a shot at being rooted within the Senegalese culture. They go as far as substituting
remittances with parenting. However, can money replace motherly care?
The Multiple Caregiver Effect: Constant Switch
The role of caregivers automatically switches from these American-Senegalese youth’s
birth parent(s) to grandparent(s) and other relatives living in Senegal. Once they were in
Senegal, a couple of the interviewees lived with different relatives before ending up with
their grandmother years later. One of the interviewees lived with her grandparents from the
time she was sent to live in Senegal until she moved back to the U.S. Thus, experience
living with one family provided a more stable and secure prospective than the other two.
As these American US-residing Senegalese parents send their kids home, the role of the
caregiver is undermined or not recognized as critical to the well-being of the one, two, and
three years old, not to mention the ramifications of reunification later on. Even though the
student participants in this study were less than three years old when they were sent to
Senegal, they do not specifically recall experiencing any sense of losses: such as their
sudden separation from birth parent(s); as well as or the replacement of the birth parent(s)
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by an unknown stranger. Little will be known from interviewees’ emotional understanding
of the separation with their birth parents when they were just toddlers. This changed later
when the children became aware that they were being used, or that they wanted to stay
with their caretaker. However, what seems to be very clear is the role that their maternal
grandparent(s) played in the interviewees’ lives by providing them with a stable
environment (Winnicott, 1965, 1971b). The emotional environment created for these
American-Senegalese youth set the tone for a later reunification with their birth parent(s).
The interviewees acknowledged that their grandparent(s) while in Senegal were always
reminding them about their birth parent(s). In Mamy’s case, her grandparents acted as a
surrogate mother, helping her overcome the confusion and fear instilled by the absence of
her birth parents.
My grandmother came with me to stay with me for a couple of months. Hum! My grandfather came
later on also hum “…” I used to hum “…” call them like all the time “…” especially when I used
to have issues like I would call them. It was not like I would break the bond or the contact with
them. I used to call them all the time. I used to speak to my cousins all the time, the friends I had in
there all the time so hum “…” I guess I just missed them but there was still like a bond in there.

Mamy continued to explain the role her grandfather played after she moved to the
U.S. and was not getting along with her birth parent(s). She explained:
Hum! I think my grandparents “…” my grandfather actually helped me with it. He was
like “…” hum “…”hum! “…” because I was young so he told me that even if I tried to
“…” fight them or anything, they will still be the one’s making my decisions and
everything. So, that’s when I just started accepting everything.

While Mamy was lucky to have a very strong relationship with her grandparents, she also
expressed anger and frustration when she moved to the U.S. Her birth parents expected her
to become like her other siblings they raised. She felt she was a different person than her
siblings because her grandparents in a different country raised her while her siblings were
raised by her birth parents in the U.S. She stated:
“Yeah! Because like everyday, they used to hum! “…” like maybe for instance, they
wanted me to come talk to them, tell them about my day, tell the about what happened, tell
them everything about me, but like in Senegal we weren’t raised to do that in my
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household. It was more like keep things to yourself unless they were really important or
harmful. Nobody needs to know. So, I would just come back from school and just sit and
not talk and they thought I was being rude because my siblings “…” my young siblings
would come they would jump around tell them about their whole day “…” talk to them tell
them every little detail about everything in their life and I wasn’t comfortable doing that
with them, So they thought I was being rude or disrespectful.

The more the American-Senegalese searched for their identity when they returned
to the U.S., the more they were confronted with different issues. One of them being:
the challenges that came with living with their US-residing Senegalese parents. To
them was the same as living with strangers.
Money Cannot Replace Motherly Care: Mother-Child Differences
The income disparity between the U.S. and Senegal allows the US-residing
Senegalese parents who send their children back to Senegal for a long period of time to
place them in a decent, comfortable and, in some cases even, enviable situation compared
to the majority of their peers. Everyone seems to be benefiting from the situation, certainly
the US-residing Senegalese parents who whether they admit it or not removed themselves
for an extended period of time from the highly demanding, time consuming responsibilities
of raising their children in America. This gave them the opportunity to focus on working in
order to achieve their primary goal, which is to secure a better financial future for
themselves and their family. The parents hope that sending money to the caregivers in
Senegal will allow them to: first, maintain a relationship with Senegal while taking on
more day-to-day activities that are linked to the social reproductions of their existing social
life in Senegal (which is crucial to these US-residing Senegalese parents); second, the USresiding Senegalese parents completely expect their children to be grateful for the
opportunity to be provided with things they need while in Senegal. Djouka stated:
Every time I called my mother and sisters taking care of my kids, we talked about the way the
money I sent got spent on them. It also allows me to find out if my kids had more events coming up
that they will need money for. If it is the case, I will send it to them and when I call again, we go
through the expenditures of the moneys I send.
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“Remittances have been the focus of research on the relationship between migration and
development (Mazzucato, p. 454). To migrants, remittances “reflect individuals’
commitments, priorities, and difficult decisions” (Carling, p. S218). Remittances can be
beneficial in life, transforming the recipient’s experiences. They can transform
relationships in different ways and can lead to “intimate social relationships” (Carling, p.
S218). Economists examine how remittances can alleviate poverty. However,
“transnationalism studies indicate that home communities are also affected by migration
through social remittances: the norms that guide family structures, housing styles, fashion,
and so forth in-home communities” (Mazzucato, p. 455). Since remittances focus on
money, in this case from the Senegalese born parents to their home communities and
especially to the caregivers who are responsible for taking care of their children, this opens
up a whole area of speculation, which is whether some of these caregivers are agreeing to
raise the American children because of the attached remittances that come with caring for
the children. Binana stated:
As I got much older in Senegal and as I was able to understand more and more things, it
became clear to me that the reasons why people wanted to raise me and my younger sister
was just so they can get the money my mother sent us. They did not raise us with love, but
for the love of the money. This was especially true around major holidays. They always
coached us to talk to our mother when she called about all the stuff we needed for the
holidays. This of course meant she would send more money than usual. It was very sad to
feel like a tool people could use to enrich themselves… Until today, this bothers me.

Zeynab added:
When I understood my mother’s family was always trying to make me tell her things I need
so they could get more money out of her, I started disappearing just before her calls or
when I heard her talking to her sisters on the phone. I sometimes blamed my mother for
just thinking she could be a good parent to us by sending us money. Even though it was
nice of her to try to give us what we needed, the reality was the money was never fully
spent on us. My mother’s sisters and my grandmother would use it for other things they
needed either around the house or for themselves.
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Zeynab also made a very important revelation regarding her feelings towards her
mother’s misperception of remittances. For Zeynab, these remittances did not make
her appreciate her mother. To the contrary she remarked,
I just wished my mother had realized that we needed her to be our mother and forge a
strong mother-daughter relationship with her. The money she was sending no matter how
much it was could have never ever replaced her and the times we badly needed a mother by
our side to confine on. For a long time, I was very angry at everyone.

Remittances became divisive entity in many ways--they divided mother and child, foster
parents and fostered child, and even mother of child and relatives hosting the child. The
conflict became intense when it came time to identify who is the child’s real mom.
I am your real “mom.” No! I know who my real mom is
Most of the US-residing Senegalese parents’ children arrive in Senegal between the ages of
six months and two years. When they arrive, they usually call their grandparents or their
aunts (depending on which one of them is designated the main caregiver) yaay (maman)
and their birth mother whom they usually know by phone by their first name. Sometimes,
the Senegalese-born mothers though far away try to have conversations with their children
on the phone every now and then to explain to them that they are their real mothers. This
interchangeable role (shared mothering) of being a mother is a bit confusing to the
American children at times. However, as time goes on and the phone calls lessen, and they
keep their initial belief of who their mother is, which is with the grandmother or the
mother’s sister who is taking care of them while in Senegal. One of my interviewees,
Mamy, said she called her grandparents mom and dad since her arrival and still does call
them mom and dad to this day. She remarked that it has become a natural instinct. Mamy
stated:
Yeah! Hum! I actually call my grandparents mom and dad and then I call my mom and dad
by their names because “…” I mean I “…” was there when I was like one [year old], so I
always assumed they were my family. Like I knew my parents were here in New York, but
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I also like didn’t take them into consideration. It was more like people I would see over the
summer maybe sometimes and maybe speak to them on the phone, but if I needed
anything, I always would run to my “real” mom and dad: my grandparents.

Mamy’s story of shared parenting was shared by other participants, like Zeinab, as she
states:
Not knowing them [DEEP DEEP BREATH] because that is the reason why I don’t call her
mom. I call her by her name because she did not raise me.

Binana also calls her birth mother by her first name. She said:
“I have always called my birth mother by her real name because I never felt she was [my] mother.”

The maintenance of the relationships between the birth parents and their children living in
Senegal requires them to have patience, be tactful, and maintain good relationships with
the caregivers in Senegal. The shared mothering no doubt is hard on the US-residing
Senegalese parents. The caretakers also do not bother to correct the children when they call
them mom or dad. This becomes a source of tension when the children return home to the
U.S. to their Senegalese-born parents because the parents want them to call them mom and
dad, but most kids resist doing this especially since they have never called them as such.
Therefore, after they return home, they still call their caregivers mom and dad while calling
their US-residing Senegalese parents by their first names. This becomes a major source of
tension in the American households. Mamy stated:
After I returned to the U.S. my parents asked me why I do not call them mom and dad. I did not
know what to tell them, but I knew I did not feel comfortable calling anyone other than my
grandparents, mom and dad. They did not raise me and I did not consider them as my mom and dad.
This became a big issue for a long time of course. At some point, they just gave up fighting with me
to call them mom and dad because I was not going to and it became clear to them.

Once the American-Senegalese started feeling like they were being used as monetary
business transaction, they started growing a certain distance between them and their USresiding Senegalese parents. The more time went, the more the relationship between the
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American-Senegalese and their US-residing Senegalese parents became distant and
eventually led to certain bitterness.
The Distant/Absent Parent Stigma: Conflict and Bitterness
“The issue of culture and conflict has usually been explored in terms of conflict within the
individual, leading to problems of adjustment, or conflict between immigrant parents and
their children, particularly adolescents” (Rosenthal, Demetriou, and Efklides, p. 207).
Parents in general usually battle authority issues with their children. (Im) migrant parents
must on top of that cling to the values of their home culture while adjusting to their new
life. Though it is easy to predict some intergenerational conflict, the degree to which it
affects the future relationships of the Senegalese born parents and their returnee children in
order to maintain some sort of relationship merits scrutiny, especially because they tend to
take unexpected twists. Upon returning to her biological mother in the United States,
Zeinab went through a moment of disillusionment. She said:
[] I felt and sometimes still feel angry at my mother. I did not realize how angry I was until I came
back to the U.S. and see how much she did not know me and who I was. In Senegal, I was angry
because I was missing having a relationship with my mother. I had fantasized what my relationship
with my mother would be and how perfect my life would have been if she was with me as I was
growing up.... In the U.S., I felt a different kind of anger because the mother I construed in my head
was not the same mother I was living with. I felt conflicted. The more time went, the more I grew
angrier at her. I think I was mad because my imaginary mother was not going to ever exist and I
needed to live with that. I needed to realize that I will just never have a mother like everyone else
did.

Binana and her sister, Zeinab, were in a more dire predicament due to the fact that they
were bounced around from house to house while in Senegal because of the remittances that
were being sent to their caregivers. A more complicating factor was that the two sisters did
not live apart different households for seven years after being sent to Senegal. At first, they
lived with their mother’s sisters in different homes. After being bounced around from their
mothers’ sisters’ houses, cousins, and uncles, Binana and her sister, Zeinab ended up with
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their maternal grandmother until they moved back to New York. Interestingly, neither of
the two siblings told their birth mother about the ways they were treated by their various
caregivers. When asked why they did not confide in their own mother, Binana stated:
I just knew she would not ever have believed me. She never asked me anything about how my life
was going when I was in Senegal. She only communicated with my aunts, grandma or whoever was
in charge of us. I just learned to keep quiet and live with whatever I was given knowing that they
were using my money to better their lives and the lives of their children or husband or wife.

Binana and her sister Zeinab’s case represent a unique arrangement amongst the
interviewees. However, it is not unique when looking at most of the American children’s
experience in Senegal. The socio-economic status of most of these caregivers living in
Senegal requires financial assistance and they volunteer readily to raise a child if it means
they can rely on receiving money from the parents living in the U.S. It is important to
realize that failed childcare arrangements such as in Binana and Zeinab’s cases in their host
country [the parent’s home country] does affect their lived experience in Senegal and the
way they connect and communicate with their birth mother once they return to the U.S.
Binana said:
Until today, I cannot forgive my mother for putting us through what she put us through in Senegal.
All she needed to be was a good mother who could protect me, but she could not even do that.

Zeinab said:
I was an angry child for a long time. I felt I had nobody to lean on. I was alone, but it is life. This
has definitely affected my relationship with my mother, but also with my aunts and uncles. I do not
talk to them, as I should today.

Like Zeinab, other interviewees felt the distance between themselves and their Senegalese
US-residing parents. Many of them felt resigned, feeling like the damage was done and
there wasn’t much they could do to change the situation they are in and the relationship
they developed away from their parents after being separated from them for so long. They
just take it as normal while recognizing their birth parents’ failure to be parents to them
when they needed it. According to Bambina:
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It is one thing to live without our birth parents, but it is another to also feel that your own birth
parents failed you when it came to parenting you.

Mamy added:
I don’t think I ever forgave my parents or that I can actually forgive them for putting me through
what they put me through when I was a child. I think they do not have a clue how much of them not
being part of my young life affects me even today. Since they are clueless and would never see
anything wrong with that, I just learned to live with the fact that my life will never be different from
how it is now because even if they wanted to be part of my life when I was younger, they simply can
no longer do that. They are never going to be able to fill the void that already exists within me.

According to Fallou:
When you don’t live with your parents for so long, natural affection is missing. My little sister lived
with my parents and had a better and closer relationship with my parents than I do. She is very close
to my father. I have a better relationship with my mother compared to my dad though my
relationship with my mother is still a little bit strange. With my dad, I just do the necessary basics to
maintain some sort of relationship with him.

The conflict and bitterness developed between the American-Senegalese and their
Senegalese-US-residing arguably was not what the parents anticipated when they sent their
children in Senegalese years back. On top of dealing with the inter-turmoil relationship
with their US-residing Senegalese parents, the American-Senegalese children must
constantly question who they truly are, where they belong after they return to the U.S.,
which leaves them with a sense of an ambivalent identity, having to deal with the
existential question of who they are.
Immigration experts have argued that immigrant children who are separated from one or
both parents are more likely to develop symptoms of anxiety and depression in the initial
years post migration (Suárez-Orozco & Kim, 2011). Those interviewed here shared their
feelings of confusion and bewilderment which affected their socialization, especially their
relationship with their birth parent(s) when they later returned to the U.S. Bar-Yosef (2001)
argues that immigrant children and youth often do not understand the reason for migration
as a consequence of their inability to use adult reasoning. Immigration is such a complex
process. Often times, when we think of immigration, we often assume that families migrate
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together as a unit. Immigration varies from parents leaving their child behind to moving
together with their children into their host country. However, in the case of the AmericanSenegalese youth, they separated from their parents and sent away at such an early age.
Therefore, there is a buffer and a sense of strangeness between the participants and their
birth parent(s) when they return home to the U.S. When the participants’ birth parent(s)
decided to send them to Senegal to be raised by extended family members, some hoped to
give them a chance to know and be rooted in the Senegalese culture and in return become
less Americanized. For others, sending a certain amount of money to Senegal is much
cheaper than the amount of money it would have taken for these parents to raise the
children in the U.S. Thus, between having less (money) and benefiting culturally, these
parents completely undermined the consequences that the prolonged separation would have
on their children and the relationships with them later on. Djouka added:
I sent my children to Senegal so they would not be like the American children in this country.
However, I never once imagined the challenges that came with that. The separation impact will
forever scar us.

The separation impact between the American-Senegalese and their parents is even more
acute because of the constant switch of their caregivers.
Who Am I: Ambivalence of Transnational Identity
The American-Senegalese participants expressed that it was always hard for them
to answer the “who am I” question after they returned to the U.S. They felt their answer
depended on the country in which they lived plus the fact that others always saw them
differently.
In this section, an effort is made to uncover the different models of transcultural identity
the Senegalese-born parents’ children face when back in their country of birth. For
example, when they were in Senegal, people saw them as Americans and treated them as
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different. Now that they are in the U.S., their US peers and teachers see them as
immigrants from Africa. When asked about how she identifies herself, Mamy replied:
Hum! “(15:10)” [LONG SILENCE] “…” I think I would just leave it “…” I usually say I
am Senegalese because usually a lot of people always assume that I was born in Senegal
and then I came here to come to school or get a better life “…” or something like them, but
I rather identify myself as a Senegalese.

To some extent, the parents seem to have succeeded in one of their objectives; to
foster in their children an American identity.Zeinab, another student participant,
admitted that when she was younger while living in Senegal, she used to identify
herself as an American, but later after returning to the U.S., she identified as
Senegalese or would always say she was African. She stated:
When I was a kid yes I did want to be an American and liked being treated as such when I
was in Senegal! After I moved to the U.S., people started assuming who I was. As soon as I
talked, they would call me African. After always being told who I was before I could even
say it, I did not even care anymore. If anyone asked me, I am not American. I’m ”…” I’m
Senegalese. I even say it ”…” now ”…” like right now when people ask me where you
from? I just say Senegal. ”…” That’s my first answer. What are you? African! Even though
they’re ”…” they are like you are not African because you were born here ”…” I’m like
”…” I just say I’m African I don’t care.

Fallou corroborates Zeinab and Mamy as he remarked:
When I was a kid, yes. I did want to be an American and liked being treated as such when I
was in Senegal. However, in the U.S., I always identified as a Senegalese. I do not consider
myself as an American. Maybe it is because of the African Americans and the ways they
behave. I feel like I would not want to be associated as such though.

In all three situations, upon their return, the US society assigned them an identity which
they did not mind embracing. The concepts of hybridity and in-between cultures among
immigrants have been affirmed by Homi Bhabha (1996). One of his central ideas is that of
"hybridization." Through which Bhabha shows how its histories and cultures constantly
intrude on the present, demanding that we transform our understanding of cross-cultural
relations.As American-Senegalese, on top of dealing with their identity crisis and hybridity
in between two worlds, they also face the re-unification dilemma/crisis with their USresiding Senegalese parents when they return to the U.S after so long not knowing what
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relationship they will have with each other.
The study suggested that in the case of the student participants, identity is context
bound and imposed rather than internally determined. Also, unlike Homi Bhaba’s
speculation, identity is not a hybrid or in-between. Contextually, the student interviewees
speak about when they were in Senegal and how they were being treated as an American
and that they wanted to be American then. But in the U.S., they identify as Senegalese for
different reasons. Fallou suggests this may have to do with her dis-identification with
African Americans whose “behavior” he doesn’t wish to be associated with, a form of
racism, by the way). Zeinab suggests that her identity is imposed by others based on her
linguistic and speech patterns labelled as “African” (“as soon as I talked, they would call
me African) while Mamy combines both the way others see her as well as her own
preference. Meaning she supports the hybridity position.
Coping with separation and its unintended effects on the child
Family reunification after a long separation tends to pose many challenges. When it comes
to the American-Senegalese and their US-residing Senegalese parent(s), this process
becomes more than just a discrete event that concludes when the interviewees moved back
to the U.S. to finally live with their birth parent(s). They hoped to concretize some of the
fantasies they had of what their relationship with their birth parent(s) should have been.
These fantasies include reawakening old attachments, building new relationships, and
mourning the loss of primary attachment figures (Suárez-Orozco, Bang, & Kim, 2011;
Suárez-Orozco, Suárez-Orozco, & Todorova, 2008, p 54 Korn). However, for the
participants, the reunification process with their birth parent(s) was nothing like they
anticipated. Mamy recalled:
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I think overall, once I started knowing my birth parents, I realized that I didn’t really want
to be raised here period.

While Mamy was emotionally very attached to her grandparents, she never experienced the
same relationship with her birth parents after moving in with them. She stated:
” Hum “…” I “…” I “…” when I “…” honestly it was more like they were just strangers
to me. Like I knew they were my parents but I didn’t really feel it because I was so used to
“…” having my grandparents. So, They were more like hum “…” maybe like uh “…”
figure of parenthood not really “…” they don’t “…” they didn’t really symbolize parents
for me.

Zeinab and Binana experienced the total opposite when it came to their grandmother. They
did not feel closer to her since they lived with her for about seven years after being
bounced from house to house when they first arrived in Senegal. While they did not have a
close relationship with their grandmother, they at the same time continuously developed a
sense of detachment from their birth mother. Instead of forming a cooperative circle of
caregivers, their relationship with their mother deteriorated to a point that they both
acknowledged that living with their birth mother is like living with a stranger. Zeinab said
this about her relationship with her birth mother:
Honestly, she is a stranger ”…” that cares about me…Yep! That’s how I look at it

When asked what her current relationship with her mother was, Mamy replied:
hum! I am trying to keep things you know ”…” normal with her without revealing too
much details. ”…” you know trying to keep the peace between us.

Binana also said this about her relationship with her birth mother:
hum “…” It’s pretty rocky [Nervous Laughs…] that’s funny that’s her name. Hum “…”
hum “…” yeah “…” it’s not really that great because we crashing over “…” everything
pretty much. We have so many differences and we never have [DEEP BREATH] that basic
mother daughter relationship.

When asked why she thought they did not have a basic mother-daughter
relationship, Zeynab replied:
Well “…” She never went to Senegal since 1992. I grew up away from her more than10
years so “…” it’s just 2 strangers living together [DEEP BREATH] “…” but we don’t
really know each other as “…” a parent and a child. It’s just “…” we know that “…” this
“…” like “…” we know the title of each one. This is the daughter, this is the parent, but
then that’s about it. The actual relationship or the feeling is just not there “…” as it should.
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When asked about his relationship with his current relationship with his parents,
Fallou stated:
I think it is safe to say that my parents and I are strangers who are trying to know each
other even though they are my parents. I do not think they know me the way a parent
should know their child.

The number of years spent apart from their US-residing Senegalese parents made
their relationship strange and different from a normal parent child relationship. This
is due to the impact of separation lived by the American-Senegalese and their
parents.
The impact of parent-child separation on the mother
Separation from family, a regular feature of migration in its various iterations, profoundly
impacts immigrant children and their parents (Jensen, 2007; Lacroix & Sabbah, 2011;
Smith, Lalonde, & Johnson, 2004). Parents often avoid talking about their decision to send
their kids to Senegal perhaps because they are motivated by a desire to avoid such painful
conversation or topic. Binana stated:
I think I made peace with the many questions in my head about the reasons why I was sent to
Senegal. My life would have been so much easier if I could just have the conversation with mother
once and for all and understand her logic. But every time I refer to such question, I get yelled at for
being ungrateful. So, I stopped trying to hear her side and the reasons why she did send me away so
young.

Whatever the reasons might be, it offers these American-Senegalese youth little
consolation. In this study, the participants’ separation with their birth parent(s) happened as
they lived and grew up in Senegal. First, they called and still call their birth parent(s) by
their first names. Second, after they moved to the U.S., they then had to deal with a
different separation problem. Not only did they have to deal with being separated from
their caregivers from Senegal, they also moved in with people they viewed as strangers and
who later became their parents while going through the adaptation process in the U.S.
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Mamy said she called her grandparents mom and dad even today. She stated:
My grandparents were my everything for so many years. Every time I needed something, I
ran to them. They were the perfect parents for me. All of the sudden, I was told I had to
return home to my “real mom and dad.” I felt so sad to move away from all I have known
all my life. For so many years, I learned to accept that my birth parents just gave birth to
me. However, my grandparents were my real parents. They raised me well and taught me
everything I knew. The thought of leaving them and stepping into an unknown situation
was overwhelming. I cried for weeks. At the end, they moved to the U.S. with me for the
first six months to help my transition from Senegal to the U.S. I still to this day think being
physically separated from them had a huge impact on me even though I try to go to Senegal
at least once a year to visit them. It is still not the same.

Zeinab added:
When I had to return to the U.S., I was kind of scared but excited that I will finally no
longer be separated with my real mother. I have not seen her in so long and now we could
have the chance to be mother-daughter. After moving and living with her, it became clear
to me that she was nothing like how I thought she would be plus I did not realize how much
I was to miss my friends and other family members I knew all these years behind. I felt so
lost and so depressed while in the U.S. Here I was living with the woman who never raised
me while missing everyone who taught me everything in my life. The separation was really
difficult for me. It actually still is. I just try not to think about it anymore.

Binana is also struggling with adjusting to life in the U.S. after returning from Senegal. She
admits that when she went to Senegal, she was young and did not know much. This made
her adaptation process much quicker. However, it was not the same feeling as when she
moving back to the U.S because now she was much older. She battled with leaving her old
life behind and stepping into a new one. She stated:
Separation is never so easy. I remember when I first moved to Senegal, I missed my mom even
though I was so young. I did not speak the language back then and was just a toddler. However, I
quickly adapted to my new parents and households while building relationships in schools and
around the neighborhoods. It never occurred to me how much I valued what I have built until I
returned to the U.S. At first, I was excited, then I started realizing how much I will miss everything I
knew. I kept thinking about coming back all the time to salvage the connections and the life I built.
Though it helped me feel better, the reality is that I never got to return to Senegal since I got to the
U.S. This has made my transition so difficult because I feel like I separated my life behind and
stepped into a bring new one that I do not know how to build it well.

Smith et al. (2004) suggest that migration, accompanied by separation from one or both
parents, may significantly impact the parent – child relationship and that longer separations
make a positive reunion less likely. Binana corroborated this interpretation when she
explained how she gave up the hope of building a mother daughter relationship a while
ago:
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I now accept the fact that I will never be one of those kids who get to experience what
having a birthday feels. I will learn to live without it and make peace with this a while
back.

Reunification of an entire family can usually take many years, especially when
complicated by legal and economic burdens (Suarez-Orozco, Suarez-Orozco, & Todorova,
2008). However, in the case of this study participant’s case, the impact of their separation
with their caregivers would have been less intense if the emotional bond they formed with
their parents in the U.S. was stronger. Binana explained that in her case, the impact of her
separation with her family in Senegal would have been much smoother if she had
developed the emotional component that would have helped her reuniting with her birth
mother after her return to the U.S. Binana explained:
Yes! Exactly “…” because “…” that’s what “…” that’s what we “…” hum ”…” that’s why
I keep saying like hum ” …” I had something good in Senegal. I had a life and knew a lot
of people. However, I tried to have an open mind and not carry my life from Senegal to the
U.S. “…” When I was in Senegal, I was lacking a relationship with my mother and
knowing that I was coming home to her made me feel a bit hopeful. Growing up, there was
that one thing that I was lacking: building an emotional bond with my mother. I felt sad that
I had to leave the life I knew in Senegal, but hopeful that I could compensate the lost with
building a relationship with my mother. However, very quickly, I came to realize that this
was not going to happen. It made the separation a bit more difficult because still that
emotional part was still missing.

She added that she questioned a lot of things when she was in Senegal away from
her birth mother. However, she found herself with even more questions after she
moved to the U.S. These questions made her realize how alone she really is in this
world even more so knowing that she is now living with her birth mother.
Even though I live with my mom. So it makes me question everything ” …” pretty much!
… DEEP BREATH ” …” I don’t know ” …” the way we see parents I think the most
difficult part is not having someone who would stand up for you when you going through
difficult times ” …” hum ” …” cause ” …” no matter who takes care of you, if you are not
their own, they are still going to put some people over you as their priority ” …” and ” …”
so I was never a priority in my life ” …” and ” …” it pretty much put me as [DEEP
BREATH] someone who is on her own at a pretty young age. So I always felt like I was on
my own, I was alone and that [DEEP BREATH] I
need to have my own back and I still
feel the same.

The participants observed that they turned to various extended members and teachers in
school who became their parental figures during their time in Senegal. In the meantime,
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they have managed to suppress the possibility to emotionally connect with their birth
parents, which had a huge impact on their relationship after they returned to the U.S.
Throughout, the interviewees were too young to remember what it felt like losing their
connection with their birth home in the U.S when they were so much younger. When asked
if they foresee their relationship with their birth parents getting better, Mamy said:
No! It’s never going to be … Because ”…” we’re ”…” I”…” I feel like we are past that stage right
now. She was supposed to do it right after I got here you know. Try to get closer instead of just you
know doing and saying things that just pushed us away from her. Hum hum!

The Senegalese families’ (im)migration is meant to be for the assurance of the social
reproduction (i.e., maintenance of middle class status) with intent to give their AmericanSenegalese and themselves a better way of living and a better future. However, as the
children are returning home to the U.S. and (re) settling, it is becoming clear that there are
many unintended consequences to the transnational child migration where the children are
looking for their identity and try to find who they truly are.
For most children, childhood personality formation leading to adolescence is so
vital (Cite). Most researchers in social and cognitive child’s development validate this. By
wanting their American-Senegalese to be raised away from them and become rooted into
the Senegalese culture, traditions and values, these parents also put their Senegal-staying
children in a position to endlessly question who they are and where they truly belong.
When dealing with their identity (re)construction/challenges in the U.S., the AmericanSenegalese must face relationships that exist between individuals and their social milieu.
This social milieu is even more complex when they are across different worlds and cultures
that affect their identity. The identity (re) construction situation that the AmericanSenegalese face is complicated by the fact that they flip flop when it comes to their share a
collective identity and a full sense of belonging in Senegal or in the U.S. Maybe this sense
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of constant identity reshaping will feel complete when they eventually master the English
language (re) learning and settle their cultural (re) integration in the U.S. Brief, maybe
when their endless search for their sense of self is achieved.
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Chapter VIII: Transnational Child Integration: English Language (Re)
Learning & US Culture (Re) Discovery in the U.S.
Introduction
Smith, Lalonde, and Johnson (2004) suggest that migration, accompanied by
separation from one or both parents may significantly impact the parent-child relationship;
longer separations make reunion less likely. Reunification of an entire family can take
many years, especially when complicated by legal and economic burdens (Suarez-Orozco,
Suarez-Orozco, and Todorova, 2008). Formal education is believed to ease the transition to
immigrant life for newcomers into a new land; however educational experiences can also
complicate this process (Cooper & Korn-Bursztyn, p.1). Fallou stated:
School in the U.S. was hard in the beginning for me because I did not speak any English and on top
of it the way we learn in Senegal is different than the way people learn in the U.S. For example, in
Senegal, you are supposed to memorize all your lessons. In the U.S., you have to write a lot. T was
frustrating because I did not learn to write a lot in Senegal. It is still a challenge for me until today. I
get anxious when I have to write a paper because I doubt myself and think I cannot write like the
other students who grew up in the U.S. It becomes very intimidating for me.

Schools should provide long-term returnee American-Senegalese children of Senegaleseborn parents with a secure pathway to social mobility as transnational children who are
learning to integrate into the U.S. systems while also searching endlessly for they sense of
self and acceptance. Unfortunately, because of the different education system they grew up
in while living with relatives in Senegal, as well as due to the fact that they left their
caregivers behind while moving back in with their Senegalese parents whom they see as
total strangers to them, schools in the U.S. present different kinds of memorable and at
times painful experiences in the U.S. According to research, schooling is believed to be
particularly important for immigrant youth, as it is often the first sustained, meaningful and
enduring participation in an institution in their new society (Suarez- Orozco, SuarezOrozco & Todorova, 2008). This chapter presents the reflective accounts of SenegaleseBorn parents’ transnational migrant children who, after moving to the U.S., must learn (re)
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learn the English Language while attempting to culturally (re) integrate into the U.S.
system (home, school, neighborhood). The focus is on college students’ recollections
of their schooling experiences. One understudied category of second language learners
consists of transnational migrant children. Transnational migration has been broadly
defined as: “the process by which immigrants forge and sustain simultaneous multistranded social relations that link together their societies of origin and settlement”
(Schiller, Basch, & Szanton-Blanc, 1995, p. 48). Transnational migrant children constitute
a special kind of second language learners, who experience language-learning interruption
in two phases. This background will help the reader understand who these children are, the
complexity of their language and cultural socialization, and how to ensure their smooth
transition back into the US classroom. In the context of this chapter, the transnational child
migrant refers to a child born in the parents’ country of immigration (or immigrated with
the parents as a baby) who, at a certain age, are involuntarily sent to the parents’ country of
origin for a longer stay and, later on, come back to live with their parents again. Whereas
the case of students with interrupted formal education (SIFES) is familiar in TESOL
literature, little is known about unaccompanied transnational migrant children. One can
argue that the Senegalese-born children’s situation is delicate and deserves serious
consideration. The practice of US-residing Senegalese parents sending their children to
Senegal for a long period of time is likely to have profound repercussions on the returning
child’s academic, linguistic, and cultural adaptation. The previous chapters focused on the
transnational migrant children in multilingual settings, namely Senegal and the
relationships created by the distance between the Senegalese-born parents and their
children when they returned to the U.S. Moreover, it explored the meaning of home to the
children after they came back to their U.S. homes. The previous chapters also addressed
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the children’s new household dynamic after being away from their parents for so long. This
chapter will explore the multiple layers of cultural and linguistic adjustments that a
transnational migrant child is required to make after they move back to the U.S. from
Senegal; it will also present some of the difficulties related to sociocultural negotiations,
curricular changes and the relearning of English that transnational children have to go
through upon return to the US school system. The key areas that will be considered
include: the overall cultural compatibility between the United States and the child’s
country of destination; availability of learning materials and English language input
accessibility; and the (in)flexibility of the Senegalese-born parents’ cultural and
receptiveness of the returning children in the U.S. households. The chapter corroborates the
existing constructions of transnational migrant children by focusing on the children's
experiences in a multiplicity of migratory contexts. Few people understand what it means
to be born American and become American English Language Learner, which is what
happens to these children when they come back to the U.S. schools. Moreover, this
confusion adds to the need for these children to balance their transnational lives in the U.S.
The Challenge of Being a Re-Learner of English in the U.S. Schools
As stated earlier, all of the participants interviewed native citizens of Senegal,
which is considered Francophone —French- speaking— country. Therefore, most of the
participants acquired at least two languages (i.e, a tribal language and some version of
French, the official language) when they moved back to the U.S. Later on, after learning
English, they spoke three different languages. Seven of my student participants admitted to
not speaking English when they moved back to the U.S. Only one was fluent in English
because he left the U.S. for Senegal when he finished 7th grade. He stayed there for a
couple of years, which allowed him to polish his knowledge of Wolof and his French.
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Therefore, when he came back to the U.S. he was fluent in three languages although he
acknowledged that his French was not as good as his English and his Wolof. Studies have
shown that limited English skills impact the academic achievement of African students
(Harushimana, 2007; Mthethwa-Sommers & Harushimana, 2016; Obeng, & Obeng, 2006;
Shabaya, 2006; Some-Guiebre, 2012). This study emphasized the struggle of returning (we
may call them “interrupted”) “English re-learners” to their birth country without speaking
or understanding the English language. These children viewed themselves as Senegalese on
their return, which also means that linguistically, they identified themselves with languages
spoken in Senegal. At first, they felt they would never be able to speak English. Fallou
stated:
When I first moved to the U.S. I was overwhelmed by not being able to understand people or
communicate with them. Many times, I thought to myself I will never be able to talk like everyone
here.

While the Senegalese-US-residing Senegalese parents’ children returned to the U.S. and
attended different schools, they faced academic related advantages. For example, they
usually learned most of the subjects they come across in the U.S. classrooms in Senegal
already way before returning to the U.S., but they also face some challenges stemming
directly from Senegal and its education system. Interviews with the US- residing parents’
children show that upon their return from Senegal and their entry into the U.S. education
system, the main academic challenges they faced were due to learning English while
balancing their transnational lives. How easy would it be for the US-returnee children to
learn English while they had to keep contact with the relatives they just left behind in
Senegal?
Being the American English Language Learner (AELL) in the U.S. schools
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Though all the children interviewed in this study (with the one exception of Creative
Alchemist) spent more than a decade in Senegal, which is Francophone, they speak Wolof
and French fluently. Two of these students speak more than just Wolof and French. One
speaks Arabic fluently and another speaks a dialect (Khalpoular). Amongst the eight
students interviewed, only one girl and one boy spoke English fluently. The other students
acknowledged that they returned to the U.S. without speaking or understanding any
English at all when they first started school in the U.S. after returning from Senegal. The
students interviewed shared the frustration they felt when they realized they did not speak
the English language fluently in the schools. Binana stated:
OMG! I remember the morning I walked into the school, I felt so strange. I wanted to hide and never
come out of my hiding place. I heard so much noise around me as students were screaming and
excited to see each other again after the summer break. Yet it felt so silent within myself. The more
noise and talks I heard around me, the more I blocked hearing them. I started feeling hot, sweaty,
and uncomfortable. I wanted to be so invisible so nobody would ask me a question or find out that I
did not understand what they were saying to me at all.

Mamy added:
I always loved school while I was in Senegal. However, nobody told me I needed to learn in English
and not in French in the U.S. schools. The first week of classes were the hardest ever. I was stuck
between knowing I was not fluent in English and needed to speak the language in order to socialize
and learn. I hated being back in the U.S. even more now that I know I was not able to communicate
with my peers in school.

The participants felt somehow betrayed on their return. They wished someone had told
them that they needed to stay connected with English while they were in Senegal so that
they do not feel estranged when they returned to the US classroom, which they had no
recollection of. Binana stated:
I wish someone warned me when I was in Senegal that I needed English when I come back to the
U.S. It really felt estranged coming back to the country with no English at all and walking into
classrooms I never recall being in.

The paradox of this wish seems striking, as the purpose of being sent back was to cultivate
their home language(s) not to be cultivating English. It seems to me that it isn’t so much
that the children weren’t “warned” so much as the situation/practice required something
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quite demanding to navigate. For a while, after moving to the U.S., the participants silently
struggled with not being able to understand English when people around them were
conversing. As a coping mechanism, they had to pretend to be busy and to mask the level
of which they did not understand. Mamy stated:
I was so popular in Senegal because I was the American kid in the school, at home, and around the
block. Yet here I was in the U.S. with no English knowledge. I knew some words of course, but I
could not speak English the way I heard others around speak it. I was trying to listen in while
pretending to do something else to see if I would understand a little bit, but every sound I heard from
the conversations had no meaning at all for me. This went on for a while.

Learning English and learning it “quick” was imperative to their academic success and
social relationships. One of the many challenges that they faced was learning English in
order to communicate and integrate into their new environment. They strongly emphasized
that the need to learn English as soon as possible after their arrival was not limited to
excelling academically, as English is the medium of instruction in the U.S., but it was
equally as important because it would allow them to engage with their peers from the US,
other countries, different races, ethnicities, and other nationalities. As a strategy, the
participants shared that they used the social/mass media and language learning applications
to better improve their English. Zeynab remarked:
I remember running home after school all the time to watch some tv so I can listen to whatever I was
watching loud enough and more importantly, I was able to replay what they were saying when it was
too fast. A lot of times, I would google words to understand a general context of what I was
watching.

Fallou stated:
I felt very intimated when I had to speak to others. I used to spend all my time in front of the tv to
listen and try to understand. I felt that if I understood what was said on tv, I would easily understand
everyone around me in school. I did not have friends in school. I would arrive almost at the exact
time the bell would ring to avoid the small chats and run after school to my tv to learn English.
Since I did not have friends or places to go, I would just watch hours of cartoons by myself. It was
entertaining and it taught me a lot too. Later on, I started turning the captions on so I can listen while
reading too…. As time went on, I switched to radio too. It was very helpful because I was young and
loved cartoons.
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Studies have shown that limited English skills impact the academic achievement of African
students (Harushimana, 2007; Mthethwa-Sommers & Harushimana, 2016; Obeng, &
Obeng, 2006; Shabaya, 2006; Some-Guiebre, 2012). The interviewees expressed an added
frustration toward their Senegalese-born parents once they realized they did not speak
English and needed to learn the language while adjusting to their new lives and
environment. They emphasized the struggles they faced when attending the U.S. school
without speaking English the way they spoke Wolof or processing English the way they
understood French in Senegal. Binana stated:
It was difficult to be in school and not speak English then come home to my mother and not be able
to get some help with schoolwork or English as a matter of fact. My mother was illiterate and did
not even have any schooling in Senegal. She barely understood English and was unable to read or
write. It was very frustrating coming home and knowing I could not get any support from my mother
with my homework or things I did not understand bout my assignments. It was even more difficult
as my thoughts were coming to me at times in Wolof (my native language) sometimes in French,
which is my first language, and other times, it came directly in English.

Zeynab added:
I learned to master the language by silently reading a lot at home. My mother did not speak English
so well. Therefore, I was on my own to figure out how to be on track with the language and continue
to thrive in school. I would read any newspaper I could find. I would walk around my room reading
it as if I knew what I was reading. It felt good to just have a dialogue with myself with nobody fluent
around me to judge or gaze.

The participants felt a bigger stress with the lack of English because they knew they could
not afford to fail or even be second in their classes. Binana added:
All my life, I never was second in class. I always was first. However, as I started school in the U.S.,
I felt so stressed and anxious because I was certain I was going to fail my classes. This would have
been the biggest disappointment to myself because I only knew myself doing well in school.

These As a Senegalese-born, American-raised student, who did utilize some of the methods
the interviewees used to improve their English proficiency, I was quite surprised to see
how similar our experiences were and the mechanisms that we had to use to improve our
English language skills. Though there was a generational difference between us, the
challenges we faced after moving in the U.S. were very similar in nature. One would think
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that my struggles would be expected, but I believe that there could have been a way to
facilitate integration experiences if the migration process had been planned carefully.
Cultures Clash and (Re)Discovery of Self for the Returnee Child
The supposed generational differences in academic achievement and student
behavior among the US-residing Senegalese parents ’ returning children resonates with
research on immigrant integration, achievement and social mobility in the United States
(Alba & Nee, 1997; DeWind & Kasinitz, 1997; Gans, 1992; Gibson, 1988; Kasinitz,
Mollenkopf, Waters, & Holdaway, 2008; Ngo, & Britzman, 2010; Ogbu & Simons, 1998;
Portes & Zhou, 1993; Valenzuela, 1999; Warner & Srole, 1945; Waters, 1994; Zhou,
1997). Most of the work on this topic is rooted in scholars attempting to understand
integration patterns and the ways in which factors such as ethnicity, culture, and the
economy influence these patterns (Alba & Nee, 1997; DeWind & Kasinitz, 1997; Gans,
1992; Gibson, 1988; Perlmann, & Waldinger, 1997; Ogbu & Simons, 1998; Portes &
Zhou, 1993; Warner & Srole, 1945). My participants used different ways to describe and
discuss the processes they used to adjust to their new life, home environment, and
relationship with their parents. Upon moving to the U.S., they were suddenly confronted
with the challenges of balancing both their ethnic and their national cultures, including the
languages plus building new relationships around them. Their acculturation was to be
based not only on their attitudes toward the national culture, but also their level of
adaptation to everything around them. Recent research indicates that involvement with
both ethnic and national cultures contributes to immigrant well-being (Phinney & DevichNavarro, 1997; Portes & Rumbaut 2001; Rumbaut, 1994; Ward, 1996). Various theories
have been used to describe the processes used by immigrant children to adjust to their new
home. Many theoretical approaches have also been used to understand whether immigrant
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incorporation rests on the ethnic or sociocultural frameworks. These frameworks include
Warner & Srole’s (1945) “straight-line” assimilation, Ogbu’s cultural-ecological theory
(Ogbu & Simons, 1998), Gibson’s (1988) accommodation without assimilation, Gans’
(1992) “second-generation decline,” and Portes & Zhou’s (1993) Segmented Assimilation
Theory. Adopting parts of Ogbu’s theory to further develop their own framework, Portes &
Zhou (1993) and Zhou (1997) challenge the traditional straight-line assimilation model—
the theory that assimilation occurs in a straight line, bottom-up approach—with Segmented
Assimilation, Upward Assimilation, and Selective Acculturation. Downward
Assimilation—heavily dependent on Ogbu’s cultural-ecological theory, specifically
oppositional culture—is the process of assimilating into a racially and socially stigmatized,
lower class minority group (i.e. African Americans) and adapting their ways of
understanding society, thus causing downward mobility (Portes & Zhou, 1993; Zhou,
1997). However, to the participants in this study, these frameworks do not apply to them at
all because they are considered a student do not “special category”, meaning they have
been taught to stay true to their ancestral values] Selective Acculturation (horizontal
assimilation), the third category to the pathways of assimilation, is the process of
preserving one’s immigrant group identity, culture, and language, and maintaining
solidarity with an immigrant community, while still adopting some of the cultural and
societal norms (including learning the English language) of the White mainstream middleclass society (Portes & Zhou, 1993). According to Portes & Zhou (1993). This assimilation
route “may prove the best course for immigrant minorities” (p. 96), and it seems to apply to
the Senegalese-born parents’ returnee children as it allows them to achieve advancement
without fully assimilating into the mainstream culture because this is what the parents
expect from them. This is part of the reason why they sent them to Senegal in the first
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place. Some researchers claimed that “selective acculturation” means “uncovering how the
cultural characteristics of a given immigrant group and examining whether the values of a
given ethnic group have facilitated or stunted their process of being ‘Americans’ via
assimilation” (Lopez, 2003, p. 4). For the participants in this study, it would seem that the
Senegalese values did stunt their re-adoption of their Americanness.
The different persona in school, at home, and with my parents
To the Senegalese-born parents’ expectations and their perception of high academic
achievement and success from their returning children’s are based on how much the
children embrace their cultural heritage (Portes & Zhou’s 1993), which relates to the
concept of selective acculturation and Gibson’s (1988) accommodation without
assimilation.
Accommodation without assimilation (Gibson, 1988) and selective acculturation
(Portes & Zhou, 1993) are two concepts that have interchangeable meanings. To the
Senegalese-born children, their ability to maintain a balance between their home culture
(Senegalese) while adopting “positive” aspects of the American culture is the best path
they could take during their adaptation and self-identity process journey. It has been found
that immigrants who utilize accommodation without assimilation or selective acculturation
achieve social and economic mobility and, for immigrant students, academic success
(Gibson, 1988; Portes & Zhou, 1993). However, to their parents, upholding their
Senegalese identity and not being or becoming Americanized seems to be more of a factor
for their children’s achievement and behavior. The generational differences bring tension
in the relationship between the Senegalese-born parents and their children. These conflicts
have caused the children to find different mechanisms to cope and avoid more conflicts.
Coping Mechanisms to void conflicts
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The American-Senegalese students learned very quickly while in the U.S. that in order to
be deal with he multiple stresses around their new environment and lives, they must
develop some coping mechanism. One such coping strategy is linguistic assimilation, as
Mamy stated:
I think I just kind of had to accept the fact that I was going to be here so what I had to do was
actually learn
to integrate myself into the American culture. I started talking like Americans and
try to lose my accent. I really started to act like a real American and speak like them, dress like
them, and just act like them. The more I did it, the more I felt good about myself. I tried making
some friends and then I met a lot of great people and then

Unfortunately, this strategy had a serious down side, as it conflicted with parents’
expectation. Mamy further observed,
I just kind of bonded with them and everything seemed to be easier, except when I was home. If I
had any issues at home with my parents, once I like step out of the house, it was more like I am this
new person. It was a bit hard because then it’s like outside I had to be what this American girl but
when I am about to walk to my house, I felt more like I had to undress myself and then wear my
Senegalese self before stepping foot in the house. I feel as if I am always wearing this mask on me
and needed to put it on and off depending on my environment.

The cultural mask strategy, which has also been reported in other studies, (Awokoya,
2014), seems to have been popular among the returnee children. They acknowledged hos
important it was to satisfy their integration needs without clashing with their parents.
Zeynab added:
So here is the thing I learned to do since to make my life easier. When I am with my mother mostly
in our house, I just become the person she wants me to be to keep the peace. However, I know that
person is NOT the person I really am when I am not around her. I just try to make her happy and not
get into my business and stressing me with what I should, could or shouldn’t or couldn’t do.

Some participants talked more about their compromise resolutions when dealing
with the cultural clash with their parents. As Fallou added:
I just learn how to balance like both the Senegalese and the American cultures and lifestyles. Ideally,
I would like to use the freedom to think and say what I want to say to anyone. However, more often
than not, my parents try to criticize me for not being too Senegalese. They kept pushing me to be
they wanted to become so much so that I started to keep to myself and act as they expect me to. I
hope one day, they will just accept me for who I am and who I will become.

Malick said:
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I just told my parents that they had to accept me and who I was becoming. If they want me
to actually be able to live here and do things here, then they will have to accept the fact that
I will be acting different than if I was in Senegal. I tried to explain to them it still doesn’t
mean that I am going to forget my Senegalese culture because at the end of the day I still
have in me whatever I learned from Senegal. I explained to them that no matter what
decision I will have to make, I will always have a second perspective, which will probably
come from my ideas and things that I learned from Senegal, but also from here.

Some participants used the what they referred to as “code switching” tactic to cope
with their new social environment, parents, and reality By code switching the
participants meant an adoption of double-identity game by making sure that their
parents do not catch glimpse of their American identity. This implied that selfisolation if they needed to. Binana added:
I just would be myself when I leave my house and act as my mother expected me to act
when I come to the house. I was this American person outside of my house, but yet this
Senegalese inside of the house. It made my mom happy so I just kept playing the game. It
felt so natural and normal that I was not even aware when I was switching between my
worlds. However, deep down in me, I knew I had an advantage. I was always going to keep
my Senegalese values, but I was also going to bring them when making decisions. I saw it
as having a better leverage. I figure I always have a couple of ways of thinking and a
couple of options. I wish my mother would see it this way, but since she does not, I will
keep my double identity while living with her.

Mami added:
Basically, when I am in my house, I am just who she wants me to be, but I am a whole
different person outside…I am not the same [Laughs]…I try to be alone as much as I can.
However, since she does not work and stays home most of the time, being alone is not
always an option for me. I try my code switching because she doesn’t want me having
many friends so I just talk to her and put my phone on silence when I get home.

Zeynb stated:
She constantly gives me advice and I just pretend I am listening and acting until she stops. I
just listen to her and say yes, but I know whatever she says is not what I am going to do
when I am outside. For example, I have friends who are bisexual, gay, but my mom would
F-R-E-A-K out if she knew. I don’t mind at all, but she would take it to while other level
and say doesn’t hang out with people like that. I know she would forbid me from knowing
them if she found out. However, she will never find out so she won’t tell me who to be
friends with. if she knew them. I just tell her what she wants to hear. … The reality is that
I am living a double life. I have a double identity. I switch from one life to another and
from one identity to another depending on where I am and whom I deal with. This has
become my norm.

Integration is not easy especially for the American-Senegalese and their
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transnational identity. The American-Senegalese just like other children of
immigrants see their parents as holding different values, expectations etc. including when
they join the U.S.-born educational value systems. It is interesting to also consider identity
as a performance; the “pretend” listening and acting at home; the “double” life and how
Zeynab is normalizing it. Such is the reality of being a transnational child; a phenomenon
that varies from culture to culture and demands contextualized understanding. In the case
of the children in this study, educational re-integration is perhaps the most complex
adjustment.
Transnational identity: the US-born and partly Senegal-raise versus the U.S.born and citizen value systems
Along with the constant struggle of mastering and gaining competency of the English
language, the Senegalese-born parents’ children now living in the U.S. face not only
language challenges, but also others that were brought on due to the fact that they are
transnational returnees. Transnational migration is “the process by which immigrants
forge and sustain simultaneous multi-stranded social relations that link together their
societies of origin and settlement” (Schiller, Basch, & Szanton-Blanc, 1995, p. 48). Unlike
the pre-1960s immigrants who cut ties with their home countries, contemporary
immigrants like those from African countries straddle a social, cultural, and economic
space between America and their motherland (Levitt & Schiller, 2004). The Senegaleseborn parents along with their children do not cut ties from Senegal. Instead, many create a
transnational identity that allows them to exist between and stay connected to both the
home and host countries (Schiller, Basch, & Szanton-Blanc, 1995; Shani, 2018). To the
contrary, they make sure they create a transnational identity that allows them to exist
between Senegal and the U.S. More, they make sure they stay truly connected to both their
home country and their host countries.
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Having attended different educational systems can be a bit challenging but, at the
same time, beneficial to the returning children. Some parent participants felt that they had
made some academic gains from the experience. Anna stated:
When Africa-leaving US-Born children come to the U.S. from Senegal, they are usually more
advanced than their peers. This is because the Senegalese education system is rigorous and
conductive to learning. Now this is usually the case as soon as they arrive. [. . .] However, even if
the Senegalese children become a bit more Americanized after returning from Senegal, they still
outperform their American peers in the classroom.

Unfortunately, the parents deplore the fact that the gains tend to wash away fast due to the
“downward” assimilation of the children into a peer culture that does not value hard work
or respect for authority. Thus, Anna laments,
What I observed is that once they spend couple of years in the U.S. schools, made friends, and
become a bit Americanized, they become start not taking school as serious as they did in Senegal.
They start slacking and not performing to their best of their abilities. I think this is because
American schools see and value education differently than let’s say Senegal. American students are
disrespectful to the whole school system (discipline, teachers, peers, etc.). In Senegal, the schools
allow students to be properly disciplined without any consequences, which is not the case in
America. Parents like myself are hardly able to discipline their own children and will throw a fit if a
school does. All of these factors create a not so conducive learning environment for the American
children.

For the parents residing in urban neighborhoods, disciplining The American-Senegalese
children poses a serious challenge for African-born parents, and transnationalism helps a
lot in that respect. Rong and Preissle (2009) found that “teachers who have worked with
immigrant children believed that recently immigrated students were better motivated and
‘brighter’ than their-native born or more established immigrant students” (p. 111). These
findings also align with Gibson’s (1988) accommodation without assimilation and Portes
& Zhou’s (1993) selective acculturation integration concepts (discussed below). Binana
stated:
I think when we come back from Senegal, we have tendency to be more mature than the American
children we came across in the schools. I felt I was so much older and wiser than my friends in
school. I felt more responsible and knew when how not to succumb to peer pressure. I felt that the
schools in Senegal prepared me way more than here.
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Like the parents, the children acknowledged the advantage of attending the Senegalese
school system, which taught them to take school seriously.
Bambina added:
American students do not take school as serious as we African children take it. The school system in
Senegal was so much more intense. When I first got here and started school, I felt so free because in
Senegal, I went to school from 8am-1pm then from 3pm-7pm. We only had Wednesday and
Saturday afternoon free plus Sunday all day. All the other days, we were in school. When you are so
used to this schedule and come to the U.S. schools, you realize how intense learning is in Senegal.

Linguistically, the children participants had a somewhat conflicting attitude. On the one
hand, most of the participants agreed that one of the greatest advantages of being raised in
Senegal before returning to the U.S. was the multilingual ability and flexibility they gained.
They all speak Wolof, French, and English fluently. Zeynab puts it this way:
I look at being raised in Senegal as part of my life experience. I look at it in a positive way
to be able to build a better future. A lot of times I envy those who grew up with their mom
and dad in the same house. However, I came to accept that God did not have the same plans
for all of us. Mine are different and I just need to see it and take it in a positive way. I train
myself to see the positive like the fact that I got to learn and now speak 3 languages
fluently. [SMILE] I have a cousin who grew up in the U.S. and never went to Senegal. She
only got to speak one language and is trying to speak another. I just laugh at her sometimes
and am like Wow! I am lucky. I am happy that I was raised there … that she got to take me
there because I have a lot of experience from things I learned in Senegal. Even though I
was born here, I am still a bit different than the once that were raised here.

On the flip side, they also recognized that U.S. school educational value system could be
complicated for someone who is from another country with a totally different educational
system. The difference ranges from the language use to the curriculum taught in the
classrooms. Banana remarked,
When I returned to the U.S., I was put back three years from where I was in Senegal. I was puzzled
and did not understand why I had to sit in classrooms where I learned everything they were teaching
some years ago. I came to find out it was simply because I did not know the English language. I
thought maybe if I learn to speak English quickly, they would move me back to the right grade level
next year. That did not happen. As a result, I finished High School when I was an adult and started
college not at eighteen, but at the age of twenty-one. This was a real set back and I know a lot of
Senegalese who went through the same
thing.
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To add to this mix, the American-Senegalese must also deal with being labeled Black
African Americans when they consider themselves Africans from Africa. They did not
seem proud to be mistaken for African Americans.
Racial Mislabelling and Confusion for the Returnee Child: Pressure to Identify
The Black population in the United States is perceived by non-Blacks, especially Whites,
as a homogenous group (Awokoya, 2012; Awokoya & Clark, 2008; Humphries, 2009;
Waters, 1994). Blackness and Africanness are another set that is misused on a regular basis.
As stated in the previous chapters, there is limited literature and research on African
identity. Furthermore, there is even more limited research that utilizes the term Africanness
for a better understanding of a specific group of people that do not consider themselves as
African Americans, but more so African Americans from Africa. The term is often used
with no definition provided to readers (with few exceptions mentioned below). (See, for
example, Asante, 2012; Dei, 2012; Harushimana, et al, 2013, Hintzen & Rahier, 2003;
Ibrahim, 2014). It is particularly undertheorized in the social sciences (Bagley, 2014). It is
important to specify this because African identity is more a function of national identity, as
Binana stated:
When I was in Senegal, I never thought about defining myself the way I had to when I moved back
in the U.S. In Senegal, I guess everyone around me looked the same. Thus, all I was compared
against the other Senegalese children was my citizenship. Otherwise, I felt racially normal. Moving
back to the U.S. has made me question all the norms I knew growing up. When I got to the U.S.
schools, I quickly found out that people always put a label on me before I could even identify myself
to them. People not only assumed that I was black, which I guess they based on the color of my skin.
What was interesting was that they went as far as labeling me as Black African American, which
was a bit confusing to me especially since I considered myself an African from Africa. Early on I
realized I had bigger issues than just the language barrier. I was now facing a racial and ethnic
mislabel. I was not sure how I was supposed to deal with it. Needless to say that it added to my
already confused self.

In addition to unpacking race and understanding one’s racial identity upon migration,
African immigrants must also contend with their African identity. Particularly, African
immigrants not only become Black in the United States but also become African (Asante,
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2012; Awokoya, 2012; Imoagene, 2017; Traore & Lukens, 2006). This does not mean that
immigrants who are from Africa do not know the fact that they are African. It simply
means that Africans on the continent rarely feel the need to identify as Africans. As Binana
stated above, it is usually because people around them are also African. Thus, It is once
they come to the U.S. that they must re-think what all of this means in a context outside of
Africa. Along with becoming Black, African migrant students remain African and are
reminded so by US peers as well upon migration into the U.S (Ibrahim, 2014). Zeynab
stated:
I don’t think I did not know I was from Africa or that I was African when I was in Senegal. I simply
did not have to think about my Africanness when I lived in the motherland of Africa during all those
years. However, that changed fast when I set foot in the U.S. and was forced to think about what
becoming an African was and what it meant to me while living in the U.S. Even if I did not want to
think about this, I was always reminded to think about and choose an answer.

Adoption of multiple identities is common among US-born African children. For example,
in her study of 18-32 years old 1.5 and second-generation Nigerian college students in the
Washington, DC area, Awokoya (2012) found that the participants adopted multiple
interrelated identities that they utilized in different contexts as ways to navigate these
contexts. Another example was Asante’s (2012) study of racialization of 18-30 years old
sub-Saharan (Black) African-born (1.5- generation) immigrant university students and their
development of Black racial consciousness. Asante found that during their assimilation into
the United States, African immigrants “become African” and “become Black” which
“constituted two sets of processes that simultaneously shaped the identity of African
immigrants...” (p. 5). In Awokoya’s study, the participants felt the need to combat negative
stereotypes of being Black, African American. They were always categorized as Africans
and told by peers many times to “go back to Africa” as soon as they spoke because they
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had a “heavy accent.” Since they were also Americans by citizenship and were always
treated as Americans while in Senegal, they got even more confused.
Mamy makes a poignant contrast between the Senegalese people’s envy of her
Americanness and American peers’ hostility towards her Africanness. She stated:
When I was in Senegal, I always saw myself as an American living in Senegal. Not because I
wanted it, but just because there were few people like me who had an American passport. Even
though most of the time, people talked about my Americanness, it was more like a joking matter.
However, when I got to the U.S., hearing my classmates make fun at my African accent and ask me
to “return to Africa” was very unsettling. I was under the impression that when I came to the U.S., I
will no longer be teased about being the American in school or in the home because I will be around
other Americans. [. . .] What I faced in the schools was nothing compared to what was going on in
Senegal. In the U.S., I could not just brush off or laugh off the comments.

As a result of the rejection, and aided by her Senegalese upbringing, Mamy did not hesitate
to affirm her positionality as a Senegalese (African) individual. The criticisms made her
acknowledge her double Africanness, rather than seeing herself as an American girl who
lived in Senegal. Thus, she says,
I had to face them and make decision about not being an American who was living in Senegal, but I
had to make sure I knew I was not only Black, but also an African from Africa.

Awokoya and Asante’s studies do focus on African students’ school experiences while in
the U.S. As an emerging research, this study provides a good first-hand glance at the ways
Black African immigrant students understand and make sense of their own school
experiences in the U.S., but also the ways American educators could better accommodate
them. The US-residing Senegalese parents’ children’s experience in the schools become
even more confusing and at times overwhelming as they navigate being American citizens
while simultaneously being forced to identify themselves not as African Americans but
being simply Africans.
Historically, Africans in the United States faced for the longest archaic stereotypes
about Africa as a continent, which they never encountered back in their different home
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countries. As stated earlier, in 2012, Awokoya’s study found that African students were
positioned as ambassadors of Africa by non-African Americans (including black
Americans). As African ambassadors, African immigrants struggled with negative images
of Africa and, often, patronizing assumptions and misguided questions from their teachers
and peers (Asante, 2012; Awokoya, 2012; Traore & Lukens, 2006). These images are
prevalent in films, TV shows, commercials, and school curricula and textbooks as well
(Awokoya, 2012; Harushimana, 2007; Harushimana & Awokoya, 2011; Traore & Lukens,
2006). These images include the depiction of Africa and Africans as dirty, backwards, and
uncivil and at the same time exoticized (Awokoya, 2012; Harushimana & Awokoya, 2011;
Okpalaoka, 2009; Traore & Lukens, 2006), and most recently of African countries being
depicted as “whitholes”. Even the word African is used as an epithet to ridicule these
immigrants (Awokoya, 2012). These stereotypes and images lead to being ridiculed by
peers and immense shame, and often force African immigrants to deny or hide their
African identity (Awokoya, 2012; Harushimana, 2007). Now, the American-Senegalese,
Senegal-returnee children were for some period of time not told the fact that they were
U.S. citizens living in Senegal. However, they all at some point while in Senegal figured it
out and for the longest time were treated as American citizens living in Senegal. When they
moved to the U.S., they continued to think they were American citizens who moved back
to their parents’ birth homes. Bambina stated:
When I was in Senegal, I felt more comfortable because I was seen and treated like an American
everywhere. I had leverage. I felt more comfortable with the idea of living in the U.S rather than in
Senegal. However, now, after living in the U.S. for four years and forced to reconsider my race and
my identity continuously, I realize life is not here in the U.S. for me. It could be that my race has a
lot to do with it. I do not see or feel comfortable seeing myself successful in the U.S. or happy or
even safe as a matter of fact. This has a lot to do with the way I keep seeing how black Americans
get treated in this country. It makes me question a lot especially since I am a Black African from
Africa.
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Ironically, whereas African Americans continue to fight for recognition as Americans by
whites, the children in the study do not show any interest in being perceived as African
Americans. To the contrary they prefer to be called Africans from Africa without any
confusion. The contact in which Bambina speaks from is powerful as it speaks to the U.S.
structural racism that she states she is living with. The idea of not being able to realize
success, or find happiness or safety is exhausting. The racism associated with being
“African” takes yet another form about the stereotypes and assumptions. The is an
interesting twist on Du Bois’s “double consciousness,” which in the case of this study
means needing to see oneself through the (black and white) eyes of those who denigrate
Africans and those (white) who denigrate/discriminate/structurally keep Blacks in America
suppressed.
The stereotypes and images lead to being ridiculed by peers and collecting immense
shame, and often force African immigrants to deny or hide their African identity
(Awokoya, 2012; Harushimana, 2007). Overall, African immigrants experience the burden
of being labeled Black and Africans (Awokoya, 2012; Traore & Lukens, 2006) meaning
immigrants from Africa who are seen as Africans usually are expected to be unintelligible
and inaudible; yet, in schools, as Africans, they are expected to be intelligent and
wonderful students. As Black African Americans, they have to face resistance in U.S.
schools; additionally, American-Senegalese in Africa, the Senegalese-born parents’
children are forced to face and choose an identity that they feel pushed to pick. This
pressure often makes them feel foreign multiple times.
Recursive Estrangement: The Transnational Identity Ambivalence
Immigrant identity literature has consistently argued that socio-cultural contexts
significantly impact how identity is constructed and mediated for immigrant youth
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(Waters, 1999; Yon, 2000). According to the participants, when they return to the U.S.
from Senegal they must face their US-residing Senegalese parents’ fear of them becoming
Americanized. They constantly battle with their parents’ expectations of them remaining
connected to their “Senegalese culture.” The-parents expect them to be higher achievers
and better-behaved children; for them, success in life is highly dependent on the extent to
which one identifies with the African values
Parent #13 shared:
Some of the Senegalese children I run into in Harlem are so Americanized that I sometimes cannot
tell whether they are Senegal or here (U.S.). The reality is the Americanized children have
behaviors that are totally not OK with our Senegalese culture and what we believe in. The kids who
grew up in Senegal and know, understand, and appreciate the values of where they are from have a
better chance to succeeding in this country.

On top of that, once back in the U.S., the children must deal with juggling their multi
layers of culture and identity. The participants show how others’ perceptions and
responses to their Africanness have significant social and personal impacts on them as
they (re) construct and (re) negotiate their racial, ethnic, and social identities when they
return to the U.S. from Senegal.
The participants explained that one of the hardest concessions they had to make was never
being able to feel a sense of full belonging, hence the concept of “transitionality.” For a
while, they felt like a foreigner in Senegal; after they came back to the U.S., they felt like
foreigners again. However, when they were in Senegal, because they were Americans
living in Senegal, feeling like a foreigner was not as unusual because they were expected
to return to and awaited by their Senegalese-born parents in the U.S. eventually. This said,
feeling like a foreigner in the U.S. was a bit different because this is where they were
expected to be from. As a result, the interviewees confirmed the six models of
transcultural identity were identified in the
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Neither here nor there: The first transcultural identity is the “neither here nor there.”
Three of the participants felt they could belong with in the U.S. or from Senegal. They see
themselves as fluid when it comes to belonging. Leek stated:
Maybe the solution to have a sense of belonging is to make my own choice about where do I want
to leave, work, and start a family.

Fallou added:
To be honest with you, sometimes I feel like packing up and leaving the U.S. to start fresh from
another country. Maybe if I finished school and apply for a good job in a totally different country
than Senegal or the U.S., I will not feel like I do not belong anywhere. I see it as if I did not yet got
a chance to pick a country to live in. I was brought to Senegal at such a young age that I do not
recall going or getting there. Now, I was suddenly brought back to the U.S. Yet, I feel like that will
make me feel like a foreigner all over again. However, at least I would have chosen to be this time.

Binana’s feeling corroborates Fallou’s in this comment:
Even though I was born in the U.S. and had a U.S. passport all my life, everywhere I went people
would say “where is that accent from?” almost followed by “where are you from?” It was so
confusing to me. In my mind, I was like wait a minute, I was born in the U.S., but after being asked
so many times, I knew then that I was being labeled as an outsider different than who I thought I
was. I started questioning myself about where do I belong. I started thinking I was neither from the
U.S. nor from Senegal. It was very hard because I felt like a foreigner all over again.

More there than here: One of the student participants felt that as an adult returning from
Senegal after being there for so many years, she has come to accept the fact that she felt
more comfortable living in Senegal than in the U.S. Instead of seeing Senegal as her host
country, she sees the U.S. as such.
Bambina stated that she felt like a foreigner more when she was in school at City
College. She stated:
After coming back to the U.S., I thought I wanted to stay here and make a living after being in
Senegal for so long. It felt more like an opportunity. However, soon after moving, I felt like I
belonged more (there) in Senegal than (here) in the U.S. The closer I was to earning my Bachelors’
Degree, the more I felt like a foreigner. The way to describe it is as if I was a foreign student who
needed to return to her home country or else would lose my visa.

More here than there: As already highlighted above, transnational identities are easy to
categorize. Some people have more facility in adjusting and self-identifying than others.
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Two of my participants felt they belonged more in the U.S. than in Senegal. Creative
Alchemist, who was sent to Senegal at an adolescent stage, stated:
I feel like I belonged to the U.S. (here) more than (there) Senegal for sure. I mean I felt like a
stranger when I first arrived in Senegal. I think because I only spent two years there because my
parents wanted to teach me a lesson and re-educate me a bit, I do not fully think to be fully from
there. It’s interesting, but I never shared this with anyone until now. After coming back from
Senegal, my main struggle was social acceptance. I wanted to be different to prove to my parents I
have changed. Besides, I learned and lived something different for two years in Senegal. Yet, I
spend most of my childhood in the U.S. and my friends were excited to reconnect and pick up where
we left off before I went to Senegal. It was hard to find what I really wanted without disappointing
my parents or my friends.

Leek added:
I spent years in Senegal with my father who was deported then. After being back in the U.S., I
appreciate a lot of things more than I did in Senegal. I did not want to be in Senegal at all when I
was sent there. I lived for the day I would return home. Now that I am back, I realize I feel more like
I belong to the U.S. than in Senegal and I do want to be here more than there for sure. Maybe I will
go on vacation to visit one day, but for now, I’d rather build my life in the U.S.

Both here and there: Zeynab. One of the student participants, stated that rather than seeing
herself as either a Senegalese or an American, she considered herself both American and
Senegalese and sees herself being able to live in both cultures. She felt more like she was
from the U.S. and from Senegal equally. Zeynab stated:
When I moved to the U.S., I had a vision about how my life would now turn. I was sad to leave
everything I ever knew and built in Senegal. However, after I moved, I quickly learned to build
another life in the U.S. I am a very social person and have a lot of friends in the U.S. and in Senegal.
Therefore, I feel that I belong to both countries equally. I would love to be able to have a job that
would take me six months in Senegal and six months in the U.S. That would be a dream come true
and I would feel totally complete.

More “there”, with tools from “here”: One of the participant felt she is capable of striving
in Senegal more than the U.S. if she can just get some of the tools from the U.S.. Mamy
stated:
I love Senegal and would love to live there eventually. I miss my grandparents and would love to be
back living with them one day. Since moving to the U.S., I have been back in Senegal every
summer. Senegal is part of me and I cannot imagine not going there. I just wish I could move some
of the convenience and easy access to things from the U.S. to there. I would move permanently if
that were the case.
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There seem to be profound reasons why some youth prefer one country over the other;
however, this area is outside of the scope of this study.
The voices of those interviewed reveal that there is no single immigrant experience.
The eight stories of the American-Senegalese Senegalese students upon returning to the
U.S. are highly nuanced. These stories reflect a range of experiences from feeling isolated
and marginalized to embracing and valuing their time in Senegal as contributing to their
uniqueness. Their stories, moreover, suggest that researchers, parents, and agencies cannot
presume a single path to how these sojourners will or should navigate their lives. As the
literature noted right from the outset, not all international migrants exemplify the
transnational trend: some are simply sojourners, for whom the displacement is experienced
as temporary and hence never give up their roots; others are “immigrants” in precisely the
sense defined by the dictionary, in that they have left home in order to settle down in a new
place (Glick Schiller et al.,1995; Glick Schiller, 1999).
This chapter detected distinctive contrasts purely subjective to behavior. The first
one is the idea of where to settle physically, emotionally, and mentally. Second is the sense
of home plus the sense of self-identity. Generally, the participants show attachment to their
host country of Senegal, and the sentiment of keeping their ties to the country and the
people who raised them remains strong. However, is it possible for time to change the
loyalty sentiment they feel toward Senegal? Will these participants’ years later be filled
with the same eagerness to maintain ties to their Senegalese sense of self? Can years of
residence in the U.S. have a powerful effect on the way these US-born, Senegal-returnees?
Given the varied ways that these participants relate to their respective places of residence,
what is their sense of home.
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Chapter IX: The Meaning of Home for the Returnee Child
Bursztyn & Korn- Bursztyn define “Home” as “a dynamic construct – at once
physical and material; it also registers psychologically for its connections to family of
origin and to the original ties of one’s personal origins” (Bursztyn & Korn- Bursztyn, p.
63). Both the parents and the kids interviewed for this study referred to Senegal as home,
yet they each longed for the opportunity to be American citizens. Most notably, they first
mentioned that they identified with the Senegalese culture and felt most at home when they
were in Senegal. When asked where they consider home at the moment, they all said
Senegal. Binana further elaborated:
I consider home to be Senegal because that’s the country I most connect with.

Author Cynthia Lee (2002) describes home as an intimate space that contains feelings of
familiarity, comfort, and importantly of being understood. Three interviewees, all
American-Senegalese females attending college, expressed a never-ending battle
wondering where their home really was. Together, they felt that home was where they felt
safe, understood, and a sense of belonging. Binana stated:
Home to me is where you feel safe and a “…” feel that you belong there…

Mamy, hesitantly, felt:
Hum! To me, home is where I can see myself comfortable and accept.

Zeinab explained:
Home to me is where I sleep and feel safe. At this time, I feel that Senegal is my home …

The meaning of home in the case of the participants invariably shifted from the US to
Senegal due to the fact that they were displaced at different times in their lives: first, by
being sent to Senegal to be raised by extended family members; second, by being
emotionally separated from their familiar surroundings including their caretakers in
Senegal and, thus, bearing even more of the brunt of re-migrating to a now foreign country
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(U.S.). When looking at migration in general, we have tendency to witness people leaving
their country while seeking a foothold abroad while their children are left behind. At other
times, we observe children embarking on the migration process with or without their
parents. In the case of the American- Senegalese children, they are sent to Senegal at the
early ages of one, two, and three leaving them to wonder who they truly are years later
when they return to the U.S. Migration forces people to create and sometimes (re) create
new homes with new environments and new people over and over at different points of
their lives. When the interviewees were asked to reflect on the meaning of what home
meant to them, their reflection not only went back to the memory of the people who raised
them, but also to their actual childhood home and experience in Senegal. When we, adults,
choose to create the spaces of home, we tend to oscillate between (re) creating our
childhood home. In my participants’ case, their closest memory of home is their lost home
in Senegal since they were too young to remember whatever they created in the U.S. before
being sent to Senegal. Since the American-Senegalese children are not full adults yet, when
they return to the U.S., they constantly have ambivalence when it comes to finding out who
they truly are and what their true identity is.
According to the Senegal-born parents’ expectations, their children’s home is the U.S., and
they are expected to return to their birth country (the U.S.) at some point, no matter how
long they have stayed in Senegal. Caller 10 stated:
Our children are sent to Senegal at a young age to get a basic education we feel they cannot get here
in the U.S. However, we also know they are expected to come back to the U.S. to go to college.
Therefore, we as parents should be a bit more conscious of that fact and try to build a connection
with them while they are away especially since the stay in Senegal for so long.

The length of time the children stay in their parents’ homeland is therefore a constant topic
of discussion at school and in the households. The imaginary solutions for these children is
whether or not they will return to their “home” country (U.S) when they finish high school
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(before attending college) or after middle school. The reality is they do not really know the
answer to these questions. Their US-residing Senegalese parents do not communicate their
intentions clearly with them. Their parents send them home knowing they will return to the
U.S. eventually to go to High School. However, the same parents also hope when the time
comes for them to return to Senegal, they will be able to do so with their children. Since
they do not communicate these intentions clearly to the children, they use the children’s
return date to the U.S. as a bargaining tool whenever appropriate. Creative Alchemist, who
left the US old enough to see it as his home, said:
When I asked my mother when I will return to the U.S., she said you have to make sure you get
good grades for this school year; then, we will see.

To these kids, time has a different meaning for them from their parents. To the Senegalese
born parents, le retour au bercail (returning to the cradle) is already established before they
even leave Senegal for the U.S. Parent #12 stated:
We live in a foreign country and we all know we will go back home one day. When we decided to
come to this country, we all knew we would be going back to Senegal before long. We just did not
know how long it would be before we return home. Therefore, sending our children to Senegal
makes a lot of sense to us, because in our minds, we will all be returning home together.

The Senegalese-born parents’ idea is to come to the U.S., work for several years, save as
much as they can before heading back to Senegal.
We (the Senegalese parents) would like nothing more than going back home to Senegal.

Moving back to Senegal essentially gets planned from the moment the parents are on their
way to the U.S. Parent #2 stated:
When we first moved to the U.S., we already started planning the day we will return home. We start
planning to save money enough to buy a house in Senegal or create a business that will allow us to
make a living once we return home.

This mentality persists today. However, when these Senegalese born parents arrive in the
U.S., the endless struggles start. The transnational mindset gets complicated due to
unanticipated adaptation problems. Parent #9 stated:
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We do not only live one life in the U.S., but instead, we live a life here while attempting to build
another one for the future. However, the foundation of the future life in Senegal is built while we
live the one we have in the U.S. and a lot of times, it is very challenging and stressful. Living in the
U.S. is expensive and trying to hold that life while building another at the same time is not easy.
When we lived in Senegal, we have a mindset that as soon as we get to the U.S., we will work so
hard and save our money to return home within years after getting to the U.S. The reality of America
sometimes hits us hard very soon after we get here. First, finding a decent job becomes a big
challenge. Some of us without education find an even bigger challenge to settle in. Then we realize
that even those members of our community who had a “decent” career in Senegal settled in the U.S.
for jobs that have nothing to do with what they did in Senegal.

The US-residing Senegalese parents before moving to the U.S. know that Senegal will
always be their home no matter how long they spend in the U.S. They realized soon after
arriving in the U.S. that without university education, good knowledge of English, or
family support, they are very limited in the types of jobs they will do. Caller #11 stated:
Senegalese parents here settle for jobs like cab drivers for the men and hair braiding for the women.

Parent #10 stated:
I lived in the U.S. for thirty plus years now. I drive a cab and work twelve to sixteen hours
sometimes. I know a lot of my friends who do the same. Some of us are not as fortunate as Mr. Tall9
to work as a teacher in schools. I did not plan to drive a cab all my life in the U.S., but what else can
I do? My wife works as a hair stylist and work long shifts too. It is not easy to be here with kids on
top of that.

Even though the parents consider Senegal their home, they also realize that they need to
settle into their transition homes until they return to Senegal. In their minds, driving a cab
and braiding hair is a temporary and transitional period. Before they know it, days become
months and months become years. Though so many years later, they end up doing the same
job, in their mind they are still holding their job until they can find a better one. In the
meantime, they got married and went to live with other families in one apartment to save
on the rent. Caller #13 stated:
I know so many “modou modou” who bring their wives to the U.S. and live with so many other
guys in one apartment space in order to save money while their wives are subjected to an
uncomfortable environment. How can you live with so many men around your wife?

9

Mr. Tall was the radio host of the show I was invited to and where the anonymous parents called to
participate.
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Soon after, they have children, and this is where the major dilemma comes in. Since their
jobs require sometimes more than twelve hour shifts with no flexibility to pick up the kids
after daycare or school, the Senegalese born parents begin to think about the option to send
the children to Senegal to be able to still achieve their dream job, save the money they
anticipated saving when they were leaving Senegal before going back and living life in
Senegal as an established and comfortable Senegalese citizen. Parent #13 stated:
Many “modou modou” do not plan ahead. Thus, as soon as their wives have children, the child starts
being a burden on their projects and plans. They still want to have their wife, live with many others
to save money and try to raise children at the same time. Before you know it, they realize they
rather send the kids to Senegal so they can keep their goal of working and saving money in the U.S.
The children get sacrificed most of the time.

Now as the American-Senegalese children are in Senegal adjusting to their new
environment and life, their parents’ notion of time is different than theirs. Being left for
more than a decade in Senegal might sound irrational to someone who is not a Senegalese
parent. However, to these Senegalese born parents, they must live up to the expectations
they set: to make a lot of money eventually and return to Senegal. As life in America
brings more bills, unexpected expenses and challenges that require them to spend part of
the money they are making, they still keep running toward le retour au bercail. They get
consumed by it to a point that they do not realize that the time it takes to save enough
money to return home to Senegal is robbing them of quality time, and emotional bonding
with their children who are in Senegal and are forced to make a life away from their birth
parents. The reality for these Senegalese born parents is that by being consumed with
wanting to return home, they miss out on a lot of things both in the U.S. and in Senegal.
Basically, the meaning of home is split, as the US-residing Senegalese parents live
separated from the children they sent to Senegal, who ended up making it their home and
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seeing their host relatives as their parents. Likewise, the parents, end up not truly settling
in the U.S., at least emotionally, as parent #9 stated:
I think it is important to say that some of us need to know who we are. “Yenn Modou Modou10 yi
deuk Amerique yi khmou gnou sen bop” (Some of the Senegalese Modou Modou living in America
sometimes do not really know who they are). If you come to the U.S. and you get a tiny apartment
then because you want to save money in order to buy a house in Senegal and move back there, you
sublet it to another (or sometimes more than one) modou modou. Fast forward, you bring your wife
from Senegal and still want to keep the people you sublet in the apartment along with your wife in a
tiny place. You and her are in the apartment together with them and you have no time for your wife
or yourself. On top of that, you bring children into it. Most of the time, the wife does not speak
English and you have to do everything. You will end up being in trouble eventually. We need to be
more responsible to know what our family is all about 100%. Most of the time, it is on the parents.

Caller #12 stated: “I know people who live in a one-bedroom apartment with her three
children for more than fifteen years.” Caller # 15 stated:
We always marry other Senegalese because of our religion and the anticipation that when we one
day return to Senegal, it is easier to go home with a Senegalese spouse. If you marry someone else
who is not Senegalese, they might not want to return to Senegal with you, which will cause major
problems then. So, these other African groups buy houses while settling in the U.S., and simply
accept to build a new life in America. Contrary to us Senegalese living in the U.S. We are so
consumed with moving back to Senegal that we fail to live in either country properly while in
migration. Sending children to Senegal while staying behind to chase the imaginary American and
Senegalese dreams which is what we set up from the get go becomes the main focus and the
highlight of our migration story…

What is noticeable however, is the fact that by buying a house in Senegal and never
wanting to buy one in the U.S., the Senegalese immigrant parents run the risk of not living
the American nor the Senegalese dream most of the time. They end up not living properly
either in the U.S. or in Senegal. Djouka confirmed this, as he commented:
I will never buy a house in the U.S. because I already bought land and built it in Senegal. Currently,
my mother, sister, brothers, and some of their children live in the house. I plan to return home one
day and I feel peaceful that at least during my thirty years living in the U.S., that I was able to own
my own property is a pride amongst us Senegalese to be able to do that.

The US-residing Senegalese parents do not fully account for the life of an immigrant away
from home and accept their new realities. They leave Senegal with a certain mindset that

10

Modou modou becomes a symbol of “success,” the “contemporary hero” who embodies the idea of social
mobility. The figure of Modou modou appears ambivalent. He is seen as an illiterate and astute saver (Uberti,
D. 2014)
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they will work, make money and return home to Senegal. They reason in their minds that
sending the children to Senegal will allow them to be familiar with their extended family
members, learn the Koran, learn to adapt to a new environment without their birth parents,
be capable of socializing with people who are not just mom, dad, and sibling which is
fundamental family value in the U.S. Granted in Senegal, rather than simply acting as
multipliers of cultural and economic capital, it is more important to preserve relationships.
Personal relationships are the most important resources. The reality, however, is that these
Senegalese born parents live for le retour au bercail. Anna Stated:
It is imperative for us parents to prepare what we Senegalese call le retour au bercail meaning our
return home to Senegal very well. When you leave Senegal, you are expected to make it back home
and do well too.

The reality of the Senegalese born parents however, is all calculated. For them, every lived
experience, every decision made during their immigration years is based on anticipated
return to Senegal one day. They go through a lot to maintain relationships with their loved
once in Senegal by not only sending their children and delegate their parental powers not to
mention redistributing the economic capital they accumulated during their time in the U.S.
Generosity is a big part of the Senegalese culture. However, as Mr. Tall observes:
Charité bien ordonnée commence par soi-même (charity begins at home). Being an aspired parent
starts with putting our children and their needs first. It is good to keep our customs and morals.
However, it is more important to live for the realities of our children

This is very important especially when it is based in two national spaces with different
areas of resources and two social positions. Selective social settings and school choices
become extremely important when it comes to the American-Senegalese.
Transnationalism creates a travel plan for Senegalese immigrants, including
defining where home is to them once they left their countries of origins. Transnational
movements to those like the US-residing Senegalese parents and the American-Senegalese
children is circular cycle with multiple ways of defining their move from Senegal back to
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the U.S. (for the parents); from the U.S. to Senegal (for the children); from the U.S. to
Senegal permanently (for the parents). The US-residing Senegalese parents , without a
doubt, express a determination to return home to Senegal one day. However, for their
American-Senegalese children, this decision is far less definitive for many. “Home” is a
problematic nature as a physical place, bound by geographical territory. However, “home”
can also refer to the immaterial – the feeling or sense of home that may have no spatial
correlated, and “connotes an emotional place – somewhere you truly belong” (Pollock and
Reken, 1999).
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Chapter X: Summary, Conclusions, and Implications
Summary
This study examined the transnational parenting with a greater focus on
transnational mothering practice within the context of Senegalese culture, globalization and
transnational family dynamics, including their existing perspectives/experiences/conflicts.
It also looks at the children/students’ participation/experiencing of this parenting
practice/upbringing and their complex identity formation, that includes navigating family
separation and reunification, language learning, American racism, African-ness, Americanness, etc. The decision to focus on this study was based on the limited research on African
immigrant families and students, specifically African families from Senegalese decent
living in the United States as well as the paucity of K-12 school-based studies of the lives
and learning experiences of the children of US-residing Senegalese parents. Scholars have
found that schools play a critical role in the racialization of students and the reproduction
of inequities in student outcome (Ferguson, 2001; Lewis, 2003; Lewis & Diamond, 2015;
Tyson, 2003, 2011; Wun, 2003).
Research and scholars found that students’ experiences within school shape not
only their race and ethnic identity, but also their perception of race, identity formation and
their ability in general among other things. Therefore, the study of Senegalese families
living in the United States and their transnational parenting (and its variations) practices is
crucial and much needed to understand their children, who come to the schools in the
United States with various and complex backgrounds. Multi-level/dimension projects such
as this study provide insight into the Senegalese but also African immigrant and other
immigrant students who are usually racialized differently in schools across the United
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States. “School-based studies on the experiences of African immigrants are especially
important given their positioning as a “new” model minority group in the United States”
(Agyepong, 2018; Paige, Diouf-Kamara). In this final chapter, I summarize my major
findings, as well as the extant literature and different related to the area of inquiry. The
chapter concludes with a discussion of the contributions of this study and the implications
of the research for theory, policy and practice, as well suggested areas for future research.
As discussed in Chapter IV, the central question guiding this study is entails he
following questions:
1. Why do US-residing Senegalese parents send their American-Senegalese children
back to their homeland to be raised by relatives?
2. How do these American-Senegalese children (re) construct and (re) negotiate their
multiple layers of identities upon returning home from Senegal after being raised by
extended family members for more than a decade?
3. How do the American-Senegalese children (re) story their racial, class, and social
self-concepts in the U.S.
The following sub questions are also addressed by this study:
1. How does intersectionality shape identity (re) constructions and (re) negotiations
among American-Senegalese children as well as their integration in U.S. schools?
2. How do the American-Senegalese children describe and experience the multilayers
of culture?
3. How do the American-Senegalese children manage their identities across multiple
contexts that may conflict (e.g., home, school, community, peers, family)?
4. How do the American-Senegalese children define their identity, perception, and
others’ perception of them?
5. How do the American-Senegalese children negotiate their (re) entry to the U.S.?
The research findings related to the above questions are based on questionnaires, data from
participants, semi-structured individual interviews, focus groups, and radio interviews of
eight American-Senegalese students, four parents, and seventeen random parents who
called the radio show.
Conclusions
Transnational Existence and Senegalese Parents’ Migration and Participation in a
Global Economy
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In Senegal, the parents interviewed for this project did not hold a stable job. They
did many odd jobs before leaving Senegal. These odd jobs were the main characteristics of
their working-class social ranking in Senegal. This “ranking” includes, for example, the
level of education in the Senegalese households, the private schooling of the children (if
any schooling at all), the amount of money to be paid for the rental of the house, the
number of people living in the house (usually 10 to 15 people at any given time). Most of
the parents who participated in this study did receive their High School Diplomas (and high
school is an important achievement in Africa) and some went as far as finishing two years
of college work. The male Senegalese household head, whether the one with a steady job
or not, would take care of many spouses (as many as four wives at the time) as well as
many children. In the U.S., these male emigrants for the first time become independent in
many ways. They start by renting an apartment in their own names, paying bills, working
consistently (whether it is an ideal job or not does not matter. The idea is they now work
and earn an income consistently). They have the possibilities of working paid overtime and
earn extra income. At times, these new (im) /(e) migrant working Senegalese born wished
they could be in Senegal and indulge in the Senegalese routine, cultural lifestyle, and
families while having the job they have in the U.S.
The US-residing Senegalese parents’ emigration is meant to be for the assurance of
the social reproduction and give the children and themselves a better way of living and a
better future. For most of them, childhood personality formation leading to adolescence is
so vital, as validated by most researchers in social and cognitive child’s development
(2007), that they want they children to be raised according to Senegalese traditions and
values. As a result, the US-residing Senegalese parents choose to send their AmericanSenegalese children to Senegal so they can be indulged into the culture, tradition, and
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religion while attempting to stop them from being Americanized and keep them out of
trouble. At the same time, the economic advantage of having the children in Senegal is
undeniable because it enables these parents to use the time they would have spent raising
them to work and seek social mobility.
Keeping the American-Senegalese children with collective transnational yet
intergenerational objectives require creativity and intrafamilial maneuvering. It is
important to point out that most immigrants who come to the U.S. do so without the
intention of returning “home” (Cassarino, 2014). Instead, they usually settle in the U.S. and
seek the “American Dream.” The Senegalese immigrants are not necessarily in this
category. They leave Senegal with the full intention of working in the U.S. for a certain
time and returning home to Senegal and live the successful “Senegalese Dream.” They
usually anticipate returning home within years of migrating to the U.S. However, returning
does not always happen as soon as they hope it would due to unanticipated hardships,
especially financial.
The Maternal Effect: How Matrifocal Lineage Dominates the US-Senegalese
Transnational Experience
As people move to other countries to settle, they leave behind some of their cultural
practices and beliefs while embracing new ones. Migration brings different family
structural changes. Family structures in Senegal are different than in the U.S. Senegal is a
country where Islam is the dominant religion. Thus, polygamy is practiced. “Patriarchal
power and male privilege are prevalent ... 95% of Senegalese are Muslims” (Latha, p. 55).
Gender roles are extremely important in Senegalese society. Senegalese sons and men are
expected to fully take care of their family while the daughters and women are to make sure
the children are raised right while their husbands are well taken care of. Senegal is known
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to be a patriarchal society in which fathers or other elderly males head of the households
and comes through the male lineage. For example, any children born will take
automatically the father’s names and practice his religion. It is interesting, though, that
when it comes to these Americans from their US-residing Senegalese parents, they are sent
to Senegal to be raised by their maternal extended families. Mothers in Senegal are
protective of their children and avoid them being raised by other wives. The practice of
polygamy impacts the choices mothers make when it comes to the person raising their
children. In a way, keeping the American-born children with collective transitional yet
intergenerational objectives requires intrafamilial members (parents, kids, extended family
members) to maneuver between generations, familiar settings, and cultural practices. The
preference when sending the American-Senegalese children is for them to be raised by
their mother’s side of the family, which adds to the matrifocal lineage. Therefore, the
American-Senegalese children are sent to live with their maternal relatives when they are
residing in Senegal.
Generally, mothers do not feel comfortable having their husband’s other wives raise
their children. Thus, when US-residing Senegalese parents send their American-Senegalese
children to Senegal to be raised by family, they have the tendency to send them to their
side of the family instead of the father’s. The economic value of children has changed over
time across the world. What is fraught about the US-residing Senegalese parents’ decision
to send children to Senegal is that it may or may not enhance their children’s “value” as
children willing to support the Senegalese family structure. Another measure of children’s
value is their individual achievement that could perhaps aid the US-residing Senegalese
parents’ return to Senegal, but not result in them all returning “home” together.
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The Cost of Separation: Unintended Effects of Separation and the Challenges of
Reunification
The American-Senegalese children’s situation is unique. Their separation from their
US-residing Senegalese parents at such a young age often came with intense feelings of
distress and displacement, followed by wonders. Grinberg and Grinberg (1989) argued that
the migration process continues to a lengthy period of time, potentially inducing
psychological collapse and psychic wounds. Thus, sending these American-Senegalese
children to Senegal at such a young age could result in trauma mainly characterized by a
sense of helplessness especially since the role of their caregivers keeps switching
constantly. The role of the caregiver switches from the US-residing Senegalese parents to
the many caregivers living in Senegal before switching back to the US-residing Senegalese
parents when the American-Senegalese children move back to the U.S. When the USresiding Senegalese parents send their kids home, the role of the caregiver is undermined
or not recognized as critical to the well-being of the one, two, and three year old not to
mention the ramifications of reunification later on. Even though my interviewees were not
older than two when they were sent to Senegal, they do not specifically recall experiencing
any sense of losses: First, sudden separation from birth parent(s); Second, replacement of
the US-residing Senegalese parents by an unknown stranger. Little will be known from
American-Senegalese children’s emotional understanding of the separation with their birth
parents when they were just toddlers. However, what seems to be very clear is the
emotional environment created for these American-Senegalese children set the tone for
such needed coping mechanisms for later on when they return to live with their USresiding Senegalese parents. The American-Senegalese children find their coping
mechanism when they return to the US to live with their US-residing Senegalese parents.
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Their identity becomes context bound and imposed rather than internal. When they return
in the U.S., they identify differently depending on the context they face.
A Lost Sense of Home: Reintegration Challenges for the Transnational AmericanSenegalese Child
The American-Senegalese children experience their multi layers of culture and
identity while in the U.S. show how others’ perceptions and responses to their Africanness, American-ness, Black-ness has significant social and personal impacts on them as
they (re) construct and (re) negotiate their racial, ethnic, and social identities when they
return to the U.S. from Senegal. Reunification of an entire family can usually take many
years, especially when complicated by legal and economic burdens (Suarez-Orozco,
Suarez-Orozco, & Todorova, 2008). The American-Senegalese children miss mostly the
emotional component that would have helped them reunite with their US-residing
Senegalese parents. While in Senegal, they missed their US-residing Senegalese parents
and wanted nothing more than be next to them and feel like a “normal family.” After years
of anticipating returning home to their US-residing Senegalese parents and living a
“normal” life, the American-Senegalese children quickly realize after moving back to the
U.S. that they now faced a bigger challenge: Having a home where they feel that they
belonged. While in Senegal, the American-Senegalese children observed that they turned
to various extended members and teachers in school who became their parental figures
during the years they lived in Senegal. In the meantime, they have managed to suppress
their ability to emotionally connect with their birth parents, which had a huge impact on
their relationship after they returned to the U.S. Upon returning to the U.S., the AmericanSenegalese children acknowledged that one of the biggest challenges they had to live with
is the fact that others always saw them and assumed they were immigrants without even
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asking them any questions. As soon as they speak, they get labeled as immigrants. One of
the main reasons why they were labeled as immigrants was because of their accent. Here
they were all excited to be speaking multiple languages in a world that is becoming
multilingual and multicultural. Yet, they felt a sense of foreignness in their birth country
because of they spoke multiple languages and could not connect with their US-residing
Senegalese parents the way they imagined they would. This led the American-Senegalese
children to constantly question where they truly belonged and where their home is. The
reality is the economic value of children has changed over time across the world. One
measure of children’s value is their individual achievement that could perhaps aid the USresiding Senegalese parents return to Senegal, but not necessarily result in them all
returning “home” together. Thus, sending children to their parents’ home country,
parenting from distance, transnationalism in this global world of immigration all has
profound effects in children like the American-Senegalese children.
Implications
Implications for Theory
This study offers a unique theoretical approach to educational research that is rarely
utilized in the vast field of education. It combines parenting styles, issues based on cultural
understanding, immigration, transnationalism, and multicultural education. Immigrant
families need to take into consideration these frameworks and their intersections when
dealing with settling into their immigrated countries. As shown in this study, the
combination of various frames provides crucial and much needed space for the
examination of parenting from distance in the global flux transitional context.
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As the African population living in the U.S. continues to grow, scholars must
develop and adopt new ways to understand the challenges and advantages it means to be
from African descent. These understandings must go beyond bringing Black from Africa
via the diversity. These additions must encompass the different aspects of various African
cultures and traditions to avoid marginalizing the students in the U.S. educational system.
To do so, studies on African cultures, immigration, transnational ways of thinking, must be
contextualized with the rich experiences of the students to allow a better understanding of
their personal experience including their schooling.
Implications for Educational Policy and Practice
The findings in this study as related to African transnational immigration
perception and practices have implications for policy on teachers-student, parent-student,
and student-students matching in the education world. Advocacy for an increase in teacher
diversity and ethnoracial matching of teachers and students has been on the rise (Banerjee,
2018; Driessen, 2015). Some studies have found that ethnoracial matching of teachers and
students and a diverse teaching staff have a positive impact on students in some capacity
(Driessen, 2015; Klopfenstein, 2008) while some have found no impact (Banerjee, 2018).
This study is suggesting an ethnocultural matching shifts in order to break the transnational
norms between teachers, students, and administrators. Racial identity does not necessary
equate positive understanding amongst students, teachers, administrators or parents.
Instead, an immigrant’s full background identity usually matters. This notion is especially
important because it impacts the lives of the immigrant students, plus the U.S. students
they find in the schools, then the teachers’ lives. Therefore, all teachers, regardless of their
race and ethnicity or that of their desired population of future students, should receive
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culturally relevant training. It is important to note the importance that implications for
teacher training programs and the need for culturally- relevant training (see Prater &
Devereaux, 2012) has in the lives of all students, particularly those with complex and
unique cultural backgrounds. There should be no assumption/exception when it comes to
the teachers with the same racial backgrounds or ethnic groups of their students. In other
words, we should not assume that they would treat the students better. In line with
culturally-relevant training in teacher education programs, the findings here call for ongoing culturally-relevant pedagogy (see Ladson-Billings, 1995) development workshops
for teachers once in the field and even during their teaching career as various cultural
practices will always exist in the U.S.
Contribution to Existing Literature
This study is about transnational migration with a greater focus on transnational
mothering practice within the context of Senegalese culture, globalization and transnational
family dynamics. It includes the perspectives/experiences/ conflicts mixed with
children/students’ participation/experience of this parenting practice/upbringing and their
complex identity formation. The identity formation process includes navigating separation,
language learning, American racism, African-ness, etc., contribute to the literature on
globalization and transnational family dynamics, Senegalese cultural family dynamic,
African immigrant students going to school in the United States, African students’
upbringing and their complex identity formation.
First and foremost, it contributes to the growth of the limited scholarship on African
immigrants living in the United States and the ever-limited existing literature on African
immigrant youth in the United States. While there is an emerging scholarship on the school
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experiences of African students (Awokoya, 2012; Bigelow, 2010; Harushimana, 2007;
Imaogene, 2017; Traore, 2006), very few, in any, of these studies examine transnational
parenting in the sense of sending American-born toddlers to their parents ‘country of origin
to be raised by extended family members for more than a decade and the impact the long
and uninterrupted separation has on the children, the parents, the family dynamic when
they return to the United States as teenagers. And yet, transnational migration has become
a global phenomenon. Examining the context within which the American children from
Senegalese descent navigate their new lives in the United States after being away for so
long and the ways in which they must navigate their new lives with all the new-ness around
provide a more holistic understanding of how challenging transnationalism is on immigrant
families and the ways in which the various families must surrender to the challenges and
do their best to be the best transnational parents they can be from thousands of miles away.
Secondly, this study contributes to the literature on African immigrant families and
their complex and challenging situations they live while trying to make a living in the U.S.
while trying everything possible to be tie to their African heritage and culture, languages,
education, etc. Past scholarships on transnational families and mothering increased their
familial responsibilities and required emotional and physical sacrifice from parents, as
transnational mothering and kin caring have become a main preoccupation amongst
migrant groups. This research instead shows that all the above issues stated have
significant social and personal impacts on the American-Senegalese children as they (re)
construct and (re) negotiate their racial, ethnic, and social identities when they return to the
U.S. from Senegal. The "re"- doing process is just so much and so complicated that it
requires a lot of attention from everyone.
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Third, the study speaks to the broader literature on African parenting and the
repercussions on their children the distance brings on their relationship with their children
when they move back in the United States. Studies on mothering from distance shows that
migration do induce changes in mothering. It is important to recognize the importance of
cultural expectations and the broader narratives about family life impact on the ways
transnational mothers engage in mothering. This study, unlike many others, focuses on
globalization and transnational family dynamics, including the perspectives/experiences/
conflicts mixed with children/students’ participation/experience of this parenting
practice/upbringing and their complex identity formation. Thus, the study illustrates the
ways African students do not always come to the U.S. schools innocent or with lack of
social experience. By the time they get to the schools, they have lived a lot more than their
U.S. peers.
Fourth, this study contributes to the limited but emerging use of Africanprejudice/stereotyping in educational research. Literature on experiences of African
immigrant students in the United States postulates that the experiences of these students are
impacted by negative perceptions of Africa and Africans (Awokoya, 2009; 2012;
Harushimana, 2007; Traore & Lukens, 2006; Ukpokodu, 1996), which came from a long
standing history of images created by the Europeans that dates from colonial times which
has attempted to justify subjugation of Africans. Amongst the postcolonial concepts
include discourse, representation, and “othering.” All these postcolonial concepts were for
the longest used to create negative images of perceptions of Africa and the Africans during
colonial times. Thus, provide a ladder as a lens to understand the effects of these images on
Africans living in the United States today.
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Lastly, the study contributes to the limited but emerging use of transnational
parenting with a greater focus on transnational mothering practice within the context of
Senegalese culture, globalization and transnational family dynamics, including their
existing perspectives/experiences/conflicts. Moreover, it also looks at the AmericanSenegalese students’ participation/experience of this parenting practice/upbringing and
their complex identity formation throughout the process, that includes navigating
separation, relationship (re) formation, language learning, American racism, African-ness,
American-ness, Black-ness. It brings a different spin into the conversation of transnational
immigrant “norm” and especially disturbs the Latino Hegemony. To reiterate the work of
Janet Awokoya, Mercy Agyepong, Immaculée Harushimana, and other African scholars, I
posit that African students disturb many of the familiar philosophies (including that of
parenting commodification, mothering, transnational experiences etc.). The research
findings point to the need for studies of other Senegalese and African groups, in
comparison to other non-western immigrant groups, to account for the different ways that
transnationalism is understood in the United States.
Limitations
There were a few limitations to this dissertation study. First, it was had a very hard
to reach out to parents. I did not have as much of a relationship with the parent participants
prior to interviewing them. It was a bit more challenging to listen to their complex stories,
be able to ask them follow up questions, and get a totally elaborated response. If I knew
these parents on a different level before these interviews, there is no doubt I would have
received a more depths answers and resources from them. I mentored a lot of children over
the years; however, I took for granted how little most of the parents knew me. Therefore, it
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was a challenge to pitch them the idea of the research in a way that they would participate
with enthusiasm. The word “research” was an immediate turn off for the parents I was able
to reach. It felt as if their understanding of research was different than mine, especially
those who had no connection with academia. Once I had the number of parents. I needed,
they expressed no interest in having a focus group because they were simply not willing to
sit and share their personal experience in a group setting. Thus, I had to cancel the parents’
focus group session. Recruiting the students was also a bit of a challenge though less than
the parents, mainly because I wanted students who were born in the U.S. and spent more
than a decade in Senegal. The majority of the students who truly wanted to participate in
the study fit into different categories than I was targeting; therefore, I anticipate focusing
my in my future research on them. They include:
1. Senegalese-born and partly American raised
2. American-born and fully raised in America
While I was able to recruit couple of teachers, it was a bit more challenging to find enough.
I plan however, to address these limitations in my future research projects and trajectory.
Future Areas of Future Research
Based on my findings, there are several directions I could take for my future
research. First and foremost, in the near future I plan to conduct future research on the
Senegalese-born and partly American raised children. I also am motivated to find out about
the experiences of the American-born and fully raised in America, on the one hand, and the
American-born and fully raised in Senegal on the other. As indicated in this study, the
background and experience of African students is complex and requires a holistic
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understanding of their background so they can better be supported in the U.S. schools
systems. Gaining a greater understanding of these African descent students will provide
teachers, peers, communities, and policy makers with the necessary data to improve the
schooling of not only the African from Senegalese descent, but to all African immigrant
students in general. More research should be done whether it is in school research or
community based research. As evident, teachers who received students like the AmericanSenegalese children into their classrooms sometimes had a hard time connecting with
them. The main reason for the challenge is that they were completely in the dark when it
comes to understanding these students’ background.
As for my recommendation for future research, there is need to examine the
different immigration patterns within the Senegalese immigrants and see if there is an
advantage or a lack thereof in sending their children to Senegal for a long period time.
Maybe it will be beneficial to do a comparative study of the US-residing Senegalese
parents ’ children who never left the U.S. to go live in Senegal along the Senegalese-born
partly American raised children who moved to the U.S. to live with their parents and
compare these groups to see if being raised by one’s own parents can make a positive
impact on children later on? Likewise, it would be interesting for the parents who may
have wanted to send their children to Senegal and ended up changing their mind.
Last but not least, throughout this dissertation, I emphasized the importance of studying the
African students like Latinx students are studied in the schools. For instance, we need to
pay more attention to the socio-cultural, linguistics, religious, etc. backgrounds of the
African students when they come to the U.S. school systems. Future research should look
at the different education systems the African students are subject to in their parents’
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countries of origin to better provide them with the tools to succeed once they come to the
U.S.
In conclusion, what I have illustrated in this dissertation are complex experiences of
the lives of eight American-Senegalese students plus the perspectives of parents who made
the decision to send them to Senegal. The US-residing Senegalese parents ’ long-term
separation with their US- born and partly Senegalese children does come with unintended
consequences. The complexities of each of the experiences of the parents and their children
leads to an ultimate take-away: this study is one of a kind and builds on transnational
identity construction theory based on the perspectives and patterns of behavior of the USresiding Senegalese parents and their American-Senegalese children highlighting the
decisions, challenges and insights of transnational parenting.
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Appendices
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APPENDIX A: Description of the project
Immigration is such a complicated phenomenon. It has changed the lives of many
people living in the Unites States. Moving to a country such as America and having to go
through the complications of (re) building one’s identity is a difficult task. To top it all,
African immigrants need scholars to start documenting their experiences in the U.S. Many
people are not aware of the fact that many young American-Senegalese kids are being sent
to Senegal to be raised by extended family members. These kids face tremendous
challenges upon their return to the U.S. from Senegal. As an immigrant Senegalese woman
who moved to the U.S. twenty-three years ago and a current doctoral student, I totally
understand what these kids are going through. I am aware of the challenges they face as
they move back to the U.S. and try to (re) define who they are while feeling displaced. As a
future Senegalese-American scholar, I want to be the voice for these young kids. They
desperately need more understanding and validation of their experiences as they start the
complicated process of (re) building and (re) adapting to the U.S. culture including the
language. If you are interesting in sharing your experience, please contact me by phone at
917-673-3296 or by email at adiop@gradcenter.cuny.edu.
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APPENDIX B: Informed Consent Letter
Dear research participant,
This letter is to request your permission to participate in the study of how
American-Senegalese youth (re) construct their identity after they return to the U.S. from
Senegal where extended family members raised them for years. The ultimate goal of this
study is to give voice to the American-Senegalese children and validate the struggles they
face upon returning to the U.S.
You have agreed to be interviewed and share your experience with me. I have
developed a list of questions that I sent you before the interview date. All interviews will
be conducted face to face and will last anywhere from one hour to one hour and half. You
are asked to please come up with a pseudonym name that will be used throughout this
research to conceal your identity and protect the confidentiality of your shared experience.
I will be the only person who has access to the recording and transcript of this
interview. If at any time during the interview, you choose to withdraw from the research
project for whatever reason, the interview recordings plus any notes I have taken will be
immediately destroyed. You should be aware that your participation is totally voluntary
and there is absolutely no penalty for terminating your participation or not participating at
all.
I am a third year doctoral student at the City University of New York Graduate
Center. This research is part of my dissertation. The study will be presented to the
members of my Dissertation Committee at the City University of New York (CUNY)
Graduate Center. Please feel free to contact me regarding this project at
adiop@gradcenter.cuny.edu or by phone at 917-673-3296.
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APPENDIX C: Informed Consent Form
Please check the box below to indicate your willingness to participate in this pilot
study.
You must sign and return the form to me prior to being interviewed.
Thank you!
Sincerely,
Aminata Diop
□ I have read the above consent form. I understand the parameters of this pilot research
study and I am willing to be participant.
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APPENDIX D: Pick a nickname
Your full name: _________________________________________
Your chosen research pseudonym /nickname: ____________________________
Date: ____________________________
* Please note this pseudonym /nickname will appear on any papers written based on this
interview. Your selected pseudonym /nickname will provide you with confidentiality and
will allow your identity to not be disclosed at any time. *
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APPENDIX E: Interview Guide
(American-Senegalese)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where were you born?
How old are you?
Where did you grow up?
Where did you go to school?
Who raised you?
What was it like for you living in Senegal?
What does it mean to you to be born here in the United States and raised/educated in
Senegal?
What did it feel like to return to the United States?
How did you feel when you were in Senegal?
Describe your identity today and what it means to you?
Do you feel that you had a different identity or were a different person when you
lived in Senegal?
Who do you currently live with?
What was the most difficult part of living away from your birth parents?
What do you find more challenging in the United States after your return?
How did you feel toward your birth parents when you were in Senegal?
What is your current relationship with you birth parents
What 5 words would best describe you as an American-Senegal childwho was raised
in another country?
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APPENDIX F: Interview Guide
(Parents)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where were you born?
Where did you grow up?
When did you move to the U.S.?
How long have you been in the U.S.?
What kind of work do you do?
What language do you speak at home with your children?
Do you have relatives in Senegal?
Do you have kids?
How many kids do you have?
Where are they living now?
Have they lived with you all their lives?
Who raised your kids?
Why did you send your kids to Senegal ?
What were your relationships with your kids when they lived in Senegal?
Describe the feeling of being separated with your kids for so long?
What were your main reasons for sending your kids to Senegal?
What are the challenges you face after your kids returned to the U.S.?
What are the advantages for sending your children to Senegal for so long?
If you had to redo it all over again, would you have sent your kids or raise them by
yourselves in the U.S.?
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APPENDIX G: Researcher Relationship
My own experience as a Senegalese immigrant woman will affect the ways in
which I approach the interviews and focus group. I anticipate the fact that my research
participants will become aware of my Senegalese background through the interview
processes and I will do everything I possibly can to make sure it does not become the focus
of the conversation. I will entertain personal questions at the conclusion of the formal
interviews and focus groups, but not during. Although I anticipate understanding many of
the challenges my participants will discuss, I will continually remind and prohibit myself
from making assumptions about their identity experiences by asking in-depth and probing
questions to provide informants the opportunity to share their experiences in their own
words. My insider status as a Senegalese-American will help me build rapport and gain a
nuanced understanding of the participants’ experiences.
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APPENDIX H: Focus group Interview Protocol

Focus Group Confirmation Letter

Date:
Dear _____________,
Thank you for your willingness to participate in this focus group. As discussed during your
interview, we will talk about your experience as American-Senegalese students who grew
up in Senegal and return to the U.S. to live with your biological parents. You will be in a
group with 3 other participants. Your responses to the questions will be kept anonymous.
The date, time, and place will be sent to you later.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me directly by email at
adiop@gradcenter.cuny.edu or by phone/text at 917-673-3296.
I look forward to seeing you again.
Sincerely,
Aminata Diop
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APPENDIX I: Radio Focus Group Protocol (Senegalese-Born Parents)
Thank you for listening to Voice of Africa!
Today, the theme we will be discussing is the US-residing Senegalese children sent to
Senegal at a young age. We want to know the reasons why the Senegalese parents send
their children to Senegal. Why do you send them for so long? Is it advantageous to send the
children home or is it better to keep them in the U.S.?
If you are a parent who sent or still have children who were born in the U.S. currently
living in Senegal, please call us. We appreciate all your contributions. Soon the line will be
open to our listeners.
The lines will be open until 10pm. If you cannot reach us, please call again. We want to
hear from you.
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APPENDIX J:
Profile of the American-Senegalese Students Interviewed
PSEUDONYMS

AGE

GENDER

LANGUAGES

Milka

23

Male

Wolof, French,
English

U.S.-born

Fallou

20

Male

Wolof, French,
English

U.S.-born

Creative
Alchemist

24

Male

Wolof, English

Leek

23

Male

Wolof, English

Binana

25

Female

Wolof, French,
English

U.S.-born

Mamy

24

Female

Wolof, French,
English

U.S.-born

Zeynab

24

Female

Wolof, French,
English

U.S.-born

23

Female

Wolof, French,
English

U.S.-born

Bambina

COUNTRY
OF BIRTH

U.S.-born

U.S.-born

YEARS SPENT
IN SENEGAL

# OF
SIBBLINGS

OCCUPATION

14 years

3

College Student

16 years

2

College Student

2 years

2

College Student

8 years

2

College Student

14 years

1

College Student

11 years

3

College Student

12 years

1

College Student

18 years

2

College Student
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APPENDIX K:
Profile of Teachers and US-residing Senegalese parents
PSEUDONYMS

COUNTRY OF BIRTH

NUMBER OF
CHILDREN

Anna

Senegal

3

28 Years

Married

Djouka

Senegal

3

29 Years

Married

Teacher #1

Senegal

6

35 Years

Married

Abou

Senegal

3

34 Years

Married

Teacher #2

Senegal

3

30 Years

Married

Lack

Senegal

3

32 Years

Married

YEARS SPENT IN
THE U.S.

MARITAL
STATUS
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Appendix L: Demographic Questionnaire
For each question, please check the correct answer or write neatly in the space
provided.
1. Gender: Male
Female
2. What is your date of birth?
3. What city and state were you born in?
4. List the cities and states that you have lived in:

(example: May 11, 1979)

City & State Length of Time
5. Where do you currently live?
a.
With parents
b.
Dorm/ Apt. on campus
c.
House/ Apt. off campus
d. Other:
6. What is your marital status?
a.
Single, never been married
b.
Married
c.
Separated
d.
Divorced
e.
Widowed
f.
Domestic partnership
I would like to learn a little about your family. Here are a few questions about
them.
7. Are your biological parents currently married to each other?
a.
Yes
b.
No
i. If no, for how many years have they been apart?
8. Please provide the zipcode of where your family currently lives.
9. Which of the following people, in addition to your parents or guardians, live in
the house where your family resides. (Check all that apply)
a. Brothers or step-brothers
How many?
i. Ages & Gender
b. Sisters or step-sisters
How many?
i. Ages & Gender
c. Grandfather or grandmother
How many?
d. Uncles or aunts
How many?
e. Other relatives
How many?
f. Non-relatives
How many?
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I would like to know about your parents’ experiences in Senegal prior to
immigrating to the United States.
Father
10. What city/region did your father come from in Senegal?
11. What kinds of work did your father normally do? That is, what was his job
called?
Name of Occupation: _
12. What did he actually do in that job? What were some of his main duties?

13. Describe the place where he worked; What did the company make or do?

14. In your view, what do you think that your father’s class status was in Senegal?
a.
Lower class
b.
Middle class
c.
Upper class
d.
I don’t know
15. What was the highest level of education your father received prior to coming
to the U.S.?
a.
Middle school graduate or less
b.
Some high school
c.
High school graduate
d.
Some college or university
e.
College graduate or more
f.
I don’t know
g.
Other: Explain
16. Approximately what year did your father leave Senegal?
a. For what reason?
Mother
17. What city/region did your mother come from in Senegal?
18. What kinds of work did your mother normally do? That is, what was her job
called?
Name of Occupation: _
19. What did she actually do in that job? What were some of her main duties?

20. Describe the place where she worked; What did the company make or do?
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21. In your view, what do you think that your mother’s class status was in Senegal?
a.
Lower class
b.
Middle class
c.
Upper class
d.
I don’t know
22. What was the highest level of education your mother received prior to coming
to the U.S.?
a.
Middle school graduate or less
b.
Some high school
c.
High school graduate
d.
Some college or university
e.
College graduate or more
f.
I don’t know
g. Other
Explain
23. Approximately what year did your mother leave Senegal?
a. For what reason?
Please describe the present or most recent job of your father, stepfather, or
male guardian.
24. Is he currently working, unemployed, retired, or disabled?
a.
Currently working b.
Unemployed
c.
Retired d.
_Disabled
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*If your father is unemployed, retired, or disabled, answer the following questions
for his most recent job. Also, if your father works more than one job, please answer
for the job you consider to be his major activity.
25. What kinds of work does he normally do? That is, what is his job called?
Name of Occupation:
26. What does he actually do in that job? What are some of his main duties?

27. Describe the place where he works; What does the company make or do?

28. What is your father’s highest level of education in the U.S.?
a.
Middle school graduate or less
b.
Some high school
c.
High school graduate
d.
Some college or university
e.
College graduate or more
f.
I don’t know
g.
Other: Explain
Please describe the present or most recent job of your mother, stepmother, or
female guardian.
29. Is she currently working, unemployed, retired, or disabled?
a.
Currently working b.
Unemployed
c.
Retired d.
Disabled
*If your mother is unemployed, retired, or disabled, answer the following questions
for her most recent job. Also, if your mother works more than one job, please
answer for the job you consider to be her major activity.
30. What kinds of work does she normally do? That is, what is her job called?
Name of Occupation: _
31. What does she actually do in that job? What are some of her main duties?

32. Describe the place where she works; What does the company make or do?

33. What is your mother’s highest level of education in the U.S?
a.
Middle school graduate or less
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Some high school
High school graduate
Some college or university
College graduate or more
I don’t know
Other: Explain

34. What is your family’s total income before taxes? Numbers are in U.S. currency.
a.
Under $19,000
b.
Between $20,000 and $39,000
c.
Between $40,000 and 59,000
d.
Between $60,000 and 79,000
e.
Over $80,000
I would like to ask about your religion.
35. What is your CURRENT religion?
a. Specific denomination:
36. Do you CURRENTLY belong to a place of worship, i.e. church, synagogue,
mosque, or temple?
a.
Yes
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b.

No

37. About how often do you attend religious service?
a.
Never
b.
About once or twice a year
c.
Several times a year
d.
About once a month
e.
2-3 times a month
f.
Nearly every week
g.
Every week (once a week)
h.
Several times a week
38. Were you raised in the same religion?
a.
Yes
b.
No
39. In what religion were you raised?
a. Specific denomination:
I would like to know about your political participation.
40. Including any current membership, were you a member of any African
organization/ association or club within the past year?
a.
Yes
i. What are they?
b.
No
41. Including any current membership, were you a member of any NON-African
organization/association or club within the past year?
a.
Yes
i. What are they?
b.
No
I would like to know about your cultural background.
42. How many times have you ever been back to visit Senegal?
43. Have you lived there for longer than 1 year?
a.
Yes
b.
No
44. Do you ever send money to anyone in Senegal?
a.
Yes
b.
No
45. How often do your parents send money to anyone there?
a.
Never
b.
About once or twice a year
c.
Several times a year
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d.
About once a month
e.
2-3 times a month
f.
Nearly every week
g.
Every week (once a week)
h.
Several times a week
i. DK/ Not sure:
46. How often do you watch Senegalese TV (including videos or movies) or listen to
Senegalese radio or Senegalese music?
a.
Never
b.
About once or twice a year c.
Several times a year
d.
About once a month e.
2-3 times a month
f.
Nearly every week
g.
Every week (once a week)
h.
Several times a week i.
Every day
47. Which language(s) were you spoken to at home when you were growing up in the
(U.S.)?
a.
Primarily Wolof
b.
Primarily French
c.
Primarily English
d.
A combination of French and Wolof
e.
A combination of English and Wolof
f.
A combination of English, French, Wolof
g.
Other:
48. Which language(s) did you speak most at home when you were growing up (in the
US)?
a.
Primarily French
b.
Primarily Wolof
c.
Primarily English
d.
A combination of French and Wolof
e.
A combination of English and Wolof
f.
A combination of English, French, Wolof
g.
Other:
49. Which language(s) do you prefer to speak in your home most of the time now?
a.
Primarily English b.
Primarily French
c.
Primarily Wolof
d.
A combination of English and French
e.
A combination of French and Wolof
f.
A combination of English, French, Wolof

g.
Other:
50. I understand:
a.
English only
b.
English and French
c.
French and Wolof
d.
English, French, Wolof
e.
Other:
51. I consider myself:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Fluent in English only
Fluent in both English and French
Fluent in both English and Wolof
Fluent in English, French, Wolof
Other:

52. What language(s) do you speak in college and/ or at work?
53. What language(s) do you use with your peers?
I would like to know about the community that you grew up in.
54. The community that I grew up in had:
a.
No Americans
b.
A few Americans (Less than 10%)
c.
Many Americans (More than 10%)
d.
Many other African groups, please list which groups
55. I spent most of my childhood in:
a.
b.
d.

A predominately White environment
An ethnically and racially diverse environment c.
A predominately African environment
Other

56. I spent most of my teenage years in:
a.
A predominately White environment
b.
An ethnically and racially diverse environment c.
A predominately African environment
d.
Other
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